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All the following reports, books and proceedings are is­
sued by the Commission of the European Communities' 
department for scientific and technical communication 
and published 
— either by the Office for Official Publications of the Eu­
ropean Communities, L ­ 2985 Luxembourg, (EUR reports 
on pages . . . to . ..) 
— or by private publishers (see EUR reports on pages . . . 
t o . . . ) ­
For each report the entry comprises the tit le in the origi­
nal language, followed where appropriate by an English 
translation, the name(s) of the author(s), the EUR num­
ber together with the year of publication, and the Euro 
abstracts reference (see below). 
In the case of private publishers, the name of the publi­
shing company, the ISSN number and prices are also 
given. 
For EUR reports, please write to the Office for Official 
Publications of the European Communities, Boîte Posta­
le 1003, L ­ 2985 Luxembourg, or, where appropriate, to 
the respective private publisher. 
All EUR­Reports published by the Office for Official Pu­
blications of the European Communities are available in 
microfiche form (NMA format, 105 χ 148 mm, 180 a6, 7 χ 
14 pages per fiche) at a unit price of 150 BFR (or equiva­
lent). Blow­ups can be supplied on request. A price of 5 
BFR/page (or equivalent) will be charged for this service 
with a minimum charge of 200 BFR per report. Some 
EUR­Reports, notably those of general interest, are avai­
lable not only in microfiche form but also in full­size. 
Orders should mention: the report number and langua­
ge^) (DE­German, DA­Danish, EN­English, FR­French, 
IT­ltalian, NL­Dutch, GR­Greek, MF (microfiche) or FS 
(full­size), as well as the title and the name(s) of the au­
thors). In the case of EUR reports available from private 
editors, please add the ISBN­No. 
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1980 · 1982 (EUR 7500, 1985) 
In this catalogue, the reports are listed by subject area 
and within these subject areas by author's names. 
The subject area headings under which the reports are 
listed are divided into two main categories: 
— Euratom and EEC research, subdivided into the 
following headings: 
0 General and miscellaneous 
1 Chemistry 
2 Earth sciences 
3 Engineering and technology 
4 Energy production, conversion and conservation 
5 Life sciences 
6 Materials 
7 Mathematics and computers 
8 Nuclear technology 
9 Physics, 
and 
— ECSC research, subdivided into the following 
headings: 
10 Coal research 
11 Steel research 
12 Industrial health and safety in the iron and steel 
industry 
Abstracts of the publications listed below are published 
in 'euro abstracts, section I' (Euratom and EEC research) 
or 'section II' (ECSC research). The respective euro ab­
stracts reference indicates section number (EAB1 or 
EAB2), volume and accession numbers. The abstracts 
are also available on­line from the Commission's data­
base EABS, accessible via ECHO (European Community 
Host Organization) on Euronet DIANE. 
For further information on 'euro abstracts' and the Com­
missions' data base EABS, please contact Mr H.­L. 
SCHERFF, Commission of the European Communities, 
DG XIII­A­2, L ­ 2920 Luxembourg. 
The complete subject matter index is given in English 
and French on pages 2­4. 
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SUBJECT MATTER INDEX CLASSEMENT PAR MATIÈRES 
EURATOM AND EEC RESEARCH RECHERCHE EURATOM ET CEE 
0 General and miscellaneous 
0.0 Miscellaneous 
0.1 Agriculture 
0.2 Documentation and information science 
0.3 Economics 
0.4 Law 
0.5 Science policy 
0.6 Social sciences 
1 Chemistry 
1.0 General and theoretical chemistry 
1.1 Analytical chemistry 
1.2 Chemical engineering 
1.3 Inorganic chemistry 
1.4 Nuclear and radiochemistry 
1.5 Organic chemistry 
1.6 Physical chemistry 
1.7. Radiation chemistry 
1.8 Transuranium elements and compounds 




2.3 Geology and mineralogy 
2.4 Geophysics 




3 Engineering and technology 
3.0 General and miscellaneous 
3.1 Civil engineering 
3.2 Communication systems 
3.3 Construction, equipment and materials 
3.4 Electrical engineering 
3.5 Electronics 
3.6 Heat transfer and fluid flow 
3.7 Hydraulic and pneumatic equipment 
3.8 Industrial processes 
3.9 Instrumentation 
3.10 Machining and tools 
3.11 Recording devices and process control 
3.12 Safety engineering 
3.13 Special components 
3.14 Transportation 
3.15 Test facilities and methods 
3.16 Vacuum engineering and equipment 
4 Energy production, conversion 
and conservation 
4.0 General 
4.1 Conversion techniques and engines 
4.2 Energy statistics and demand analysis 
and strategies 
4.3 Energy storage 
4.4 Energy transmission 
4.5 Increased efficiency of energy uses 
4.6 Fossil energy resources 
4.7 Other primary energy sources 
(solar, wind, geothermal) 
4.8 Secondary energy carriers 
(gas, electricity, etc.) 
0 Généralités et divers 
0.0 Divers 
0.1 Agriculture 
0.2 Documentation et science de l'information 
0.3 Économie 
0.4 Droit 
0.5 Politique des sciences 
0.6 Sciences sociales 
1 Chimie 
1.0 Généralités et chimie théorique 
1.1 Chimie analytique 
1.2 Chimie industrielle 
1.3 Chimie inorganique 
1.4 Chimie nucléaire et radiochimie 
1.5 Chimie organique 
1.6 Chimie physique 
1.7 Chimie des radiations 
1.8 Éléments transuraniens et composés 




2.3 Géologie et minéralogie 
2.4 Géophysique 





3.0 Généralités et divers 
3.1 Génie civil 
3.2 Systèmes de communication 
3.3 Construction, équipement et matériaux 
3.4 Électrotechnique 
3.5 Électronique 
3.6 Échange thermique et écoulement des fluides 
3.7 Équipement hydraulique et pneumatique 
3.8 Procédés industriels 
3.9 Instrumentation 
3.10 Usinage et outils 
3.11 Dispositifs d'enregistrement et de contrôle 
3.12 Techniques de sécurité 
3.13 Composants spéciaux 
3.14 Transport 
3.15 Équipement et procédés d'essai 
3.16 Technique du vide et équipement 
4 Production, transformation et conservation 
de l'énergie 
4.0 Généralités 
4.1 Techniques de transformation et machines 
4.2 Statistiques sur l'énergie, analyse de la demande 
et politique énergétique 
4.3 Stockage de l'énergie 
4.4 Distribution de l'énergie 
4.5 Efficacité accrue des emplois de l'énergie 
4.6 Ressources en énergie d'origine fossile 
4.7 Autres sources d'énergie primaire 
(solaire, éolienne, géothermique) 
4.8 Porteurs d'énergie secondaires 
(gaz, électricité, etc.) 
5 Life sciences 
5.0 General 
5.1 Biochemistry and molecular biology 
5.2 Bioengineering and bionics 
5.3 Biology 
5.4 Ecology, incl. radioecology 
5.5 Environmental research and protection 
5.6 Genetics and cytogenetics 
5.7 Health physics 
5.8 Medicine 
5.9 Microbiology, cytology 
5.10 Physiology 
5.11 Radiation and radioisotope effects on animals, 
incl. radiosterilization 
5.12 Radiation and radioisotope effects on micro-orga-
nisms, incl. radiopreservation 




6.0 General and miscellaneous ('Materials science in 
general') 
6.1 Adhesives and seals 
6.2 Application properties of special materials 
6.3 Ceramics and glasses 
6.4 Coatings 
6.5 Composite materials, cermets 
6.6 Corrosion 
6.7 High performance materials 
6.8 Materials testing 
6.9 Metals and alloys 
6.10 Phase diagrams 
6.11 Plastics and rubbers 
6.12 Raw materials (incl. recycling) 
6.13 Reference and standard materials 
7 Mathematics and computers 
7.0 General, pure mathematics, statistics 
7.1 Computers 
7.2 Data banks 
7.3 Data acquisition and transmission 
7.4 Hardware components 
7.5 Interfaces 
7.6 Mathematical models 
7.7 Peripheral equipment 
7.8 Software, programs 
8 Nuclear technology 
8.0 General, incl. nuclear safeguards 
8.1 Fuel fabrication and reprocessing 
8.2 Fusion devices and components 
8.3 Irradiation facilities 
8.4 Isotope separation 
8.5 Nuclear explosions 
8.6 Nuclear heat for chemical 
processes 
8.7 Nuclear power plants 
8.8 Radiation detection and measurement 
8.9 Radiation dosimetry 
8.10 Radiation shielding and protection 
8.11 Radioactive materials handling 
8.12 Radioactive waste treatment and disposal 
8.13 Radioisotopes production and application 
8.14 Reactor engineering 
and operation, fuel cycle 
incl. burn-up determination 
8.15 Reactor fuel elements and materials 
8.16 Reactor physics 
5 Sciences de la vie 
5.0 Généralités 
5.1 Biochimie et biologie moléculaire 
5.2 Génie biomédical et bionique 
5.3 Biologie 
5.4 Écologie, y compris radioécologie 
5.5 Recherche et protection de l'environnement 
5.6 Génétique et cytogénétique 
5.7 Radioprotection 
5.8 Médecine 
5.9 Microbiologie et cytologie 
5.10 Physiologie 
5.11 Rayonnement et effets des radioisotopes sur les 
animaux, y compris radiostérilisation 
5.12 Rayonnements et effets des radioisotopes sur les 
microorganismes, y compris la radioconservation 




6.0 Généralités et divers (Science des matériaux en 
général) 
6.1 Adhésifs et matériaux de scellement 
6.2 Propriétés d'utilisation des matériaux spéciaux 
6.3 Céramiques et verres 
6.4 Revêtements 
6.5 Matériaux composites, cermets 
6.6 Corrosion 
6.7 Matériaux à haute performance 
6.8 Contrôle des matériaux 
6.9 Métaux et alliages 
6.10 Diagrammes de phases 
6.11 Matières plastiques et caoutchouc 
6.12 Matières premières (y compris recyclage) 
6.13 Matériaux de référence et matériaux normalisés 
7 Mathématique et ordinateurs 
7.0 Généralités, mathématique pure, statistique 
7.1 Ordinateurs 
7.2 Banques de données 
7.3 Transmission et saisie des données 
7.4 Matériel 
7.5 Interfaces 
7.6 Modèles mathématiques 
7.7 Équipement périphérique 
7.8 Logiciel, programmes 
8 Technologie nucléaire 
8.0 Généralités, y compris contrôle de sécurité 
8.1 Fabrication et retraitement du combustible 
8.2 Dispositifs thermonucléaires et composants 
8.3 Équipement d'irradiation 
8.4 Séparation des isotopes 
8.5 Explosions nucléaires 
8.6 Chaleur nucléaire pour alimenter des procédés 
chimiques 
8.7 Centrales nucléaires 
8.8 Détection et mesure des rayonnements 
8.9 Dosimetrie 
8.10 Protection contre les rayonnements 
8.11 Manipulation des matériaux radioactifs 
8.12 Traitement et évacuation des déchets radioactifs 
8.13 Production et emploi des radioisotopes 
8.14 Technique et fonctionnement des reacteurs, y com-
pris cycle du combustible et détermination du 
taux de combustion 
8.15 Éléments de combustible et matériaux 
8.16 Physique des réacteurs 
8.17 Reactor pressure vessels 
8.18 Reactor safety 
8.19 Reactor structural materials and 
components 
8.20 Reactors for special applications 
8.21 Research and test reactors, 
critical assemblies 
8.22 Test irradiations, incl. post-irradiation 
examinations 
8.23 Uranium and thorium ores (monitoring and chemi-
cal processing) 
9 Physics 
9.0 General and theoretical physics 
9.1 Acoustics 
9.2 Astrophysics 
9.3 Atoms, molecules and ions 
9.4 Crystallography 
9.5 Electricity and magnetism 
9.6 Elementary particles and fields 
9.7 Fluid mechanics 
9.8 High-energy-physics 
9.9 Low temperature physics 
9.10 Nuclei 
9.11 Optics, incl. lasers 
9.12 Particle accelerators 
9.13 Plasma physics 
9.14 Solid-state physics 
9.15 Surface phenomena 
9.16 Thermodynamics 
9.17 Wave and particle interactions 
with matter 
8.17 Cuves de réacteurs 
8.18 Sécurité des réacteurs 
8.19 Matériaux structuraux et autres composants des 
réacteurs 
8.20 Réacteurs à usages spéciaux 
8.21 Réacteurs d'essai et de recherche, assemblages 
critiques 
8.22 Irradiations d'essai, y compris examens post-
irradiation 
8.23 Minerai d'uranium et de thorium (prospection et 
traitement chimique) 
9 Physique 
9.0 Généralités et physique théorique 
Acoustique 
Astrophysique 
Atomes, molécules et ions 
Cristallographie 
Électricité et magnétisme 
Particules élémentaires et champs 
Mécanique des fluides 
Physique des hautes énergies 
Physique à des basses températures 
9.10 Physique nucléaire 
9.11 Optique, y compris lasers 
9.12 Accélérateurs de particules 
9.13 Physique des plasmas 
Physique de l'état solide 
Phénomènes de surface 
Thermodynamique 















ECSC RESEARCH RECHERCHE CECA 
10 Coal research 
10.0 Miscellaneous 
10.1 Development work techniques 
10.2 Coal winning techniques 
10.3 Firedamp and ventilation 
10.4 Strata control (support and linings) 
10.5 Outbye operations underground 
10.6 Coke-oven techniques 
10.7 Chemical and physical valorization of coal 
10.8 Upgrading processes 
10.9 Coal preparation and utilization 
11 Steel research 
11.0 Miscellaneous 
11.1 Iron ore mines 
11.2 Reduction of ores 
11.3 Steelmaking 
11.4 Rolling mills — Mechanical working 
11.5 Measurements and analysis 
11.6 Properties and service performance 
11.7 Physical metallurgy 
11.8 Transformation 
11.9 Steel utilization 
12 Industrial health and safety 
12.0 Miscellaneous 
12.1 Technical dust prevention 
12.2 Monitoring of dust prevention 
12.3 Environmental factors - epidemiology 
12.4 Ecological and mineralogical factors 
12.5 Control of pollution in the iron 
and steel industry 
12.6 Ergonomics 
12.7 Health and safety in mines 
12.8 Safety and health at work 
1 Charbon 
10.0 Divers 
10.1 Techniques des travaux préparatoires 
10.2 Techniques des chantiers d'abattage 
10.3 Grisou et aérage 
10.4 Pressions de terrain et soutènement 
10.5 Services généraux du fond 
10.6 Techniques des cokeries 
10.7 Valorisation chimique et physique du charbon 
10.8 Procédés de valorisation 
10.9 Préparation et utilisation du charbon 
2 Acier 
11.0 Divers 
11.1 Mines de fer 
11.2 Réduction des minerais 
11.3 Production de l'acier 
11.4 Laminoirs (transformations) 
11.5 Mesures et analyses 
11.6 Propriétés et comportement en service 
11.7 Métallurgie physique 
11.8 Transformation sauf laminoirs 
11.9 Utilisation 
3 Recherche de nature sociale 
12.0 Divers 
12.1 Lutte technique contre les poussières 
12.2 Contrôle de la lutte contre les poussières 
12.3 Facteurs d'ambiance et épidémiologie 
12.4 Facteurs écologiques et minéralogiques 
12.5 Contrôle de la pollution dans l'industrie 
sidérurgique 
12.6 Ergonomie 
12.7 Sécurité minière 
12.8 Sécurité et hygiène du lieu de travail 
EUR Reports, available from EUROFFICE, L-2985 Luxembourg 
Euratom and EEC research 
0 General and miscellaneous 
MISCELLANEOUS AGRICULTURE 
CEC 
ADVISORY COMMITTEES FOR THE COMMON SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY POLICY - 1983 EDITION. 
EUR: 06745 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: Ζ1 NO: 0956 I 
CLAYTON-M, MITCHELL-T. 
STUDY INTO EC-WIDE CRITERIA FOR THE 




EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0533 I 
EURATOM PETTEN. 
JRC PETTEN - ANNUAL REPORT 1982 
EUR: 08607 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0001 I 
EURATOM-ISPRA 
TRAINING AND EDUCATION 
EUR: 08452 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 1.9 NO: 9009 
BEONIO-BROCCHIERI-F 
SULL'USO DI DATI TELERILEVATI LANDSAT PER 
REALIZZARE L'INVENTARIO DELLE ZONE COLTIVATE A 
PIOPPO NELLA VALLE PADANA 
THE USE OF LANDSAT REMOTE SENSING DATA TO PREPARE 
AN INVENTORY OF POPLAR GROVES IN THE PO VALLEY 
EUR: 09109 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0986 
I 
BOYAZOGLU-J. 
INVENTAIRE PROSPECTIF DES BESOINS DE 
L'AGRICULTURE HELLENIQUE AVEC REFERENCE SPECIALE 
A LA RECHERCHE AGRONOMIQUE 
SURVEY AND FORECAST OF GREEK AGRICULTURAL NEEDS 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO AGRONOMIC RESEARCH 
EUR: 08653 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 1187 I 
BOYAZOGLU-J. 
PROSPECTIVE INVENTORY OF THE REQUIREMENTS OF 




EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0308 
I 
EURATOM-ISPRA 
TRAINING AND EDUCATION 
EUR: 08776 
1983 
FAB1 VOL: 19 NO: 9029 
 
EURATOM-ISPRA. 
TRAINING AND EDUCATION 
EUR: 09588 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 20 NO: 9027 
EURATOM-ISPRA. 
TRAINING AND EDUCATION 
EUR: 10259 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 20 NO: 9049 
HENRY-B. 




EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0534 
I 
HENRY-B. 
TRAINING AND EDUCATION 
EUR: 10273 
1985 
EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 9027 
TRAINING AND 
I LEVAUX-P, DI-LULLO-M, BROWN-D-A, KEAY-R-W-J, 
SAINT-PAUL-R. 
EVALUATION OF THE COMMUNITY'S SCIENTIFIC AND 
TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAMME 
EUR: 09202 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 23 NO: 0144 
I 
RINALDINI-C. 
1982 ANNUAL STATUS REPORT - PROVISION OF 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SERVICES 
EUR: 08533 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0541 
 
I 
BURROUGHS-L-F, HARDING-R, HUGLIN-P, 
JUNGE-CH,KOURAKOU-DRAGONAS-ST, ΡOMEI-C, 
USSEGLIO-TOMASSET-L, WOLLER-R,DUPUY-P 
IL MOSTO DI UVE CONCENTRATO RETTIFICATO. 
RFCTTFTFP CONCENTRATED GRAPE MUST 
EUR: 09441 
1985 
EAB1 VOL: 23 NO: 0256 
CANCELLOTTI-F-M, GALASSI-D. 
ADJUVANTS, INTERFERON AND NON-SPECIFIC IMMUNITY -




EAB1 VOL: 23 NO: 0662 
CAVALLORO-R, PIAVAUX-A. 




EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 0958 
CAVALLORO-R, PROTA-R. 
INTEGRATED CONTROL IN CITRUS ORCHARDS - SAMPLING 
METHODOLOGY AND THRESHOLD FOR INTERVENTION 
AGAINST THE PRINCIPAL PHYTOPHAGOUS PESTS 
EUR: 08404 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0535 
i 
CAVALLORO-R, PIAVAUX-A. 




EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0762 
I 
CAVALLORO-R, PIAVAUX-A 




EAB1 VOL: 23 NO: 0525 
CEC 
BERICHTE DES WISSENSCHAFTLICHEN 
VETERINAERAUSSCHUSSES, DES WISSENSCHAFTLICHEN 
FUTTERMITTELAUSSCHUSSES UND DES 
WISSENSCHAFTLICHEN LEBENSMITTELAUSSCHUSSES AUF 
DER GRUNDLAGE DES BERICHTES DER 
WISSENSCHAFTLICHEN GRUPPE "ANABOLIKA IN DER 
TIERISCHEN ERZEUGUNG" = RAPPORTS DU COMITE 
VETERINAIRE, DU COMITE SCIENTIFIQUE DE 
L'ALIMENTATION ANIMALE ET DU COMITE SCIENTIFIQUE 
DE L'ALIMENATION HUMAINE SUR LA BASE DU RAPPORT 
DU GROUPE SCIENTIFIQUE SUR LES AGENTS 
ANABOLISANTS DANS LA PRODUCTION ANIMALE = 
RAPPORTO DEL COMITATO SCIENTIFICO VERTERINARIO, 
DEL COMITATO SCIENTIFICO DELL'ALIMENTAZIONE 
ANIMALE E DEL COMITATO SCIENTIFICO 
DELL'ALIMENTAZIONE UMANA SULLA BASE DELLA 
RELAZIONE DEL GRUPPO SCIENTIFICO SUGLI 
ANABOLOZZANTI NELLA PRODUZIONE ANIMALE. 
REPORT OF THE SCIENTIFIC VETERINARY COMMITTEE, 
THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE FOR ANIMAL NUTRITION AND 
THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE FOR FOOD ON THE BASIS OF 




EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0985 
TREMBLAY-E 
EVALUATION OF THE CEC INTEGRATED PEST CONTROL 
PROGRAMME 1979 - 1983 
EUR: 09498 
1985 
EAB1 VOL: 23 NO: 0377 
I 
VALIN-C, TAYLOR-A-A. 
ELECTRICAL SIMULATION AND HOT BONING - EFFECTS ON 
MEAT QUALITY ATTRIBUTES 
EUR: 08075 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 0610 I 
WALTON-G-R, WHITE-S-A, HALL-S-A. 
SOME DISEASES OF EMERGING IMPORTANCE TO COMMUNITY 
TRAT1F. A SCIENTIFIC SFMINAR HELD AT SCARBOROUGH -
UK, APRIL 1-2, 1982 
EUR: 08515 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 1190 
WATKINS-R, SMITH-R-A. 
DESCRIPTOR LIST FOR APPLE (MALUS) 
EUR: 08354 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0003 
FISHER-A-V. 
COMPARATIVE RETAIL VALUE OF BEEF CARCASSES. 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETINGS - 1. ROSKILDE, DK, 




EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 1186 
WILKINSON-P-J. 
AFRICAN SWINE FEVER. PROCEEDINGS OF A CEC - FAO 




EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 1189 
HALL-S-A. 
THE DIAGNOSIS OF CONTAGIOUS BOVINE 
PLEUROPNEUMONIA AND OTHER INFECTIONS WITH 
MYCOPLASMA MYCOIDES SUBSPECIES MYCOIDES 
EUR: 08654 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0205 DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION SCIENCE 
HEBBLETHWAITE-P-D. 
VICIA FABA RESEARCH IN EUROPE - A REPORT AS PART 
OF THE CEC PROGRAMME OF COORDINATION OF RESEARCH 
ON PLANT PROTEINS 
EUR: 08649 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 1185 
KINSELLA-E. 




EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0873 
NAVEAU-H-P. 
ETUDE SUR LES ASPECTS TECHNIQUES, ECOLOGIQUES, 
ECONOMIQUES DE LA PRODUCTION, DE LA 
COMMERCIALISATION ET DE L'UTILISATION DU COMPOST 
DANS LES DIFFERENTS ETATS MEMBRES DE LA 
COMMUNAUTE EUROPEENNE. 
STUDY OF THE TECHNICAL, ECOLOGICAL, AND ECONOMIC 
ASPECTS OF THE PRODUCTION, COMMERCIALIZATION AND 
UTILIZATION OF COMPOST IN THE DIFFERENT MEMBER 
STATES OF THE EC. 
EUR: 08392 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 0853 
PEDERSEN-K-B, NIELSEN-N-C. 
ATROPHIC RHINITIS IN PIGS 
EUR: 08643 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0093 
PRENDERGAST-A-G, CHISCI-G. 
SOIL EROSION - ABRIDGED PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
WORKSHOP ON "SOIL EROSION AND CONSERVATION -
ASSESSMENT OF THE PROBLEMS AND THE STATE OF THE 




EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 0758 
I 
CEC 
DEN FEMTE BERETNING FRA DE EUROPAEISKE 
FAELLESSKABERS UDVALG FOR VIDENSKABELIG OG 
TEKNISK INFORMATION OG DOCUMENTATION (CIDST -
1981 - 1983) = 5. BERICHT UEBER DIE TAETIGKEITEN 
DES AUSSCHUSSES FUER WISSENSCHAFTLICHE UND 
TECHNISCHE INFORMATION UND DOKUMENTATION (AWTID) 
DER EG (1981 - 1983) CIDST) DELLE COMMUNITA 
EUROPEE (1981 - 1983) INFORMATIE EN DOCUMENTATIE 
(CIDST) VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN (1981 -
1983) 
FIFTH REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMITTEE 
FOR INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION ON SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY (CIDST) OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
EUR: 09335 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 23 NO: 0005 
 
DE-GROOT-M. 
INVENTORY OF ONGOING HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS 
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE 
EUR: 09089 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0537 
I 
GREVINK-H, KRONZ-H. 
TRENDS IN PATENT FILING ACTIVITIES IN THE EEC. A 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY AND ASSESSMENT OF THE 
TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS DEVELOPING IN THE EEC FROM 




EAB1 VOL: 23 NO: 0664 I 
GREWLICH-K-W, PEDERSEN-F-H. 
POWER AND PARTICIPATION IN AN INFORMATION SOCIETY 
EUR: D8548 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0412 I 
SCHERFF-H-L. 
CATALOGUE OF EUR DOCUMENTS - 1968 - 1979 
EUR: 07500 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0008 
SLAMA-J. 
ANALYSE UND INTERPRETATION DER TECHNISCHEN 
DYNAMIK DER LETZTEN HUNDERT JAHRE AUF DER BASIS 
DER DEUTSCHEN PATENTSTATISTIK 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE TECHNICAL 
DYNAMIC TREND OF THE PAST 100 YEARS ΠΝ THE BASIS 
OF GERMAN PATENT STATISTICS 
EUR: 08645 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 1192 
ECONOMICS 
LLOYD-S.J. 
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE RESEARCH PROGRAMME 1980 
1983 EXECUTION REPORT 
EUR: 09466 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 23 NO: 0526 
I 
TREMBLAY-E. 
EVALUATION OF THE CEC INTEGRATED PEST CONTROL 
PROGRAMME 1971 - 1981. 
EUR: 08911 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0767 
CEC 
EUROPEAN VENTURE CAPITAL PILOT SCHEME 
EUR: 08856 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0876 
I 
COOPERS & LYBRAND CONSEILS 
STUDY OF FISCAL ASPECTS OF POSSIBLE OPTIONS OF 




EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0009 
I 
MINNE-P-P, ANDREWS-J-M 
THE POTENTIAL USE OF STOCK OPTION PLANS AS 




EAB1 VOL: 23 NO: 0260 I 
REUTER-Η, WYMEERSCH-E, YOUNG-Α, SCHMIDT-H, 
DOMKE-H-M,HERMS-C. 
SPECIAL STOCK MARKET SEGMENTS FOR SMALL COMPANY 
SHARES - CAPITAL RAISING MECHANISM AND EXIT ROUTE 
FOR INVESTORS IN NEW TECHNOLOGY BASED FIRMS 
EUR: 09235 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0877 
SCIENCE POLICY 
ASHWORTH-J, BUSINARO-U-L, FONTELA-E, LESOURNE-J, 
LINKHOR-R,ROERSCH-A, VAN-TRIER-A. 
EVALUATION DU PROGRAMME COMMUNAUTAIRE EN MATIERE 
DE PREVISION ET D'EVALUATION DANS LE DOMAINE DE 
LA SCIENCE ET DE LA TECHNOLOGIE - (FAST 1978 -
1983) 
THE EVALUATION OF THE COMMUNITY PROGRAMME ON 
FORECASTING AND ASSESSMENT IN THE FIELD OF 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (FAST 1978 - 1983). 
RESEARCH EVALUATION, REPORT NO. 6 
EUR: 08274 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 0961 I 
CEC 
ACTES PUBLIES AU JOURNAL OFFICIEL DES COMMUNAUTES 
EUROPEENNES CONCERNANT LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE 
ET TECHNIQUE COMMUNAUTAIRE - EDITION 1985. 
ACTS PUBLISHED IN THE OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES CONCERNING COMMUNITY 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL RESEARCH - 1985 EDITION. 
EUR: 06362 
1985 
EAB1 VOL: 23 NO: 0527 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
BARBIER-J-P, RIBLIER-W, BARNETT-R, PERRING-I. 
THE POTENTIAL OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR JOB 
CREATION. FAST SERIES NO. 16 
EUR: 08665 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 1197 
I 
DIETTRICH-O, MORLEY-J. 
RELATIONS BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY, CAPITAL AND LABOUR'. 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST COMMUNITY SYMPOSIUM, 
PONT-A-MOUSSON - F, SEPTEMBER 3-4, 1981 
EUR: 08181 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 1199 
I 
ILLSLEY-R, TAYLOR-R 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICE AND ENABLING STRUCTURES. 
EUROPEAN DIRECTIONS IN CARE OF THE ELDERLY -
PROCEEDINGS OF A WORKSHOP "POLICY ISSUES IN THE 
HEALTH AND SOCIAL WELFARE OF THE ELDERLY" HELD IN 
LUXEMBOURG, SEPTEMBER 14-17, 1982. 
EUR: 09605 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 23 NO: 0381 
LINDNER-R. 
TECHNIK UND GESELLSCHAFT III. GRENZEN DER 
ANPASSUNG AN DIE TECHNISCHE ENTWICKLUNG? 
TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY III. LIMITS OF THE 
ADAPTATION TO TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT? 
EUR: 08664 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0095 
I 
MERCIER-P, SCARDIGLI-V, PLASSARD-F. 
VIE QUOTIDIENNE ET NOUVELLES TECHNOLOGIES DE 
L'INFORMATION. SERIES FAST NO. 10 
EVERYDAY LIFE AND NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES. 
FAST SERIES NO. 10 
EUR: 08551 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 1196 
1 Chemistry 
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY (INCL. METHODS AND 
ENCARNACAO-J. 
EVALUATION OF COST PROJECT 11 (1972 - 1977) AND 
PROJECT UBIS (1980 - 1983) ON TELEINFORMATICS 
EUR: 08517 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0540 
EVFRS-J-J-M. 
FUND MANAGEMENT FOR R&D UNDER UNCERTAINTY 
EUR: 08293 
1983 
EAB1 VOL: 21 NO: 0962 
HOEPFINGER-E, LEIMKUEHLER-K. 
LONG TERM EUROPEAN INVESTMENT IN ENERGY R AND D 
EUR: 08851 
1984 
EAB1 VOL: 22 NO: 0414 
APPARATUS) 
APLING-A-J, PEPERSTRAETE-H-J. 
CEC HARMONIZATION OF METHODS FOR MEASUREMENT OF 




EAB1 VOL: 23 NO: 0536 I BROWN-S-S, KEARNS-M, HEALY-M-J-R. 
SUMMARY FINDINGS OF THE INTERLABORATORY TRIAL OF 
THE REFERENCE METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 
TOTAL CALCIUM IN SERUM (350 PP) 
EUR: 07282 
1984 







EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1203 
ET-E, GRIEPINK-B, WAGSTAFFE-P-J, 
IGOU-Y. 
FICATION OF THE ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF AN 








EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0146 
RD-A-J-H, MACMAHON-T-D, GAMBERINI-D, 
R-J-M,DUGGAN-F 
ELEMENT ASSESSMENT OF LOW-ALLOY AND 
LESS STEELS WITH REFERENCE TO GAMMA ACTIVITY 
D9264 
COLINET-E, GRIEPINK-B, MUNTAU-H. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF THE CONTENTS OF CADMIUM, 
COPPER, MANGANESE, MERCURY, LEAD AND ZINC IN TWO 
PLANT MATERIALS OF AQUATIC ORIGIN. (BCR NOS. 
60-61) AND IN OLIVE LEVELS (BCR NO. 62) 
EUR: 08119 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1205 
I 
COLINET-E, GRIEPINK-B, SERRINI-G, MUNTAU-H. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF THE MASS FRACTIONS OF 
ARSENIC, BORON, CADMIUM, CHROMIUM, COBALT, 
COPPER, MANGANESE, MERCURY, NICKEL, TITANIUM, 
VANADIUM AND ZINC IN A NATURAL MOROCCAN PHOSPHATE 
ROCK. (BRC NO. 32) 
EUR: 08537 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0973 
I 
COLINET-E, GONSKA-H, GRIEPINK-B, MUNTAU-H. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF CONTENTS OF CADMIUM, COPPER, 
MERCURY, LEAD AND ZINC IN A CALCAREOUS LOAM SOIL 
EUR: 08833 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0213 
COLINET-E, GONSKA-H, GRIEPINK-B, MUNTAU-H. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF THE CONTENTS OF CADMIUM, 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0215 
I 
COLINET-E, GONSKA-H, GRIEPINK-B, MUNTAU-H. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF CONTENTS OF CADMIUM, COPPER, 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0211 
COLINET-E, GONSKA-H, GRIEPINK-B, MUNTAU-H. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF THE CONTENTS (MASS 
FRACTIONS) OF CADMIUM, COBALT, COPPER, MANGANESE, 
MERCURY, NICKEL, LEAD AND ZINC IN A SEWAGE SLUDGE 
OF DOMESTIC ORIGIN 
EUR: 08836 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0214 I 
COLINET-E, GONSKA-H, GRIEPINK-B, MUNTAU-H. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF THE MASS FRACTIONS 
(CONTENTS) OF CADMIUM, COBALT, COPPER, MANGANESE, 
MERCURY, NICKEL, LEAD AND ZINC IN A SEWAGE SLUDGE 
EUR: 08837 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0216 
I 
COLINET-E, GONSKA-H, GRIEPINK-B, MUNTAU-H. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF THE MASS FRACTIONS 
(CONTENTS) OF CADMIUM, COBALT, COPPER, MANGANESE, 
MERCURY, NICKEL, LEAD AND ZINC IN SEWAGE SLUDGE 
OF MAINLY INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN 
EUR: 08838 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0212 
GIJBELS-R, VAN-GRIEKEN-R, BLOMMAERT-W, 
VANDELANNOOTE-R,VAN'T-DACK-L, VAN-ESPEN-P, 
NULLENS-H, SAELENS-R. 
APPLICATION OF ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR TRACE 
ELEMENTS IN GEOTHERMAL WATERS 
EUR: 08871 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0217 
I 
GONSKA-H, GRIEPINK-B, COLOMBO-Α, MUNTAU-H 
THE CERTIFICATION OF THE CONTENTS OF ARSENIC, 
CADMIUM, CHROMIUM, COBALT, FLUORINE, MANGANESE, 
MERCURY, NICKEL, LEAD AND ZINC IN A COAL 
EUR: 09473 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0010 
GRIEPINK-B, GONSKA-H, MUNTAU-H. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF THE CONTENTS (MASS 
FRACTIONS) OF NITROGEN, PHOSPHORUS, CHLORIDE, 
SODIUM, POTASSIUM, MAGNESIUM AND CALCIUM AND OF 
THE KJELDAHL NITROGEN CONTENT IN A SKIM POWDER 
EUR: 09138 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0543 
I 
GRIEPINK-B, COLINET-E, GONSKA-H, MUNTAU-H 
THE CERTIFICATION OF THE CONTENTS (MASS 
FRACTIONS) OF CADMIUM, COPPER, IRON, MERCURY AND 
LEAD IN ONE NATURAL SAMPLE OF SKIM MILK POWDER 
(BCR NO 63) AND IN TWO SPIKED SAMPLES OF SKIM 
MILK POWDER (BCR NOS 150 AND 151) 
EUR: 09251 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0990 
GRIEPINK-B, MUNTAU-H 
THE CERTIFICATION OF THE CONTENTS (MASS FRACTION) 
OF CADMIUM, COBALT, COPPER, IRON, MERCURY, 
NICKEL, LEAD, ZINC, ANTIMONY, SELENIUM, THALLIUM 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0384 
I 
KARCHER-W, HAESEN-G, LE-GOFF-B. 
COLLABORATIVE STUDY ON THE METHODOLOGY FOR 
SPECIFIC MIGRATION STUDIES 
EUR: 08286 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0978 
I 
KARCHER-W, FORDHAM-R, JACOB-J. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC 
COMPOUNDS. IV - BCR REFERENCE MATERIALS NOS 133, 
134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139 AND 140. 
EUR: 08497 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0968 I 
KARCHER-W, FORDHAM-R-J, JACOB-J, COLINET-E. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0775 I 
LAWSON-A-M, CALAM-D-H, COLINET-E-S 



















IFICATION OF AN URANIUM METAL REFERENCE 
RIAL FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSES 
08349 
VOL: 21 NO: 0971 
UIGOU-Y. 
IFICATION OF URANIUM DIOXIDE REFERENCE 
RIAL FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSES 
08753 
VOL: 22 NO: 0417 
LEWIS-D-J, GONSKA-H, KARCHER-W. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF A FIRST SERIES OF FIVE 
HYDROCARBON MATERIALS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 
EQUILIBRIUM FLASHPOINT (TEMPERATURE RANGE 15 TO 
65 DEGREES C) 
EUR: 06102 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0774 
MARCHANDISE-Η, VANDENDRIESSCHE-S 
THE CERTIFICATION OF THE IMPURITY CONTENTS (AG, 
AS, BI, CD, CU, NI, SB, SE, SN, TE, TL AND ZN) IN 
THREE GRADES OF LEAD 
EUR: 09665 
1985 





THE CERTIFICATION OF CARBON IN PRIMARY INGOT 
ALUMINIUM. (BCR NO. 25) 
EUR: 08136 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1202 
I 
VANDECASTEELE-C, COLINET-E. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF NITROGEN IN TITANIUM AND 
TITANIUM - ALUMINIUM - VANADIUM ALLOY 
(TI-6AL-4V), (BCR NR 24 AND 59) 
EUR: 08496 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0097 
I 
VANDESCASTEELE-C, COLINET-E 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0989 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
ALLIBERT-M, DELABBAYE-F. 
EXTRACTION DU COBALT DES ACIERS INOXYDABLES. 
EXTRACTION OF COBALT FROM STAINLESS STEEL 
EUR: 08966 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0671 
I 
BEGHI-G. 
1982 ANNUAL STAT.US REPORT - HYDROGEN PRODUCTION, 
ENERGY STORAGE AND TRANSPORT 
EUR: 08524 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0546 
I 
BEGHI-G. 




EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9060 I 
BEGHI-G. 












EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0776 
I 
BURKE-L-D. 








CHICHE-P, PREGERMAIN-S, CHARCOSSET-H, 
ANDRES-BESSON-M 
INFLUENCE DE L'HYDROGENE ET DES CATALYSEURS 
SPECIFIQUES SUR LA PRODUCTION DE COMBUSTIBLES 
LIQUIDES SYNTHETIQUES 
THE EFFECT OF HYDROGEN AND SPECIFIC CATALYSTS ON 
THE PRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC FUELS 
EUR: 09382 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0147 
I 
COCQUEMPOT-M-F, LARRETA-GARDE-V, LISSOLO-T, 
PULVIN-S,THOMASSET-B. 
STABILIZATION OF BIOLOGICAL PHOTOSYSTEMS -
CONTINUOUS REACTOR USE FOR HYDROGEN PRODUCTION 
THROUGH BIOPHOTOLYSIS OF WATER 
EUR: 09111 
1984 










EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9036 I EURATOM-ISPRA. 




EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9038 
I 
HOFMANN-Η, LUFT-G, WENDT-H 
ADVANCED ALKALINE WATER ELECTROLYSIS AT ENHANCED 
PRESSURES (30 TO 60 BARS) AND ENHANCED 
TEMPERATURES (100 DEGREES TO 200 DEGREES C) 
EUR: 09406 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0991 I 
PANCLOR 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTROLYTIC CELLS FOR 
THE PRODUCTION OF HYDROGEN AT MEDIUM PRESSURE 
EUR: 07880 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0014 I 
PTASINSKY-K-J, VAN-SWAAIJ-W-P-M, HOLSTVOOGD-R, 
VERSTEEG-G,BEENACKERS-A-A-C-M 
HYDROGEN RECOVERY FROM GAS MIXTURES USING METAL 
HYDRIDES SUSPENDED IN SLURRY 
EUR: 09687 
1985 EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0537 ι I STRUCK-B-D, NEUMEISTER-H, DUJKA-B, SIEBERT-U, 
TRIEFENBACH-D. 
DEVELOPMENT OF AN ELECTROLYTIC CELL FOR THE 
ANODIC OXIDATION OF SULPHUR DIOXIDE AND CATHODIC 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0981 
STRUCK-B-D, NEUMEISTER-H. 
KONSTRUKTION EINER ELEKTROLYSEZELLE ZUR 
ANODISCHEN OXIDATION VON SCHWEFELDIOXID UND 
KATHODISCHEN ERZEUGUNG VON WASSERSTOFF 
DESIGN OF AN ELECTROLYTIC CELL FOR ANODIC 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0100 
I 
NUCLEAR AND RADIOCHEMISTRY 
DE-BIEVRE-P, GALLET-M, HENDRICKX-F, 
EBERHARDT-K-R,FASSETT-J-D, GRAMLICH-J-W, 
MAINKA-E, WERTENBACH-H. 
THE IDA-80 MEASUREMENT EVALUATION PROGRAMME ON 
MASS SPECTROMETRIC ISOTOPE DILUTION ANALYSIS OF 
URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM 
EUR: 07991 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0538 
I 
DESREUX-J-R, LONCIN-M-F, SPIRLET-M-R, REBIZANT-J. 
PIETRA-R,UBERTALLI-L, MANAKTALA-P, SABBIONI-E. 
NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES 
- A SYSTEMATIC STUDY ON THE LOSS OF ELEMENTS 
DURING PRECONCENTRATION STEPS BEFORE IRRADIATION 
EUR: 09211 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0884 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
BIDOGLIO-G, MARCANDALLI-B. 
CARATTERIZZAZIONE E DETERMINAZIONE DI COSTANTI DI 
STABILITA DI CARBONATO COMPLESSI DI LANTANIDI 
CHARACTERISTICS AND DEFINITION OF STABILITY 
CONSTANTS OF LANTHANIDE CARBONATE COMPLEXES 
EUR: 08275 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1211 
I 
DIVISEK-J, MALINOWSKI-P, MERGEL-J. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0983 
FIORI-G, MARI-C-M, PIETROBON-F, TERZAGHI-G. 
SCALING-UP E OTTIMIZZAZIONE DI ELETTRODI PER 
L'EVOLUZIONE DI OSSIGENO DA SOLUZIONI ALCALINE 
SCALING-UP AND OPTIMIZATION OF ELECTRODES FOR THE 
EVOLUTION OF OXYGEN FROM ALKALINE SOLUTIONS 
EUR: 08365 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1209 
VIGUIE-J-C. 
CONSTRUCTION ET CARACTER ISATION D'UN 
ELECTROLYSEUR POUR LA REDUCTION ELECTROCHIMIQUE 
DE LA VAPEUR D'EAU A 850 DEGREES C. 
FABRICATION AND CHARACTERISATION OF A SET OF 
ELECTROLYTIC CELLS FOR THE ELECTROCHEMICAL 
REDUCTION OF WATER VAPOUR AT 850 DEGREES C. 
EUR: 08480 
1983 
FARI VOI : ?1 ΝΠ : 1 ?flR 
RADIATION CHEMISTRY 
HARTMANN-H 
MESSUNGEN DES DAMPF -
FLUESSIGKEITSGLEICHGEWICHTES DES SYSTEMS H-20 -
H-2SO-4 IN GEGENWART VON LUFT ALS INTERTGAS 
MEASUREMENTS ON THE VAPOUR - LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM 
OF THE H-2 - H-2S0-4 SYSTEM IN THE PRESENCE OF 
AIR AS AN INERT GAS 
EUR: 08934 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0391 
KALYANASUNDARAM-K, GRAETZEL-M 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0016 
LEWIS-D-J, GONSKA-H, KARCHER-W. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF A SECOND SERIES OF FIVE 
HYDROCARBON MATERIALS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 
EQUILIBRIUM FLASHPOINT (TEMPERATURE RANGES - 10 
TO PLUS 5 DEGREES C) 
EUR: 07814 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0889 
I 
NIJS-H, BERGAYA-F, CHALLAL-D, FRIPIAT-J-J, 
VAN-DAMME-H. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0994 
I 
OBERHOFER-M. 
NON-IONIZING RADIATION DOSIMETRY 
EUR: 09110 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0783 I TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS AND COMPOUNDS 
KANNELLAKOPULOS-B, DORNBERGER-E, 
MUELLER-BAUMGAERTNER-J,BENEDICT-U, DUFOUR-D 
UEBER DIE LOESLICHKEIT VON PLUTONIUMDIOXID IN 
SALPETERSAEURE 
DISSOLUTION OF PU DIOXIDE IN NITRIC ACID 
EUR: 07989 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0102 
LINDNER-R. 




EABl VOL'· 22 NO: 0103 
PLUTONIUM FUELS AND 
MASSON-J-P. 
ETUDE DE LA MISE EN OEUVRE D'UN ELECTROLYTE SOLID 
CONDUCTEUR CATIONIQUE POUR L'ELECTROLYSE DE L'EAU 
EN VUE DE LA PRODUCTION D'HYDROGENE 
STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SOLID ELECTROLYTE 
CATIONIC CONDUCTOR FOR USE IN WATER ELECTROLYSIS 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF HYDROGEN 
EUR: 08632 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1212 I 
MATHIS-P, PAILLOTIN-G, CONJEAUD-H, 
RUTHERF0RD-A-W,5CHENCK-C-C 
THE MECHANISM OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC OXYGEN EVOLUTION 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0993 
MCEVOY-A-J, GISSLER-W. 
PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SOME 
RUTHENIUM COATED SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRODES. 
EUR: 09315 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0885 
I 
SCHAAFSMA-T-J, VON-WETTSTEIN-D 
PICOSECOND LASER SPECTROSCOPY AND MAGNETIC 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0017 
I 
THOM-R, MARCHANDISE-Η, COLINET-E. 
THE CERTIFICATION OF MONODISPERSE LATEX SPHERES 
IN AQUEOUS SUSPENSIONS WITH NOMINAL DIAMETERS OF 






166 AND 167) 
09662 












DE LA TEMPERATURE, DE LA NATURE ET DE 
RATION DES SOLUTIONS ARGILEUSES SUR LA 
TE DES GRES 
TEMPERATURE, NATURE AND CONCENTRATION 
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS ON PERMEABILITY OF 
22 NO: 0318 
G, EDMUNDS-W-M, KAY-R-L-F, ANDREWS-J-N, BURGESS-W 
LEES-D-J. 
INVESTIGAI 
UK. THE OR 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0987 
ION OF THE GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL OF THE 
IGIN AND CIRCULATION OF THE GROUNDWATER 
NMENELLIS GRANITE - THE 
EMICAL EVIDENCE 
23 NO: 0539 
CAMBRIGDE UNIVERSITY. 
STUDIES OF THE ISOTOPE COMPOSITION OF HELIUM IN 
RELATION TO GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS 
EUR: 09539 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0021 I CHAPMAN-N-A, SARGENT-F-P 
THE GEOCHEMISTRY OF HIGH LEVEL WASTE DISPOSAL IN GRANITIC RnCKS 
EUR: 09162 
1984 
























FARCOMENI-I, FUNICELLO-R, LOMBARDI-S. 
RISULTATI PRELIMINARI NELLO STUDIO DELLE 
I IDROTERMALI - TENORI IN CLORURI E 
ELLE PIROCLASTICI RECENTI DEI COLLI 
DEI MONTI SABATINI 
ND PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF A STUDY OF 
MAL ERUPTIONS - LEVELS OF CHLORIDES AND 
IN RECENT VOLCANIC SEDIMENTS IN THE 
LS AND THE SABATINI MOUNTAINS 
7 
21 NO: 1213 
ES DONNEES THERMODYNAMIQUES CONCERNANT 
IBRES EAUX - MINERAUX DANS LES 
S HYDROTHERMAUX 
ON OF THERMODYNAMIC DATA ON WATER -
QUILIBRIA IN HYDROTHERMAL RESERVOIRS 
0 
21 NO: 1214 
DOMINICI-G, GANDINO-C. 
CARATTERISTICHE DEL SITO (REVISIONE DEL RAPPORTO 
EUR 4841 I) 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SITE (REVISED VERSION OF 
EUR 4841 I) 
EUR: 08606 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1215 
GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY 
AGIP 
POZZO ESPLORATIVO OTTAVIANO - ESPLORAZIONE DEL 
BASAMENTO SOTTOSTANTE ALLA SERIA VOLCÁNICA 
THE OTTAVIANO EXPLORATORY WELL - EXPLORATION OF 
THE CARBONATE BASE BELOW THE VOLCANIC SERIES 
EUR: 08788 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0105 
I 
BLES-J-L, DUTARTRE-P, FEYBESSE-J-Υ, GROS-Y, 
MARTIN-P,LANDRY-J. 
ETUDE DE LA FRACTURATION PROFONDE DES MASSIFS 
ROCHEUX GRANITIQUES - ETUDE STRUCTURALE DE LA 
FRACTURATION DU GRANITE DE ST-SYLVESTRE; MINES DE 
FANAY-AUGERE ET MARGNAC, HAUTE VIENNE, FRANCE 
STUDY OF DEEP FRACTURING OF GRANITE MASSIFS -
STRUCTURAL STUDY OF THE FRACTURING OF THE GRANITE 
OF ST-SYLVESTRE. THE MINES OF FANAY-AUGERE AND 
MARGNAC, HAUTE VIENNE, FRANCE 
EUR: 08922 
1984 















ER-C-E, BRUECK-P-M, GOOLD-L, WRIGHT-D-J. 
WARM SPRINGS OF MUNSTER, IRELAND - FINAL 
RT 
09051 
VOL: 22 NO: 0108 
ER-C-E. 
WARM SPRINGS OF MUNSTER, IRELAND - APPENDIX 
EW WARM SPRINGS AT MEELIN CO. CORK AND 
VGULLIA, CO. KERRY (APPENDIX TO EUR 9051 E) 
09188 
VOL: 22 NO: 0554 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE NETHERLANDS 
AN APPRAISAL OF THE PALEOZOIC LIMESTONE AND THE 
CHALK GROUP IN THE NETHERLANDS IN CONNECTION WITH 
THE EXPLOITATION OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY 
EUR: 09787 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0543 
I 
MATHER-J-D. 
GEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF CRYSTALLINE ROCK 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0552 
SCHULTHEISS-P-J, THOMSON-J. 
DISPOSAL IN SEA-BED GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS. 
PROPERTIES OF OCEAN SEDIMENTS IN RELATION TO THE 
DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE 
EUR: 08952 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0553 I 
GEOPHYSICS 
BREDEWOUT-J-W. 
COMPARATIVE GRAVIMETRIC AND MAGNETOMETRIC 
INVESTIGATIONS IN AND NEAR THE CENTRAL GRABEN 
(ROER VALLEY GRABEN) IN THE PROVINCE OF LIMBURG 
EUR: 08870 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0017 
CLAUSER-C, VILLINGER-H, OTT-W, SATTEL-G 
WAERMESTROMDICHTEBESTIMMUNGEN IM NOERDLICHEN 
OBERRHEINGRABEN (2 VOLUMES) 
DETERMINATIONS OF HEAT FLOW DENSITY IN THE 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0393 
I 
DAMTOFT-POULSEN-K, HOLM-L. 
SEISMIC MAPPING AND GEOLOGICAL PROGNOSIS FOR THE 
GEOTHERMAL PROSPECTS FARSOE, NIBE AND LOEGSTOER -




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0519 
DUPRAT-A. 
TEST DE LA METHODE TRANSIEL SUR LE CHAMP 
GEOTHERMIQUE DE TRAVALE-RADICONDOLI, ITALIE. 
TESTING OF THE TRANSIEL METHOD ON THE GEOTHERMAL 
FIELD OF TRAVALE-RADICONDOLI, ITALY. 
EUR: 09072 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0110 
'ENEL, ISMES. 
DETERMINATION OF LOCAL SEISMICITY DURING 
OPERATIONS OF PRODUCTION AND GEOTHERMAL FLUID 
REINJECTION IN THE CESANO AREA 
EUR: 08765 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: o n 16 
FINZI-E, NORINELLI-A, ZAJA-A 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0394 
LABORATORY AND 
GRAMBERG-J, ROEST-J-P-A. 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0669 
HAAK-J, SCHARZ-G. 
VERTEILUNG DER ELEKTRISCHEN LEITFAEHIGKEIT IN 
KRUSTE - OBERER MANTEL IM BEREICH DER 
GEOTHERMISCHEN ANOMALIE DER TOSKANA 
A STUDY OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY IN THE CRUST 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0333 I HAAK-J, SCHWARZ-G. 
VERTEILUNG DER ELEKTRISCHEN LEITFAEHIGKEIT IN 
KRUSTE - OBERER MANTEL IM BEREICH DER 
GEOTHERMISCHEN ANOMALIE DER TOSKANA 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY IN 
THE CRUST - UPPER MANTLE IN THE GEOTHERMAL 
ANOMALY AREA OF TUSCANY 
EUR: 08299 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0784 
HELBIG-K. 
REPORT ON SEISMIC RESEARCH FOR KARSTI FI CATION 
ZONES IN THE VISEAN LIMESTONE ON THE NORTHERN 
FLANK OF THE BRABANT MASSIF 
EUR: 09323 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0785 
HIRN-Α, FERRUCCI-F 
SEISMOLOGICAL MARKERS OF THE RESERVOIR AT THE 
TRAVALE GEOTHERMAL FIELD (TUSCANY, ITALY) 
EUR: 09544 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0023 
I 
HUTTON-V-R-S, DAWES-G-J-K, DELVIN-T, ROBERTS-R 
A BROADBAND TENSORIAL MAGNETOTELLURIC STUDY IN 
THE TRAVALE-RADICONDOLI GEOTHERMAL FIELD 
EUR: 09786 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0544 I 
JANSSEN-L-G-J, PRIJ-J, KEVENAAR-J-W-A-M, 
JONG-C-J-T, KLOK-J,BEEMSTERBOER-C 
THE THERMOMECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF A SALT DOME 
WITH A HEAT GENERATING WASTE REPOSITORY 
EUR: 09205 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0150 
LE-MASNE-D. 
DEVELOPPEMENT D'UNE METHODOLOGIE GEOPHYSIQUE A 
PARTIR DES FORAGES POUR L'ETUDE DES SITES DE 
STOCKAGE EN FORMATION GRANITIQUE 
DEVELOPMENT OF A GEOPHYSICAL METHODOLOGY BASED ON 
BOREHOLES, WITH THE AIM OF INVESTIGATING STORAGE 
SITES IN GRANITIC FORMATIONS 
EUR: 08747 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1217 
I 
MEISSNER-R, BARTELSEN-H, KREY-T, SCHMOLL-J. 
COMBINED REFLECTION AND REFRACTION MEASUREMENTS 
FOR INVESTIGATING THE GEOTHERMAL ANOMALY OF URACH 
EUR: 08298 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0330 I 
MOSNIER-J. 
EXPERIMENTATION D'UN SYSTEME DE SONDAGE 
ELECTROMAGNETIQUE A SOURCE CONTROLEE EN 
PROSPECTION MINIERE 
TESTING OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSOR SYSTEM WITH 
FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR MINERAL PROSPECTING 
EUR: 08258 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0988 
I 
OGILVY-R-D. 
DEVELOPMENT OF BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICAL SYSTEMS 
EUR: 08255 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0334 
I 
OGILVY-R-D. 
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS BY TRANSIENT 
ELECTROMAGNETIC (TEM) METHOD 
EUR: 08256 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0331 
I 
OTTEN-J. 
AKTIVE AUDIOMAGNETOTELLURIK, EINE METHODE ZUR 
BESTIMMUNG DER LEITFAEHIGKEIT DES UNTERGRUNDES -
MIT MODELLRECHNUNGEN UND ANWENDUNGEN AUF DIE 
GEOTHERMISCHE ANOMALIE VON TRAVALE-RADICONDOLI 
(TOSCANA) 
ACTIVE'AUDIOMAGNETOTELLURICS, A METHOD FOR THE 
DETERMINATION OF THE CONDUCTIVITY OF THE CRUSTAL 
STRUCTURE - WITH MODEL CALCULATIONS AND 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0786 
SERVICE GEOLOGIQUE DE BELGIQUE 
LE SONDAGE GEOTHERMIQUE DE DOUVRAIN 
GEOTHERMAL SOUNDING OF DOUVRAIN 
EUR: 07628 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0332 
I 
VANDENBERGHE-N, POGGIAGLIOLMI-E 
RESEARCH INTO THE POSSIBILITY OF DIFFERENTIATING 
BETWEEN COMPACT AND KARST AFFECTED LIMESTONE IN 
THE SUBSURFACE BY SEISMIC TECHNIQUES 
EUR: 09706 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0392 
I 
METEOROLOGY 
BOLLINI-G, GALVA-A, GANDINO-C, PORRATI-E. 
24ESIMO ANNUARIO METEOROLOGICO, ISPRA 1982 
24TH METEOROLOGICAL YEARBOOK, ISPRA 1982 
EUR: 08538 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1221 
I 
BOLLINI-G, GALVA-A, GANDINO-C, PORRATI-E 
25MO ANNUARIO METEOROLOGICO 1983 DI ISPRA 
25TH (1983) METEOROLOGICAL YEARBOOK FOR ISPRA 
EUR: 09164 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0151 
I 
CAGNETTI-P, FERRARA-V, PELLEGRINI-A. 
LOCAL SCALE ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION AT A COASTAL 
SITE IN THE PRESENCE OF BREEZE EFFECT. PHASE III 
- DATA ELABORATION AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
EUR: 09673 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0546 
I 
EIDEN-R. 
CIRCUMSOLAR SKY RADIATION - THE FLUX DENSITY OF 
RADIATION ENERGY ORIGINATING FROM THE CIRCUMSOLAR 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1222 
KASTEN-F, GOLCHERT-H-J 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF GLOBAL RADIATION ON 
HORIZONTAL SURFACES FOR THE REGION OF THE EC 
EUR: 09483 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0153 
I 
LIEM-S-H, VAN-PAASSEN-A-H-C. 
ESTABLISHMENT OF SHORT REFERENCE YEARS FOR 
CALCULATION OF ANNUAL SOLAR HEAT GAIN OR ENERGY 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0555 I 
LIEM-S-H, VAN-PAASSEN-A-H-C. 
DEVELOPMENT OF A BASIC STATISTICAL WEATHER MODEL 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0423 
MC-GREGOR-J. 
STUDIES ON THE MEASUREMENTS OF SOLAR RADIATION 
EUR: 09259 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0995 
SCHWARZ-G, RATH-V, HAAK-V. 
DIE ELEKTRISCHE LEITFAEHIGKEIT IN TRAVALE UND 
DARAUS ABGELEITET IN DER KRUSTE EINE GEMEINSAME 
UNTERSUCHUNG MIT DEN METHODEN DER MAGNETOTELLURIK 
UND DER ERDMAGNETISCHEN TIEFENSONDIERUNG (T-10 -
10/4 S') 
AN INTENSIVE COLLABORATIVE STUDY OF THE 
ELECTRICAL STRUCTURE OF THE CRUST IN TRAVALE 
USING MAGNETOVARIATIONAL TECHNIQUE (T-10 - 10 - 4 
S) WITH SUBSEQUENT INTERPRETATION IN TERMS OF 
POROSITY, SALINITY AND TEMPERATURE 
EUR: 09073 
1984 
FAB1 VOI : 22 NO: 0109 
MOESER-W, RASCHKE-E. 
DETERMINATION OF THE GLOBAL RADIATION AND OF 
CLOUDINESS FROM SATELLITE DATA 
EUR: 08744 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1220 
MOESER-W, RASCHKE-E 
DETERMINATION OF THE GLOBAL RADIATION AND OF 
CLOUDINESS FROM SATELLITE DATA 
EUR: 09481 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0152 
I 
MURPHY-E-J, COMMINS-K-G. 
IMPROVEMENT OF RADIATION NETWORK AND AN ANALYSIS 
OF THE COMPONENTS OF GLOBAL SOLAR RADIATION ON A 
VERTICAL SOUTH FACING SURFACE 
EUR: 08909 
1984 




LANGRANGIAN CURRENT MEASUREMENTS AND LARGE-SCALE 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0154 
3 Engineering and technology 
ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY IN GENERAL 
EURATOM-ISPRA 
PROVISION OF TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO THE COMMISSION. 
- UTILIZATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS. 
EUR: 08445 
1983 
EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9011 
I 
EURATOM-ISPRA 
PROVISION OF TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO THE COMMISSION. 
- UTILIZATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS. 
EUR: 08770 
1983 
EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9031 
EURATOM-ISPRA. 




EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9029 I RINALDINI-C. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 9029 
RINALDINI-G. 




EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9051 I 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
AWBI-H-B, SAVIN-S-J 
AIR DISTRIBUTION METHODS FOR DOMESTIC WARM AIR 
HEATING SYSTEMS USING LOW GRADE HEAT SOURCES. 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0277 
I 
CEC 





COMMON UNIFIED RULES FOR 
OF CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIAL 






EABl VOL: 23 
COMMON UNIFIED RULES FOR STEEL 
MOON-J-E. 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF A ROUND ROBIN TEST SERIES 
USING AN EVACUATED SOLAR COLLECTOR 
EUR: 08757 
1983 




INFLUENCE OF THE ATMOSPHERE ON RADIOPROPAGATION 




EABl VOL: I 23 NO: 0671 FUHSE-W, FUHSE-A, FUHSE-F-J, FRANK-I, 
HAZEBROUCQ-B. 
TEMPORAERE THERMISCHE ISOLIERUNG BEI DER PASSIVEN 
SOLARNUTZUNG - ENTWICKLUNG EINES 
WAERMESCHUTZROLLADENS. 
TEMPORARY THERMAL INSULATION IN THE PASIVE SOLAR 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0895 
CONSTRUCTION: EQUIPMENT, METHODS AND MATERIALS 
BARBIER-J-P, RIBLIER-W. 
TECHNOLOGIES DE L'INFORMATION 
D'EMPLOIS - LES EQUIPMENTS DE 
SERIES FAST NO. 11. 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND THE 
EMPLOYMENT - EQUIPMENT FOR THE 
FUTURE. SERIES FAST NO. 11. 
EUR: 08552 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1232 
I 
GEPVP 
FLAT GLASS FOR BUILDING 
EUR: 08069 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0114 
ET CREATION 
LA MAISON DU FUTUR. 
CREATION OF 
HOME OF THE 
I MUELLER-R, KORTHAUS-E. 
IN-SITU UNTERSUCHUNG DER STANDFESTIGKEIT VON 
VERROHRUNGEN SOWIE ENTWICKLUNG UND ERPROBUNG 
EINER STANDARDKONVERGENZSONDE 
IN-SITU INVESTIGATION OF THE STABILITY OF PIPE 
SYSTEMS, TOGETHER WITH THE 'DEVELOPMENT AND 
TESTING OF A STANDARD CONVERGENCE PROBE 
EUR: 08668 
19 83 









EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0548 
-Y, PORTAL-M-L 
ELECTRONIQUES A LA CIRCULATION SUR LES 
S AXES ROUTIERS 








EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0864 
COMMITTEE 
- UPDATED SPECIFICATIONS (REPLACING AND 
ING PREVIOUS VERSIONS - EUR 4100, EUR 4600, 








- UPDATED SPECIFICATIONS, VOLUME 2. 
08500 
NO: 0156 
VOL: 22 NO: 0558 
I 
HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID FLOW (EQUIPMENT, 
MEASUREMENTS AND THEORIES) DUBBLED-M 
ENERGY SAVING BY 
REFLECTIVE LAYER 
THE WINDOW STILL 
EUR: 09225 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0158 
USING ROLLING SHUTTERS, 
AND EDGE SEALS AND THE EFFECT OF 
EIFLER-W, SHEPHERD-I-M. 
THE USE OF A HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR 
DESCRIBING THE RADIATIVE EXCHANGE BETWEEN WATER 
VAPOUR AND THE BOUNDING WALLS 
EUR: 08344 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0994 
GREHIER-A, RAIMBAULT-C, ROJEY-A, BUSSON-C, 
CHLIQUE-B,DREUILHE-J. 
ECHANGEUR COMPACT GAZ - GAZ IFP 
COMPACT GAS - GAS HEAT EXCHANGER IFP 
EUR: 09104 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0896 
I 
GROLL-M, HEINE-D, SPENDEL-TH. 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0279 
ATKINSON-B, SAINTER-P. 
TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING FOR DOWNSTREAM 
PROCESSING IN BIOTECHNOLOGY. II. PROCESS AND UNIT 
OPERATION NEEDS. FAST SERIES NO. 7 
EUR: 08549 
1983 








MAL DEPOLYMERIZATION OF WASTE TIRES BY HEAVY 
CONVERSION INTO FUELS 
08907 
VOL: 22 NO: 0431 
HOCHON-B, REINAUDO-R, DUBOIS-P, BERTHET-M, 
REINAUDO-C. 
MISE EN OEUVRE DE MATIERES PLASTIQUES A 
CONDUCTIBILITE THERMIQUE AMELIOREE POUR DES 
ECHANGEU'RS LIQUIDE - GAZ A ECONOMIES D'ENERGIE. 
APPLICATION A UN CONVECTEUR D'APPARTEMENT 
FABRICATION OF PLASTIC MATERIALS OF IMPROVED 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FOR ENERGY SAVING LIQUID -




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1234 
I -
JOLIVET-J. 
LA MESURE DIRECTE DU FLUX 
DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF TERRESTRIAL HEAT FLOW 
EUR: 08313 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0337 
I 
MARGRITA-M, SANTOS-COTTIN-M, PAILHES-M. 
ECHANGEURS THERMIQUES A CYCLONES 
CYCLONIC HEAT EXCHANGERS 
EUR: 08862 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0559 
SHEPHERD-I 
INFLUENCE OF INCREASING HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION ON 
THE NEAR TRANSFER PHENOMENA DURING BOILDOWN 
EUR: 09101 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0999 
BERGER-P 
LA REDUCTION DES CONSOMMATIONS D'ENERGIE DANS UNE 
ENTREPRISE DE FABRICATION D'EQUIPEMENTS 
ELECTROMECANIQUES LOURDS 
THE REDUCTION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN A COMPANY 
MAKING HEAVY ELECTROMECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
EUR: 09270 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0280 
I 
BRITISH CERAMIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATION 
ENERGY AUDIT NO. 5. CLAY BRICK INDUSTRY IN THE 
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
EUR: 09469 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0397 
I 
COLLERAN-E. 
THE APPLICATION OF THE ANAEROBIC FILTER TO BIOGAS 
PRODUCTION FROM AGRICULTURAL WASTE 
EUR: 07563 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0021 
CONTI-Α, PASCALI-R, SIGON-F. 
IMPIANTO SPERIMENTALE PER LA DISSALAZIONE CON DISTILLAZIONE A MULTIFLASH 
T/ORA E A BASSO CONSUMO DI 70 
CON CAPACITA DI 
CALORE 
A DEMONSTRATION MULTIFLASH DESALINATION PLANT 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1240 
HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT AND METHODS 
THELLIER-F, GROSSIN-R. 
CONTROLE DU DEBIT DE VENTILATION D'UN BATIMENT 
PAR MESURE DU TAUX DE CO-2 DANS L'AIR EXTRAIT 
CONTROL OF THE RATE OF VENTILATION OF A BUILDING 
BY MEASURING THE CO-2 CONTENT OF EXTRACTED AIR 
EUR: 08461 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1235 
! 
THELLIER-F. 
REALISATION ET EXPERIMENTATION D'UN PROTOTYPE DE 
CONVECTEUR MOTOVENTILE A BASSE TEMPERATURE 
DESIGN AND TESTING OF A PROTOTYPE FORCED DRAFT, 
LOW TEMPERATURE FAN CONVECTOR 
EUR: 08481 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0995 
DUERRFELD-H, FAILING-K-H 
EXPERIMENTELLE WEITERENTWICKLUNG DER 
ZIRKULIERENDEN WIRBELSCHICHTVERBRENNUNG FUER DEN 
EINSATZ ALS DAMPFKESSELFEUERUNG UNTER VERWENDUNG 
MINDERWERTIGER BRENNSTOFFE UND KOHLE 
FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT OF CIRCULATING 
FLUIDIZED BED COMBUSTION FOR USE IN THE FIRING OF 
STEAM BOILERS WITH APPLICATION TO INFERIOR 
COMBUSTION MATERIALS AND COAL 
EUR: 09404 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0281 
I 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES LTD. 
CLEAN TECHNOLOGIES IN THE EEC CEMENT INDUSTRY 
EUR: 08394 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1237 
I 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES LTD. 
CLEANER TECHNOLOGIES IN THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY 
EUR: 08442 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1236 
INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES 
ANDERTON-M-F, GIBBS-D-F. 
A CRITICAL EVALUATION OF ANAEROBIC FERMENTATION 
MANAGEMENT STUDY OF WASTE PRODUCTS - A 
EUR: 08906 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0672 
I 
ANGUET-J, SALLES-Y. 
TECHNOLOGIE INDUSTRIELLE D'ENCAPSULATION 
ECONOMIQUE ET FIABLE POUR PANNEAUX SOLAIRES DE 
GRANDES DIMENSIONS 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY OF AN ECONOMICAL AND VIABLE 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0996 
HERLIHY-P, PITTS-Ε, BUTLER-M 
ESTIMATION OF ENERGY AND COST SAVINGS ARISING 
FROM RATIONALIZATION OF MILK ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS 
EUR: 09272 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1002 
I 
KLOECKNER STAHLFORSCHUNG 
COAL GASIFICATION IN THE MOLTEN IRON REACTOR. 
PERFORMANCE OF COAL GASIFICATION TRIALS IN A 60 
TON INDUSTRIAL CONVERTER 
EUR: 09122 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1000 I MORELLO-M. 
WASHER WITH ELECTROLYTIC WATER DISSOCIATION 
EUR: 08483 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0997 
ONG-T-L. 
ENERGY SAVING IN EDIBLE OIL PROCESSING PLANTS BY 
APPLICATION OF TOTAL ENERGY (TE) SYSTEM 
EUR: 09169 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0897 I 
RIBLIER-W, BARBIER-J-P. 
TECHNOLOGIE DE L'INFORMATION ET CREATION 
D'EMPLOIS - L'INDUSTRIE AUDIO-VISUELLE. SERIES 
FAST NO. 12 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES AND THE CREATION OF 
EMPLOYMENT IN THE AUDIO-VISUAL INDUSTRY. SERIES 
FAST NO. 12 
EUR: 08553 
1983 
EABl VOL: I 21 NO: 1241 ROUSSEL-Α, HAAG-L. 
APPLICATION DU CHAUFFAGE PAR MICRO-ONDES ET AIR 
CHAUD POUR LA PRODUCTION EN CONTINU DE FEUILLES 
EN PVC PLASTIFIEES 
APPLICATION OF MICROWAVE AND OF HOT AIR HEATING 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1239 
RPA 
FREINS ET INCITATIONS AU DEVELOPPEMENT DE 
TECHNOLOGIE PROPRES DANS LES INDUSTRIES 
ALIMENTAIRES 
RESTRICTIONS AND INCENTIVES TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
SUITABLE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FOOD INDUSTRIES 
EUR: 08611 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1243 
I 
STANDING COMMITTEE OF THE EC GLASS INDUSTRIES. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1001 
I 
THORNTON-R 
THE EVAPORATION OF VISCOSE PROCESS LIQUORS 
EUR: 09403 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0161 
I 
TRANCHART-J, BOUCHEREZ-P. 
REALISATION DE CELLULES SOLAIRES AU CDTE EN 
COUCHES MINCES POLYCRISTALLINES PAR UN PROCEDE 
ECONOMIQUE 
AN INEXPENSIVE METHOD FOR THE FABRICATION OF CDTE 
SOLAR CELLS USING THIN POLYCRYSTALLINE LAYERS 
EUR: 08144 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1242 I 
VANLOOCK-W, DE-POURCQ-M, DE-WAGTER-C 
APPLICATION OF MICROWAVE HEATING FOR THE 
PRODUCTION OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
EUR: 09558 
1984 




BARRETT-C-F, RALPH-M-O, UPTON-S-L 
WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS OF THE INLET EFFICIENCY 
DF FOUR SAMPLERS OF SUSPENDED PARTICULATE MATTER 
EUR: 09378 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0035 
I 
BARTHEZ-M. 
MESURE DES TENEURS EN CO-2 ET EN VAPEUR D'EAU 
DANS UNE MAISON INDIVIDUELLE 






EABl VOL: I 22 NO: 0581 BEETS-C, CARCHON-R, FETTWEIS-P, CORBELLINI-M, 
D'ADAMO-D,GUARDINI-S, RODENBURG-W-W, STROHM-W-W, 
FIARMAN-S, KEDDAR-A 
TEST OF CALORIMETRY FOR HIGH BURN-UP PLUTONIUM 
EUR: 09181 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0032 
CHERDRON-W, HASSA-C, JORDAN-S, LINDNER-W, 
BOULAUD-D,CASSELMAN-C, MITCHELL-J-P, DEWORM-J-B, 
PRODI-V, TARRONI-G. 














RTOLI-M, KNOEPPEL-H, MOLHAVE-L, SEIFERT-B, 
CH-D 
LABORATORY COMPARISON OF PASSIVE SAMPLERS 
RGANIC VAPOURS WITH RESPECT TO THEIR 
CABILITY TO INDOOR AIR POLLUTION MONITORING 
ILOT STUDY 
09450 








EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1003 
TTAZIONE E REALIZZAZIONE DI SONDE PER 
VI IN POZZI PROFONDI CON ALTA TEMPERATURA 
ING AND EXECUTION OF SURVEY PROBES IN DEEP 







EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0899 
LIN-M. 
EVALUATION FOR OPERATOR - INSPECTOR 








EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0432 
LLIAMS-S. 
TIGATION OF THE ACCURACY OF SHADING RING 
CTIONS APPLIED IN THE MEASUREMENT OF DIFFUSE 
RADIATION 
08910 
MACHINING AND TOOLS 
KLOJ-G, TITTEL-G. 
THERMISCHE UND MECHANISCHE TRENNVERFAHREN FUER 
BETON UND STAHL 
THERMIC AND MECHANICAL SEPARATION TECHNIQUES FOR 
CONCRETE AND STEEL 
EUR: 08633 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0339 I 
RAWLINGS-G-W 
DEVELOPMENT OF LARGE DIAMOND TIPPED SAWS AND 
THEIR APPLICATION TO CUTTING LARGE RADIOACTIVE 
REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
EUR: 09499 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0283 
I 
RECORDING DEVICES AND PROCESS CONTROL 
BOEHNEL-H-J, FISCHER-W, KNOLL-G, AMODEO-P 
DE-CAROL IS-C,REICHERT-P, HILDEBRANDT-G. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0342 I 
CEC 
WEATHER RADAR PROJECT 
EUR: 08570 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0117 
I 
EURATOM-ISPRA 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1248 
I 
EURATOM-ISPRA. 
REMOTE SENSING FROM SPACE. 
EUR: 08448 
1983 
EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9022 
A RESEARCH ACTIVITY OF 
EURATOM-ISPRA. 
REMOTE SENSING FROM SPACE. 
EUR: 08772 
1983 






EABl VOL'· 20 NO: 9045 
I 
FERRARO-R, TURRENT-D, GODOY-R. 























ON-R, CAMBOU-F, BRACHET-G, DUCHOSOIS-G, 
RIERO-L,KONECNY-G, MEREDITH-L 
UATION OF THE REMOTE SENSING PROGRAMME OF THE 
Τ RESEARCH CENTRE (1980 - 1983) 
09438 
VOL: 23 NO: 0402 
SPECIAL COMPONENTS 
BOGAERTS-W, VAN-HAUTE-A, PACOLET-M. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1004 
I 
MCALLAN-J-V 
REPORT ON THE CHARACTERIZATION OF A GAS 
CONTROLLED HEAT PIPE FURNACE 
EUR: 09310 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1006 
I 
MULET-J-C, ROTH-B, SOUPAULT-O. 
EXPERIMENTATION DU CONVECTEUR BASSE TEMPERATURE 
MIS AU POINT PAR LA SOCIETE BERTIN&CIE SUR 60 
LOGEMENTS CHAUFFES PAR GEOTHERMIE A DAX 
EXPERIMENTATION OF THE LOW TEMPERATURE CONVECTOR 
TESTED BY BERTIN&CIE ON 60 DWELLINGS HEATED BY 
GEOTHERMAL METHODS IN DAX, FRANCE 
EUR: 08872 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0343 I NENNER-T, VANDENBORRE-H. 













ICAL STUDY OF MEASUREMENT METHODS FOR 
RIDE EMISSIONS TO THE ATMOSPHERE USED IN THE 
FLUORIDE EMITTING INDUSTRIES 
08408 
VOL: 21 NO: 1247 
TURRENT-D, WHITTAKER 
A CRITICAL APPRAISAL 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0024 
C, LUSH-D. 
OF MONITORING PROCEDURES 







EABl VOL: 22 NO ι 




HYDROGEN SAFETY MANUAL 
EUR: 08396 
1983 






















23 NO: 0166 
PROCEEDINGS OF A 
TRIBOUT-J. 
APPLICATION DE L'ANALYSE LIMITE ET DE LA METHODE 
DE LA CONTRAINTE DE REFERENCE AUX CAISSONS 
MECANOSOUDES RAIDIS 
APPLICATION OF THE LIMIT ANALYSIS AND REFERENCE 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1249 
TRANSPORTATION 
ALLPORT-R, GWILLIAM-K. 
LONG-TERM OPTIONS AND FORECASTS FOR TRANSPORT 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1250 
TEST FACILITIES AND METHODS 
BURGERS-W, CRUTZEN-S, PISONI-A, VIOLIN-F, 
DI-PIAZZA-L,LOCK-D, SARGENT-T. 
DESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION OF TEST PLATES 3 AND TEST 
PIECE 4 OF THE DEFECTS DETECTION TRIALS (DDT) 
EUR: 08485 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0689 
I 
COWAN-I-J. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0792 I COWAN-I-J. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0901 
EN-S, BUERGERS-W, VIOLIN-F, DI-PIAZZA-L, 
RN-K,SARGENT-T. 
UCTIVE EXAMINATION OF TEST PLATES 1 AND 2 OF 








EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0791 
I-L, COCILOVO-M, TRIGLIA-A. 
TALIAN PILOT TEST FACILITY - DESIGN, 







EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1252 
HETTINGER-H. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1007 
KREBS-K 
QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURES FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC 
MODULES - SPECIFICATION NO. 502 ISSUE 1 
EUR: 09414 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0168 I REICHERT-J, SCHLAG-D 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1008 
FINAL REPORT OF THE 
LUECK-K. 
OPTIMIERUNG VERBRENNUNGSMOTORISCH ANGETRIEBENER 
WAERMEPUMPEN (GAS - OEL) FUER LEISTUNGSKLASSEN 
BIS 20 KW HEIZLEISTUNG MIT UNTERSCHIEDLICHEN 
QUELLEN AN UMWELTENERGIE IN EIN- UND 
ZWEIFAMILIENHAEUSERN. KLEINWAERMEPUMPE 
OPTIMIZATION OF HEAT PUMPS DRIVEN BY INTERNAL 
COMBUSTION ENGINES (GAS - OIL) FOR HEAT OUTPUT 
RATING UP TO 29 KW AND DIFFERENT KINDS OF AMBIENT 
ENERGY SOURCES FOR USE IN ONE- AND TWO-FAMILY 
DWELLING HOUSES. SMALL SCALE HEAT PUMP 
EUR: 08787 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1256 
VACUUM ENGINEERING 
GAUTSCH-O, HODAPP-G 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0169 
CONVERSION TECHNIQUES AND ENGINES 
MCMULLAN-J-T, HUGHERS-D-W, MORGAN-R 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0286 
I 
O'CALLAGHAN-P-W, WOOD-R-J, BELL-M-A, HUSSEIN-M, 
PATEL-R-M,PROBERT-S-D. 
OPTIMIZATION OF A MULTI-VANE EXPANDER AS THE 
PRIME MOVER IN AN ORGANIC RANKINE CYCLE 
EUR: 08764 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0119 
4 Energy production, conversion and conservation 
AGIP PETROLI, SOLAR SPA. 
ALIMENTAZIONE DEI MOTORI DIESEL PER AUTOTRAZIONE 
CON EMULSIONE GASOLIO - ACQUA. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0793 
HALL BY MEANS OF A SOIL 
UNSHIELDED SOLAR 
DE-HOE-J-M. 
HEATING OF A LABORATORY 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0903 
EHRINGER-H, ZEGERS-P, HOYAUX-G, KNOBBOUT-J-A. 
PROCEEDINGS OF FOUR CONTRACTORS'MEETINGS ON HEAT 
PUMPS, BRUSSELS, APRIL 28-29, 1982 
EUR: 08077 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1015 
I 
EUSTACE-V-A, SMITH-S-J. 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS 
ENGINE DRIVEN HEAT PUMPS. 
EUR: 08860 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1013 
I 
EUSTACE-V-A, SMITH-S-J. 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS 
ENGINE DRIVEN HEAT PUMPS 
EUR: 08860 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0794 
SCHOEFFLER-G 
RECUPERATION DE L'ENERGIE PAR POMPE A CHALEUR SUR 
UNE MACHINE A LAVER LA VAISSELLE DE COLLECTIVITES 
RECUPERATION OF ENERGY IN A CATERING TYPE 
DISHWASHERS BY MEANS OF A HEAT PUMP 
EUR: 09010 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1009 I 
TIMONEY-S-G. 
NO-COOLANT DIESEL ENGINE 
EUR: 08358 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1257 I 
VAN-OVERSTRAETEN-R, DUTRE-W. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0241 I 
VOKAER-D, VANDENDAEL-Y. 
DEVELOPPEMENT D'UNE MACHINE FRIGORIFIQUE 
AUTOMATIQUE A PISTON LIBRE FONCTIONNANT SUIVANT 
UN CYCLE RANKINE. RAPPORT FINAL. 
DEVELOPMENT OF A SELF-ADAPTING, FREE PISTON 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1255 
I 




GASENTSPANNUNGSMOTOR MIT SCHRAUBENVERDICHTER. 
ABSCHLUSSBERICHT. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1254 
ARS. 
ECONOMIC ESTIMATES OF THE EDM MODEL. ITALIAN 
VERSION OF "FRANKFURT" AND "CAMBRIDGE" MODEL 
EUR: 08542 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1265 
HEWITT-F-A. 
OPERATION OF GAS TURBINES ON LIQUID HYDROGEN 
EUR: 08691 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0904 I 
HUPPMANN-G, WEICHSELGARTNER-J, SCHMIDT-G, 
DURE-G,OECHSLEIN-W, RAASCH-E 
NUTZUNG INDUSTRIELLER ABWAERME DURCH ORC SYSTEME 
THE USE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTE HEAT BY ORC SYSTEMS 
EUR: 09271 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0560 
BALDWIN-D-T, WOOD-R-J, MANNING-R-E, 
O'CALLAGHAN-P-W. 
ENERGY CASCADING COMBINED WITH THERMAL ENERGY 
STORAGE IN INDUSTRY 
EUR: 08904 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0578 
I 
BALSLEV-OLESEN-O. 
CEC MODELLING GROUP FOR SHS AND DHW - DENMARK 
EUR: 08168 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1019 
 
I 
BOSI-P, STAGNI-Α, BIDOIA-L, GOLINELLI-R 
FINAL REPORT ON THE RESEARCH ACTIVITY CARRIED OUT 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1012 
FENHANN-J. 
EFOM 12-C CASE STUDIES - CANDIDATE TECHNOLOGIES 
TO RELIEVE THE EUROPEAN ENERGY SYSTEM 
EUR: 08319 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0777 
CAMBRIDGE ECONOMETRICS LTD, ECONOMIC INSTITUTE 
TILBURG 
RE-ESTIMATION OF THE EDM IN THE NETHERLANDS AND 
THE REFERENCE CASE. I. FINAL REPORT ON 
RE-ESTIMATION OF EDM AND REFERENCE CASE RESULTS 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0530 
CAMOS-M. 
UTILISATION DU MODELE MEDEE-3 
UTILIZATION OF MODEL MEDEE-3 
EUR: 09227 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0907 
CASH-J, DUPAGNE-A, KUPKE-C, LEBENS-R, LITTLER-J, 
LUND-H,PERNOT-C, RAOUST-M, RUBINI-F 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0562 
I 
CLIFFORD-J-S, LAUGHTON-M-A, MC-ROBERTS-T-S, 
SLEE-P-V. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1262 
GUILLAUME-Y. 
EURECA - CURRENT STRUCTURE AND USE 
EUR: 08972 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0572 
I 
HENRY-E-W. 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL RESULTS FOR 
REFERENCE CASE II 
EUR: 08965 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0574 
I 
HOEPFINGER-E, HUBER-W. 
EFOM 12-C CASE STUDIES - CANDIDATE TECHNOLOGIES 
TO RELIEVE THE EUROPEAN ENERGY SYSTEM - GERMANY 
EUR: 08428 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1259 
HUGHES-C. 
UPDATING OF EXPLOR AND EDM MODELS AND THE 
REFERENCE CASE STUDY SIMULATION (FOR THE UK) 
EUR: 08320 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0872 
HUGHES-C. 
ENERGY - REFERENCE CASE II (UK) 
EUR: 08800 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO'. 0122 
D'ALCANTARA-G, ITALIANER-A 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0170 
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT. 
THE HERMES MODEL 
EUR: 09698 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0409 
DE-GROOTE-X, LOUVEAUX-F, PONCELET-A-M, SMEERS-Y 
R&D PLANNING UNDER UNCERTAINTY 
EUR: 09196 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1010 
I 
DE-GROOTF-X, in i lVEAUX-F, PONCELET-A-M, SMEERS-Y 
A STOCHASTIC ENERGY R&D BUDGET 
EUR: 09196 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1011 
DE-HEUS-P, VAN-DEN-HEUVEL-P 
PRODUCTION RELATIONS FOR THREE DUTCH INDUSTRIAL 
BRANCHES IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE HERMES MODEL 
EUR: 09699 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0407 
I 
DEWATRIPONT-M, GUILLAUME-Y, LECLERCQ-C. 
AMELIORATIONS DU MODELE EURECA ET PREMIERES 
APPLICATIONS 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0873 I 
DUTRE-W-L, VERMAETE-G, DECEUNINCK-P 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0561 
I 
FARACO-F, MERZAGORA-N, TAMBURRANO-A. 
EFOM 12-C CASE STUDIES - CANDIDATE TECHNOLOGIES 
TO RELIEVE THE EUROPEAN ENERGY SYSTEM 
EUR: 08636 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1258 
KELLEDY-E. 
CEC SOLAR ENERGY MODELLING - PROGRESS REPORT OF 
THE IRISH PARTICIPANT OF THE CEC MODELLING GROUP, 
1979 - 1981 
EUR: 09147 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0796 I KILLEN-L. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1018 
I 
KRACHT-G. 
CANDIDATE TECHNOLOGIES TO RELIEVE THE EUROPEAN 
ENERGY SYSTEM - FRANCE 
EUR: 08635 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0345 
LABROUSSE-M. 





EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0698 
LONG-TERM DEMAND 





EUROPEAN ENERGY MODEL FORECASTING OF 
DEMAND. CASE STUDY FOR FRANCE - 1982 
EUR: 08971 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0436 
LITTLECHILD-S-C, MORRIS-J-L, VAIDYA-K-G. 
EFOM-12C CASE STUDIES. CANDIDATE TECHNOLOGIES IN 
THE EUROPEAN ENERGY SYSTEMS - U.K. CASE STUDY 
EUR: 08459 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1016 
LOVE-P-E, MICHEL-J. 
THE SELECTION OF AN ENERGY R&D PORTFOLIO FOR THE 
EC. II. A DATA HANDBOOK OF PROBABILITY 
ASSESSMENTS FOR ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES 
EUR: 08049 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1264 
ROWE-W, OTERSON-P. 
ASSESSMENT OF COMPARATIVE AND NON-COMPARATIVE 
FACTORS IN ALTERNATE ENERGY SYSTEMS 
EUR: 08844 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0243 
MERZAGORA-N. 
DEVELOPMENT HYPOTHESES IN THE COUNTRIES OF THE 








ANALYSIS OF MEDIUM TERM ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND 
ENERGY CONSUMPTIONS THROUGH THE EURECA - EXPLOR -
EDM MODEL CHAIN 
EUR: 08628 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1261 
MISCHKE-M, DELCROIX-A. 
RGY CONSUMPTION IN THE EUROPEAN 
ES 1980 - 1990 
0 
22 NO: 0242 
PUETZSTUECK-H. 
THE MEDIUM TERM EC ENERGY MODEL FOR THE 





























MISCHKE-M, DELCROIX-A, AGNEW-M. 
RGY CONSUMPTION IN THE E.C. 1980 · 
CE CASE I 
8 
22 NO: 0575 
POSTIAUX-J-M. 
OF INPUT - OUTPUT AND ENERGY DEMAND 
R BELGIUM (EXPLOR AND EDM) AND RESULTS 
RENCE CASE II 
0 
22 NO: 0437 
MOELLER-ANDERSEN-F 
THE HERMES MODEL FOR DENMARK 
EUR: 09695 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0287 
I 
MORTHORST-P-E. 
ENERGY MODELS FOR DENMARK 
EUR: 08809 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0120 
ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY IN THE EEC 
NOWAK-S. 
ENERGY AUDIT NO. 
EUR: 08813 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0244 
NUOVA ITALSIDER 
THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY IN THE CEC 
EUR: 08767 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0579 
RUBIN-R. 
THE EC MEDIUM TERM ENERGY DEMAND MODEL 
STATE AND RECENT RESULTS. 
EUR: 09011 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0905 
RUEHLE-G, SCHEIRLE-N, THOENE-E, LE-VAN-T, 
ZEIDL-D. 
INPUT DATA FOR THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 
FOR THE ENERGY DEMAND MODEL MEDEE-3 
EUR: 07780 
1983 




SAHINIS-H, THEMELIS-G, VARLAS-N. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0906 
I 
SASSIN-W. 
ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES WITH REGARD TO THE WORLD MARKET 
EUR: 08593 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1260 
I 
THOMAS-S. 
THE UK IMPLEMENTATION OF MEDEE-3 
EUR: 08294 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1022 
I 
THONET-C, VAN-DER-VOORT-E, LOVE-P-E, JADOT-P. 
A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE FIRST RESULTS OF THE 
EFOM 12C MODEL. 
EUR: 08292 
1983 














STUDY NETHERLANDS - REFERENCE CASE II 
08959 
VOL: 22 NO: 0573 
DER-VOORT-E, DONNI-Ε, TONET-C, 
D'ENGHIEN-E,DECHAMPS-C, GUILOT-J-F 
GY SUPPLY MODELLING PACKAGE - EFOM-12C MARK I 
08896 
VOL: 23 NO: 0406 
VAN-DER-VOORT-E, DONNI-Ε, THONET-C. 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY FOR THE COMMUNITY ON 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0690 
I 
VAN-GALEN-E, HAVINGA-J. 
CEC MODELLING GROUP FOR SOLAR HEATING SYSTEMS AND 
DOMESTIC HOT WATER. II 
EUR: 09157 
1994 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0795 
PA MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 
ENERGY AUDIT NO. 3 - PULP, PAPER AND BOARD 
INDUSTRY IN THE CEC 
EUR: 08792 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0121 
REICHERT-J, SCHLAG-D, HERZ-H. 
EUROPEAN MODELLING GROUP FOR SHSD AND DHW 
EUR: 09148 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0797 
I 
ENERGY STORAGE 
BENET-J-C, CHEVASSUS-D, DELLA-VALLE-G, 
DURUISSEAUD-P,KOUFOGIANNIS-D, SAIX-C, JOUANNA-P. 
ETUDE DU STOCKAGE DE CHALEUR DANS LES SOLS NON 
SATURES 
STUDY ON THERMAL STORAGE IN NON-SATURATED SOILS 
EUR: 08869 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0692 
BORGER-W, ELY-G, KUNZE-D, LAIG-HOERSTEBROCK-H, 
PANESAR-H,STERR-G, WUNDERLICH-A. 
ENTWICKLUNG VON GALVANISCHEN HOCHENERGIEZELLEN 
MIT SCHMELZELEKTRODEN 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0563 
I 
BUCHNER-H, SCHMIDT-IHN-E, KLIEM-E, LANG-U, 
SCHEER-U. 
HYDRIDE STORAGE DEVICES FOR LOAD LEVELLING IN 
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 
EUR: 07314 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1024 
I 
I 
COHEN-R-R, MANLEY-B-J-W, BELL-M-A, WOOD-R-J 
THE DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OF COST 
EFFECTIVE THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS FOR 
SOLAR SPACE HEATING BY MEANS OF A MICROPROCESSOR 
CONTROLLED TEST FACILITY 
EUR: 09144 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0408 
I 
DEPOIS-J, CLAMENS-H. 
ETUDE D'UN STOCKAGE EN AQUIFERE CAPTIF UTILISE 
COMME RESERVOIR GEOTHERMAL 
STUDY OF STORAGE CAPACITY IN A CAPTIVE AQUIFER 
USED AS GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIR 
EUR: 08539 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1266 
EHRINGER-H, ZEGERS-P, HOYAUX-G, KETELAAR-J-A-A. 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 2ND CONTRACTORS'MEETING ON 
ADVANCED BATTERIES AND FUEL CELLS, KELKHEIM - D, 
APRIL 20-21, 1982 
EUR: 08078 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1023 
I 
I 
EHRINGER-H, ZEGERS-P, HOYAUX-G. 
ENERGY CONSERVATION BY ENERGY STORAGE. ADVANCED 
BATTERIES AND FUEL CELLS 
EUR: 08660 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0346 
FURBO-S. 
HEAT STORAGE UNITS USING A SALT HYDRATE AS 
STORAGE MEDIUM BASED ON THE EXTRA WATER PRINCIPLE 
EUR: 08169 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1026 
HANSEN-K-K, HANSEN-P-N, USSLING-V. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0439 
I . 
LABORATOIRES DE MARCOUSSIS 
STOCKAGE DE L'ENERGIE THERMIQUE PAR FUSION DE 
MATERIAUX ORGANIQUES 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1267 
I 
MARSHALL-R 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1014 
VAN-DEN-BRINK-G-J, VAN-GALEN-E 
THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM USING ORGANIC PHASE 
CHANGE MATERIALS WITH IMPROVED THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY FOR STORAGE TEMPERATURES BETWEEN 35 
AND 120 DEGREES C. 
EUR: 09260 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1015 
I 
VAN-GALEN-E 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EUROPEAN SOLAR STORAGE TEST 
METHODS FOR SENSIBLE AND LATENT HEAT STORAGE 
DEVICES. PART II - RESULTS OF SPECIAL TASKS 
CARRIED OUT BY THE INDIVIDUAL GROUP MEMBERS 
EUR: 09620 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0288 
I 
VIGEHOLM-B. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1025 I INCREASING EFFICIENCY OF ENERGY USES 
ENGA-T-G. 
ENERGY SAVING IN THE COMMERCIAL CATERING MARKET 
EUR: 09269 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0909 I 
FINGER-Η, ECKE-K, JUNGBAUER-L, HEUER-J. 
NUTZUNG DER ABWAERME VON FAHRZEUGMOTOREN - STUDIE 
UTILISATION OF EXHAUST GAS HEAT OF TRANSPORT 
VEHICLES - STUDY 
EUR: 08505 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1268 
GRAZIANI-G, PARUCCINI-M, ZANANTONI-C 
OPTIMO - A METHOD FOR ASSESSING THE ENERGY SAVING 
POTENTIAL IN PUBLIC PROPERTY BUILDINGS 
EUR: 09132 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1016 
I 
HEIKHAUS-H-H, LEBRUN-J, LARET-L. 
CARACTERISTIQUES PRINCIPALES DES HABITATIONS 
SOCIALES PERMETTANT DE REDUIRE LA CONSOMMATION 
D'ENERGIE POUR LE CHAUFFAGE 
THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW COST HOUSING 
AIMED AT REDUCING ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR HEATING 
EUR: 08370 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1270 I 
KORTE-V, GRUDEN-D, STRIEBICH-H, LOERCHER-H. 
SENKUNG DES KRAFTSTOFFVERBRAUCHES DURCH 
THERMODYNAMISCHE OPTIMIERUNG DES OTTO MOTORS. 
SCHALTGETRIEBE FUER MINIMALEN 
KRAFTSTOFFVERBRAUCH. OPTIMIERUNG DES 
LEERLAUFBETRIEBES 
REDUCTION OF THE FUEL CONSUMPTION BY 
THERMODYNAMIC OPTIMISATION OF THE OTTO (PETROL) 
ENGINE. GEARBOX FOR MINIMAL FUEL CONSUMPTION. 
OPTIMISATION OF IDLING 
EUR: 08297 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1272 
I 
NEDERLANDSE GASUNIE. 
ENERGY SAVING FROM OPTIMUM DESIGN AND CONTROL OF 









EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0908 
RELL-F, LYONS-G, LYNSKEY-G. 
Y CONSERVATION ON EXPOSED DOMESTIC SITES 
09238 
RONC-M, BOLLON-F, TONDEUR-D, CHAPOTARD-CH. ONG-T 
STOCKAGE DE CHALEUR PAR CHALEUR DE FUSION D'UN ENERG 
MATERIAU ADSORBE SUR UN SUPPORT MICROPOREUX BY RE 
HEAT STORAGE USING THE LATENT HEAT OF FUSION OF A DESOL 
SUBSTANCE ADSORBED ON A POROUS MATRIX BEANS 
EUR: 08167 EUR: 
1983 1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0580 EABl 
Y SAVING IN THE SOYBEAN EXTRACTION INDUSTRY 
DUCING THE STEAM CONSUMPTION FOR 
VENTIZING - TOASTING AND DRYING EXTRACTED 
09038 
VOL: 22 NO: 0910 
RAYMENT-R, CUNLIFFE-A-R, MORGAN-K. 
BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW COST HOUSES IN ORDER 
TO REDUCE THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR HEATING -
EFFICIENCY OF HEATING PLANTS AND CONTROLS. FINAL 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1269 
FORMAT SHEETS 
VAN-GALEN-E 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0171 
ZEGERS-P, PILAVACHI-P-A. 
THE SECOND ENERGY R&D PROGRAMME ON ENERGY 
CONSERVATION, 1979 - 1983 
EUR: 08661 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0347 
I 
FOSSILE ENERGY RESOURCES 
TECHINT 
CITTA DI SERRES (GRECIA). STUDIO DI FATTIBILITÀ 
DI UN SISTEMA DI TELERISCALDAMENTO CON UTILIZZO 
DI LIGNITE DI PRODUZIONE LOCALE (VOL. 1 -
RELAZIONE GENERALE PLUS VOL. 2 - DISEGNI) 
MUNICIPALITY OF SERRES, GREECE. FEASIBILITY STUDY 
FOR A DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEM USING LOCALLY 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0045 
PHOTOVOLTAIQUE 
ARANOVITCH-E 
A SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR THE TECHNICO-ECONOMIC 
EVALUATION OF A SOLAR SYSTEM COUPLED WITH 
SEASONAL ENERGY STORAGE AND A HEAT PUMP 
EUR: 08681 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0289 I 
BART-C, BUFFET-P. 
ETUDE D'UN CAPTEUR SOLAIRE MIXTE 
ET THERMIQUE, A CONCENTRATION 
STUDY OF A HYBRID CONCENTRATING PHOTOVOLTAIC AND 
THERMAL SOLAR COLLECTOR 
EUR: 08302 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1290 
I 
BAUCH-R, BROVELLIE-M, WEISGERBER-P 





22 NO: 1018 
BECKELYNCK-J 
ETUDE DES POSSIBILITES 
CHAUDE DANS LE HAINAUT 
BOSCH-B, TALBOT-A. 
D'EXPLOITATION D'EAU 
- ANALYSE DU RESERVOIR 
STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF UTILIZING GEOTHERMAL 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0133 
BEGHI-G. 
1982 ANNUAL STATUS REPORT 
EUR: 08523 
1983 





EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9068 
SOLAR ENERGY 
OTHER PRIMARY ENERGY SOURCES (SOLAR, WIND, 
GEOTHERMAL) 
AGIP 
ESPLORAZIONE PROFONDA PER LA VALUTAZIONE DEL 
POTENZIALE GEOTERMICO DELL'AREA DI SAN VITO -
CAMPI FLEGREI, CAMPANIA, I 
EXPLORATION AT DEPTH IN ORDER TO EVALUATE THE 
GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL OF THE AREA OF SAN VITO -
PHLEGRAEN FIELDS, CAMPANIA, I 
EUR: 08581 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1289 
I 
AGIP. 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1296 
AGIP 
IMPIANTO DI DISSALAZIONE CON DISTILLAZIONE A 
STADI MULTIPLI AD ENERGIA SOLARE COME FONTE 
PRIMARIA DI ENERGIA A LAMPEDUSA 
LAMPEDUSA MULTISTAGE FLASH DESALINATION PLANT 
ADOPTING SOLAR ENERGY AS PRIMARY ENERGY SOURCE 
EUR: 08999 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0800 
AHNER-D, FARGET-M-A. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1285 
AN ENERGY SOURCE FOR 
I ALDWELL-C-R 
GEOTHERMAL INVESTIGATIONS AND POTENTIAL 
DEVELOPMENT IN IRELAND 
EUR: 09979 
1985 

















E DE RECONNAISSANCE GEOTHERMIQUE DE 
ELLE - COMMUNE DE MONTPELLIER (HERAULT) 
RT FINAL. 
ERMAL EXPLORATION WELL OF MONTPELLIER 
ELLE 
08301 
VOL: 22 NO: 0348 
BRGM 
FORAGE GEOTHERMIQUE DE MELLERAY (GMY2) - ESSAIS 
DE CONTROLE DES PRINCIPALES CARACTERISTIQUES DU 
PUITS D'INJECTION, REALISES EN MAI ET JUIN 1982 
GEOTHERMAL SOURCE MELLERAY (GMY2) - ATTEMPT TO 
CONTROL ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF THE INJECTION WELL, 
CARRIED OUT IN MAY AND JUNE 1982 
EUR: 08604 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1274 
BRGM 
PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE - FORAGE 
GEOTHERMIQUE A BORDEAUX MERIADECK. RAPPORT FINAL 
DE FORAGE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1305 
GEOTHERMAL 
FINAL DRILLING 
BRGM PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE - DOUBLET GEOTHERMIQUE A BEAUVAIS. RAPPORT FINAL DE FORAGE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - THE GEOTHERMAL 
DOUBLET AT BEAUVAIS. FINAL DRILLING REPORT 
EUR: 08725 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1292 
BRGM 
PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE - FORAGE 
GEOTHERMIQUE DE JONZAC-CHARENTES. RAPPORT FINAL 
DE FORAGE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1294 
BRGM 
PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE - FORAGE 
GEOTHERMIQUE DE REIMS-MURIGNY. RAPPORT FINAL DE 
FORAGE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1304 
BRGM 
PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE - DOUBLET 
GEOTHERMIQUE DE CERGY PANTOISE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL 
DRILLING DOUBLET AT CERGY PANTOISE 
EUR: 08732 
19 83 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1276 
DE-BARBENTANE-P. 
PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE 
GEOTHERMIQUE A LAMAZERE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1303 
FORAGE 




PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE - FORAGE 
GEOTHERMIQUE A PROVINS. 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1295 




UNTERSUCHUNG DER GEOTHERMISCHEN ANOMALIE URACH 
AUF EINE MOEGLICHE WIRTSCHAFTLICHE NUTZUNG 
EINSCHLIESSLICH FRAC STUDIEN IN DER ERWEITERTEN 
VERSUCHSBOHRUNG URACH 
EXPLORATION OF GEOTHERMAL ANOMALY OF URACH WITH A 
VIEW TO ECONOMIC UTILIZATION AND FRAC STUDIES IN 
THE EXTENDED RESEARCH BOREHOLE URACH, 1977 - 1982 
EUR: 09123 
1984 




PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE - DOUBLET 
GEOTHERMIQUE A MELLERAY., ORLEANS, F. RAPPORT 
FINAL DE FORAGE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1308 
I 
CEC 
ABSTRACTS OF FINAL REPORTS FOR THE PERIOD 1978 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1280 
CEC 
FICHES D'INFORMATION ET D'ETAT D'AVANCEMENT DES 
PROJETS DE DEMONSTRATION GEOTHERMIQUE 
DATA SHEETS AND STATE OF PROGRESS OF THE 
GEOTHERMAL DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS 
EUR: 08715 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1307 I CEC 
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY R&D PROGRAMME 
EUR: 08832 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0353 
CEC 
RESULTS OF EC RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS 
IN THE FIELD OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY 
EUR: 08853 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0352 
I 
CORNET-F-H 
SHALLOW DEPTH EXPERIMENTATION ON A METHOD FOR 
EXTRACTING HEAT FROM DEEP DRY HOT ROCKS 
EUR: 09702 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0415 
DANSK OLIE AND NATURGAS 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 
AT AARS. FINAL DRILLING REPORT 
EUR: 08736 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1291 
I 
DANSK OLIE AND NATURGAS 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 
AT FARSOE-1, DK 
EUR: 08737 
1983 

















"J, ING-R-A, BURGESS-W-G, SMITH-I-F, ALLEN-D-E-M.EDMUNDS- W-M . 
STIGATION OF THE GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL OF THE 
GEOTHERMAL ASPECTS OF THE LARNE NO. 2 
HOLE 
08541 
VOL: 21 NO: 0881 
TE-F-P-M. 
IDATE TECHNOLOGIES TO RELIEVE THE EUROPEAN 
GY SYSTEM - CASE STUDY OF THE DUTCH ENERGY 
EM 
08322 
VOL: 21 NO: 0537 
ELF-AQUITAINE 
PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE - FORAGE 
GEOTHERMIQUE A STRASBOURG, F. RAPPORT FINAL DE 
FORAGE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL 
DRILLING AT STRASBOURG, F. FINAL DRILLING PROJECT 
EUR: 08729 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1309 
I 
ENEL 
PROGETTO COMUNITARIO DI DIMOSTRAZIONE - COPPIA DI 
POZZI GEOTERMICI NEL LATERA RELAZIONE FINALE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL PAIR 
OF WELLS AT LATERA. FINAL DRILLING REPORT 
EUR: 08719 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1297 
I 
ENEL 
PROGETTO COMUNITARIO DI DIMOSTRAZIONE - POZZI 
GEOTERMICI A CESANO, I. RELAZIONE FINALE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL 
WELLS AT CESANO, I. FINAL DRILLING REPORT 
EUR: 08722 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1301 
GEOTHERMAL WELL | 
ENEL 
WELL SH2 (MONTI SABATINI) 
EUR: 09324 
1984 
















EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9046 
FAGE-J, MESSINES-J-P. 
TECHNIQUES DE FORAGE ET PRODUCTION EN GEOTHERMIE 
HAUTE ENERGIE - PRECONISATIONS CONCERNANT UN 
SONDAGE AU MONT DORE 
DRILLING AND PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR HIGH 
ENTHALPY GEOTHERMAL ENERGY. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
DRILLING IN MONT DORE, FRANCE 
EUR: 08317 
1984 













RISATION ENERGETIQUE DE LA BIOMASSE D'ORIGINE 
COLE - UN BILAN DE REALISATIONS EN FRANCE ET 
TALIE. SERIES FAST NO. 15 
UATION OF ENERGY FROM THE BIOMASS OF 
CULTURAL ORIGIN - A REVIEW OF THE 
EVEMENTS IN FRANCE AND ITALY. SERIES FAST NO. 
08666 
VOL: 21 NO: 1288 
GEOTHERMA 
PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE - FORAGE 
GEOTHERMIQUE DE CLERMONT-FERRAND RAPPORT FINAL DE 
FORAGE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1298 
I 
GODOY-R, TURRENT-D, FERRARO-R. 
SOLAR SPACE HEATING - AN ANALYSIS OF DESIGN AND 
PERFORMANCE DATA FROM 33 SYSTEMS 
EUR: 08004 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0131 I 
HANITSCH-R, BERGMANN-K-D, BRUENING-H, TEKES-K. 
THE GERMAN SOLAR PILOT TEST FACILITY -
CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE OF SOLAR SYSTEMS 
EUR: 09317 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0911 
I 
HARRISON-R, MORTIMER-N-D, LOCKWOOD-M-J. 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE SENSITIVITY OF THE 
ECONOMIC APPRAISAL OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY RESOURCES 
TO ENERGY PRICE RISES 
EUR: 08584 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0124 
FERRARO-R, GODOY-R 
REDUCED REPORTING FORMAT FOR SOLAR HEATING 
SYSTEMS FOR PROJECTS WITH LOW LEVEL MONITORING -
PASSIVE SPACE HEATING SYSTEMS 
EUR: 08944 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0566 
I 
FERRARO-R, GODOY-R 
REDUCED REPORTING FORMAT FOR SOLAR HEATING 
SYSTEMS FOR PROJECTS WITH LOW LEVEL MONITORING -




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0567 I 
FERRARO-R, GODOY-R. 
REDUCED REPORTING FORMAT FOR SOLAR HEATING 
SYSTEMS FOR PROJECTS WITH LOW LEVEL MONITORING -
DOMESTIC WATER HEATING SYSTEMS 
EUR: 08946 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0568 I 
FERRARO-R, GODOY-R 








INSTITUTE OF GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL WELL 
AT SOUTHAMPTON. FINAL DRILLING REPORT 
EUR: 08724 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1302 
I 
JENSEN-S-A, BJERREGAARD-E-T-D, PAULSEN-U-S. 
METEOROLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS ON A 
55 KW VESTAS AND A 30 KW SONEBJERG WIND TURBINE 
EUR: 09041 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0802 
I 
KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT LEUVEN 
ELECTRIC CAR USING SOLAR ENERGY 
EUR: 09039 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1019 
I 
KEAVENY-D. 
SYSTEMANALYSE, ENTWURF, BAU UND INBETRIEBNAHME 
EINER PHOTOVOLTAISCHEN STROMVERSORGUNGSANLAGE ZUR 
VERSORGUNG NACHRICHTENTECHNISCHER ANLAGEN 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS, DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND 
COMMISSIONING OF A PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER PLANT TO 
SUPPLY COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
EUR: 08214 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0246 
FERRARO-R, GODOY-R 
PERFORMANCE MONITORING OF SOLAR HEATING SYSTEMS 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0414 
GEOSERVICES HYDROLOGIE 
ANALYSE DES CONDITIONS DE FORAGE ET DE COMPLETION 
GEOTHERMIQUES 
ANALYSIS OF THE CONDITIONS FOR EXPLORATION 
DRILLING AND COMPLETION OF GEOTHERMAL SOURCES 
EUR: 08247 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1286 
GEOTHERMA 
ETUDE DE SYNTHESE DU POTENTIEL GEOTHERMIQUE DU 
LITTORAL MEDITERRANEEN DE MARSEILLE A PERPIGNAN 
SURVEY OF THE GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL OF THE 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1279 
KLEINWAECHTER-H, WOBKER-U, KLEINWAECHTER-J, 
BUETTNER-K. 
SONNENKONZENTRATIONSSYSTEME FUER PHOTOELEKTRISCHE 
ENERGIEUMWANDLUNG. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0129 
I 
LEMAL-B, BINET-B. 
INSTALLATION DE BIOMETHANISATION A BAILLONVILLE. 
BIOMETHANIZATION PLANT IN BAILLONVILLE 
EUR: 08547 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0027 
LEYSEN-J, MAYNE-J-P 
SYSTEME DE CHAUFFAGE ET DE PREPARATION D'EAU 
CHAUDE SANITAIRE UTILISANT DES CAPTEURS SOLAIRES 
SANS VITRAGE REFROIDIS PAR POMPE A CHALEUR 
SYSTEM FOR HEATING AND FOR PREPARING CLEAN HOT 
WATER USING SOLAR PANELS WITHOUT PANEL SCREENS 
COOLED BY HEAT PUMPS 
EUR: 09305 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1017 
I 
LOUWRIER-K. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0886 
I 
MAGET-P-H. 
POTENTIEL GEOTHERMIQUE BASSE TEMPERATURE EN 
FRANCE 
LOW TEMPERATURE GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL IN FRANCE 
EUR: 08881 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0357 
I 
MC-EVOY-A-J, WRIXON-G-T. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1283 
I 
MERGES-V, KLIPPEL-E. 
BETRIEBSDEMONSTRATION EINES FELDS HOCHEFFIZIENTER 
FLACHKOLLEKTOREN MIT ISOTHERMEM WAERMETRANSPORT 
EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION OF A HIGH PERFORMANCE 
FLAT PLATE COLLECTOR FIELD WITH ISOTHERMAL HEAT 
IN A STRATIFIED WATER 













NISYROS-1 - GEOTHERMAL WELL. 
EUR: 08605 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1040 
I 
MUSGROVE-P. 
WIND ENERGY EVALUATION FOR THE EC. 
EUR: 08996 
1984 














STIGATION OF THE GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL OF THE 
PRODUCTION TEST AND RESOURCE ASSESSMENT OF 
MARCHWOOD GEOTHERMAL BOREHOLE 
08318 
VOL: 22 NO: 0351 
SHOLM-S. 
HERMAL RESERVOIRS IN DENMARK. 
09052 
VOL: 22 NO: 0247 
PUBLIC POWER CORPORATION 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL 
WELLS AT MILOS. FINAL DRILLING REPORT 
EUR: 08735 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1300 
RHONALPENERGIE 
IDENTIFICATION DES OBJECTIFS GEOTHERMIQUES LES 
PLUS PROMETTEURS DU COULOIR RHODANIEN 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOST PROMISING GEOTHERMAL 
OBJECTIVES OF THE RHONE CORRIDOR 
EUR: 09050 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0132 
I 
RIESCH-G. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0442 
I 
SARDA-J-P. LESSI-J. 
GEOTHERMIE EN ROCHE SECHE - JONCTION DE DEUX 
PUITS PAR METHODES HYDRAULIQUES 
GEOTHERMAL STUDIES IN DRY ROCK. CONNECTION OF TWO 
DRILLHOLES BY HYDROFRACTURING 
EUR: 08315 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0350 
NATIONAL ENERGY COUNCIL 
ETUDE DE FAISABILITE D'UN PROJET GEOTHERMIQUE A 
SERRES 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0134 
I 
PEMPIE-P, POTIRON-Α, MAUCONDUIT-M, GROSSIN-R. 
FEASIBILITY OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM MEDIUM 
ENTHALPY (100-200 DEGREES C) GEOTHERMAL SOURCES 
EUR: 08791 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0127 
I 
PETROGEO 
ASSESSMENT OF EC GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES AND 
RESERVES - ITALY 
EUR: 09919 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0569 
I 
PICCAROLO-P. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0123 PLATEL-J-P, TEISSIER-J-L. 
PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE FORAGE GEOTHERMIQUE A PESSAC BORDEAUX. RAPPORT FINAL DE 
FORAGE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1299 
I 
PREEL-X. 
EXPERIMENTATION DE MICRO-IRRIGATION PAR POMPAGE 
SOLAIRE, 1979 - 1981 
EXPERIMENTS IN MICRO-IRRIGATION BY SOLAR PUMPING, 
1979 - 1981 
EUR: 08571 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1273 
SCHEPENS-G, LOUVEAUX-F, BUYDENS-C. 
BIOMASSE ET REGIONS - RAPPORT DE SYNTHESE. SERIES 
FAST NO. 14 
BIOMASS AND REGIONS - SYNTHESIS REPORT. SERIES 
FAST NO. 14 
EUR: 08554 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1277 
SERVICE GEOLOGIQUE DE BELGIQUE 
PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE - FORAGE 
GEOTHERMIQUE A HOOGSTRATEN. RAPPORT FINAL DE 
FORAGE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL 
DRILLING AT HOOGSTRATEN. FINAL DRILLING REPORT 
EUR: 08721 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1293 I SERVICE GEOLOGIQUE DE BELGIQUE 
PROJET DE DEMONSTRATION COMMUNAUTAIRE - FORAGE 
GEOTHERMIQUE A GHLIN, MONS, B. RAPPORT FINAL DE 
FORAGE 
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - GEOTHERMAL 
BOREHOLE AT GHLIN, MONS, B. FINAL DRILLING REPORT 
EUR: 08726 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1306 
SOMMARUGA-C. 
HIGH AND LOW ENTHALPY GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 
EXPLORATION - MODELS, STRATEGIES AND REALITY 
EUR: 08583 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0125 
I 
STAROSTE-E. 
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY - ABSTRACTS OF FINAL REPORTS 
ARISING FROM THE FIRST ENERGY R&D PROGRAMME OF 
THE CEC - 1975 - 1979 
EUR: 08321 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0878 
'SMSSMANN-R-S, DEBNEY-B-T, WALKER-R-S, MABBIT-A-W, 
GIBBONS-G. 
AMORPHOUS SILICON SOLAR CELLS. FINAL REPORT. 
EUR: 08303 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0701 
TECHINT VEEGE 
INDAGINE PER LE RISORSE GEOTERMICHE A BASSA VAN-D 
ENTALPIA NELLA REGIONE SARDEGNA IMMOB 
THE USE OF LOW ENTHALPY GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES IN PHOTO 
SARDINIA PRODU 
EUR: 09160 EUR: 
1984 1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO : 0586 EABl 
R-C, GRANDE-H-J, LAANE-C, VAN-LEEUWEN-J-W, 
IJK-C,VAN-BERKEL-ARTS-A, KRUESE-WOLTERS-M 
ILIZATION OF HYDROGENASE SYSTEMS FOR THE 
CHEMICAL, PHOTOVOLTAIC AND PHOTOBIOLOGICAL 
CTION OF HYDROGEN 
09112 
VOL: 23 NO: 0417 
I 
TECHINT 
STUDI DI FATTIBILITÀ DI SISTEMI DI 
TELERISCALDAMENTO AD ENERGIA GEOTERMICA IN VAL 
PADANA 
FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR THE THERMAL MAPPING OF 
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY IN THE PO VALLEY 
EUR: 09721 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0413 
I 
TURRENT-T, GODOY-R, FERRARO-R. 
SOLAR WATER HEATING - AN ANALYSIS OF DESIGN AND 
PERFORMANCE DATA FROM 28 SYSTEMS 
EUR: 08003 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0245 
I 
VAN-HATTEM-D. 
PERFORMANCE OF A SOLAR COOLING SYSTEM USING 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF EVACUATED TUBULAR COLLECTORS 
EUR: 09711 
1985 




SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF THE INTERCONNECTION OF 5 KW 
SOLAR PANELS WITH THE POWER LINES 
EUR: 08328 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1278 
I 
VIGNAIS-P-M, WILLISON-J-C, COLBEAU-A, 
YOUANNEAU-Y, MADERN-D,HALLEBBECK-P-C, 
THIERRY-J-P, RENAUD-M 
PHOTOPRODUCTION OF H-2 AND NH-3 BY THE 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0172 I BIOENGINEERING AND BIONICS 
CEC 
RESEARCH AND TRAINING PROGRAMME IN BIOMOLECULAR 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0048 
I 
CEC 
RESEARCH AND TRAINING PROGRAMME IN BIOMOLECULAR 
ENGINEERING. CATALOGUE OF CONTRACTS WITH 
CLASSIFICATION OF ACTIVITIES 
EUR: 09523 
1984 




ENTWICKLUNG VON AUTARKEN SOLARKUEHLANLAGEN MIT 
KONZENTRIERENDEN KOLLEKTOREN 
DEVELOPMENT OF A SELF-SUPPORTING SOLAR COOLING 
PLANT WITH CONCENTRATING COLLECTORS 
EUR: 09533 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0411 
NATURE CONSERVANCY COUNCIL OF GREAT BRITAIN 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND STATUS REPORTS ON HARP AND 
HOODED SEALS. REVISED VERSION 1983 
EUR: 07317 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1043 
I 
ECOLOGY, INCLUDING RADIOECOLOGY 
SECONDARY ENERGY VECTORS (GAS, ELECTRICITY ETC) 
DAVIES-D-G-S, LENEL-U-R, MOORE-M-A 
TECHNO-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STUDY OF THE 
DEPLOYMENT OF HYDROGEN AS AN ENERGY VECTOR. 
EUR: 09313 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0046 
I 
IMARISIO-G 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0572 
 
CEC 
CEC COORDINATED PROJECT MIRAGE (MIGRATION OF 
RADIONUCLIDES IN THE GEOSPHERE) 
EUR: 09304 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1021 
CIGNA-A, MYTTENAERE-E 
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF LONG 
LIVED RADIONUCLIDES IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT. 
PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING JOINTLY ORGANIZED BY CEC 
AND ENEA, LA SPEZIA (I), 
EUR: 09214 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0049 
SEPTEMBER 28-30, 1983. 
5 Life sciences 






EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0804 








EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1020 
W, FORSTER-V 
SYNTHETIC WATER OXIDATION BY GREEN PLANTS 
E ROLE OF PROTONS 
09331 
KING-E-F, PAINTER-H-A. 
RING TEST PROGRAMME 1981 - 1982 
















BIOAVAILABILITY OF THE TRANSURANIC ELEMENTS 
PU AND 241-AM FOR THE POND SNAIL, LYMNEA 
NALIS L., AND THEIR BEHAVIOUR IN SELECTED 
RAL SURFACE WATERS 
08683 
VOL: 22 NO: 0138 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AND PROTECTION 
BACCI-P, CARBONI-G, DE-BORTOLI-M, GAGLIONE-P, 
THOMAS-P,VOGT-S. 
ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED IN 
OCTOBER 1980 AT THE TURBICO ENEL POWER PLANT 
EUR: 08334 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1325 
BEVINGTON-C-F-P, JOHNSON-T-F-N, WILSON-G-T. 
AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR NITROGEN DIOXIDE -
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF IMPLEMENTING DRAFT 
PROPOSAL FOR A COUNCIL DIRECTIVE. STUDY FINAL 
REPORT, PHASE II 
EUR: 08680 
19 83 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1322 
I 
CEC. 
REGLER FOR GOD PRAKSIS TIL MINDSKELSE AF 
EMISSIONEN AF CHLOROFLUOROCARBONER CFC=11 OG 
CFC=12 UNDER FREMSTILLINGEN AF STIFT 
POLYURETHANSKUM TIL BYGGEINDUSTRIEN = 
VERHALTENSKODEX FUER DIE VERMINDERUNG DER 
EMISSIONEN DER FLUORCHLORKOHLENWASSERSTOFFE 
FCKW-11 UND FCKW-12 BEI DER HERSTELLUNG VON 
HARTEN POLYURETHANSCHAUMSTOFFEN ZUR VERWENDUNG IN 
DER BAUINUSTRIE = CODE DE BONNES PRATIQUES 
CONCERNANT LA REDUCTION DES EMISSIONS DE 
CHLOROFLUOROCARBONES CFC-11 ET CFC-12 UTILISES 
DANS LA FABRICATION DES MOUSSES DE POLYURETHANE 
RIGIDE DESTINEES A L'INDUSTRIE DE LA CONSTRUCTION 
= CODICE DI BUONA PRATICA PER LA RIDUZIONE DELLE 
EMISSIONI DI CLOROFLUOROCARBURI CFC-11 E CFC-12 
NELLA FABBRICAZIONE DI SCHIUME RIGIDE DI 
POLIURETANO DESTINATE ALL'EDILIZIA = GEDRAGSCODE 
VOOR DE PEPERKING VAN DE EMISSIE VAN DE 
CHLOORFLUORKOOLWATERSTFFEN CFKW-11 EN CVFKW-12 
BIJ DE VERVAARDIGING VAN HARD POLYURETHAANSCHUIM 
VOOR DE BOUW. 
CODE OF GOOD PRACTICE FOR THE REDUCTION OF 
EMISSIONS OF CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS CFC-11 AND 
CRC-12 IN THE MANUFACTURE OF RIGID POLYURETHANE 
FOAMS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
EUR: 09508 
1984 

















R-ll EN R-l 
BIJ DE LUCH 
CODE OF GOO 
EMISSIONS 0 




EABl VOL: 2 
GOD PRAKSIS MED HENBLIK PA MINDSKELSE 
ER AF CHLORFLUORCARBONER R-ll OG R-12 
LSE TIL KOELING OG LUFTKONTITIONERING 
(VERHALTENSKODEX) ZUR VERRINGERUNG 
NEN DER FLUORCHLORKOHLENWASSERSTOFFE 
UND R-12 AUS KAELTE- UND KLIMAANLAGEN 
ONNE CONDUITE POUR LA REDUCTION DES 
E CHLOROFLUOROCARBONES (CFC) R-ll ET 
ES DANS LES DOMAINES DE LA 
ON ET DU CONDITIONNEMENT DE L'AIR = 
A RIDUZIONE DELLE EMI5SI0NI DI 
CARBURI (CFC) R-ll E R-12 DAGLI 
REFRIGERAZIONE E DI CONDIZIONAMENTO 
GEDRAGSCODE TER VERMINDERING VAN DE 
CHLOOR FLUORKOOL ENWATERSTOFFEN (CKW'S) 
2 BIJ TOEPASSING IN DE KOELTECHNIEK EN 
TBEHANDELING. 
D PRACTICE FOR THE REDUCTION OF 
F CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS (CFCS) R-ll AND 
RIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING 
S 
3 NO: 0294 
CEC. 
REPORT ON THE ACTIONS OF THE COMMISSION OF THE 
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY ON ACID DEPOSITION 
EUR: 09985 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0687 
I 
CHEMICAL SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL 
STUDY ON THE POSSIBILITIES FOR THE REPLACEMENT OF 
LEAD IN GASOLINE BY THE ADDITION OF COMPOUNDS 
EUR: 08739 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0446 
CLAYTON-P, DAVIS-B-J 
PROGRAMME FOR TESTING AND SELECTING A REFERENCE 
METHOD FOR BLACK SMOKE MEASUREMENT 
EUR: 09377 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0054 I COOPER-P-J, UNDERWOOD-B-Y, BREARLEY-I 
REVIEW OF SPECIFIC EFFECTS IN ATMOSPHERIC 
DISPERSION CALCULATIONS. THE IMPACT OF SOURCE 
TERM CHARACTERISTICS AND THE PROCESSES THAT 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0420 
DE-BORTOLI-M, KNOEPPEL-H, PECCHIO-E, PEIL-A, 
ROGORA-L,SCHAUENBURG-H, SCHLITT-H, VISSERS-H. 
MEASUREMENTS OF INDOOR AIR QUALITY AND COMPARISON 
WITH AMBIENT AIR 
EUR: 09656 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0686 
I 
DE-BRUYN-W-A. 
EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION CONCERNING ATMOSPHERIC 
POLLUTION BY CERTAIN SULPHUR COMPOUNDS AND 
SUSPENDED PARTICULES IN THE EC. 
EUR: 08925 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0915 
EDWARDS-C-A 
REPORT OF THE SECOND STAGE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
A STANDARDIZED LABORATORY METHOD FOR ASSESSING 
THE TOXICITY OF CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES TO EARTHWORMS 
EUR: 09360 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1024 
I 
EURATOM-ISPRA 
ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES. 
EUR: 08446 
1983 
EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9020 
I 
EURATOM-ISPRA 
ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES. 
EUR: 08771 
1983 













Ε-B, LAMBERT-J, DELSEY-J. 
ECTIVES DE REDUCTION DU BRUIT DES VEHICULES 
IERS POUR 1985 ET 2000, COMPTE TENU DES 
IBILITES TECHNIQUES DE LA CONSOMMATION 
GETIQUE ET DU COUT 
PECTS FOR NOISE REDUCTION OF ROAD VEHICLES 
1985 AND 2000, TAKING ACCOUNT OF ITS 
NICAL FEASIBILITY, ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND 
08573 
VOL: 21 NO: 1338 
JOST-P, HASSEL-D, BROSTHAUS-J. 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS FOR A COMPUTER PROGRAMME TO 
ACCESS AUTOMOBILE EMISSIONS AND ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION WITHIN THE EEC 
EUR: 08688 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0030 
I 
JOYCE-F-E. 
THE ENVIRONMENTAL INDUSTRY IN THE EEC 
EUR: 08941 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0702 
I 
KUEHNER-D. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1320 
MASSE-B, RIEUPET-A. 
L'ETAT DE L'ELIMINATION DES DECHETS TOXIQUES ET 
DANGEREUX DANS LES PAYS DE LA COMMUNAUTE 
EUROPEENNE. 
THE STATE OF TOXIC AND DANGEROUS WASTE DISPOSAL 
IN THE COUNTRIES OF THE EC 
EUR: 08439 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1341 
NATURE CONSERVANCY COUNCIL OF GREAT BRITAIN 
RECOMMENDATION AND STATUS REPORTS ON HARP AND 
HOODED SEALS. REVISED VERSION 1983. FINAL REPORT 
EUR: 07317 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1319 
OTTOBRINI-G, HJORTH-J 
DETERMINATION OF GROUND LEVEL CONCENTRATION OF 
NITROUS OXIDE, CARBON MONOXIDE AND METHANE IN THE 
ISPRA AREA - 1982 - 1983 
EUR: 09655 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0577 I 
PERONI-Α, BRAJA-M, COSSU-R, RANDO-F, 
ABBATICCHIO-P,SATALINO-P, SPINOSA-L, MARRONE-P. 
STUDIO SULLE DISCARICHE CONTROLLATE DI RIFIUTI 
URBANI IN VISTA DELL'EVENTUALE ELABORAZIONE DI 
UNA DIRETTIVA COMUNITARIA 
A STUDY OF THE CONTROLLED DISPOSAL OF URBAN 
REFUSE WITH A VIEW TO THE EVENTUAL PROMULGATION 
OF A COMMUNITY DIRECTIVE 
EUR: 08440 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1321 
PERONI-Α, ABBATICCHIO-P, SATALINO-P, SPINOSA-L, 
MARRONE-P. 
STUDIO SUI METODI DI RACCOLTA DEI RIFIUTI URBANI 
AD USO DEI RESPONSABILI MUNICIPALI 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1342 
I 
SABBIONI-Ε, GOETZ-L. 
MOBILIZATION OF HEAVY METALS FROM FOSSIL FUELLED 
POWER PLANTS, POTENTIAL ECOLOGICAL AND 
BIOCHEMICAL IMPLICATIONS. IV. ASSESSMENT STUDIES 
OF THE EUROPEAN SITUATION. SUBHEADINGS - 1. 
PARAMETERS AFFECTING HEAVY METAL MOBILIZATION AND 
IN-PLANT STUDIES. 2. ASSESSMENT OF THE EUROPEAN 
SITUATION. 3. ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSPORT 
EUR: 06998 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1324 
I 
UNDERWOOD-B-Y, COOPER-P-J, HOLLOWAY-N-J, 
GAISER-G-D,NIXON-W. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0593 
PROTECTION OF THE 
VERSINO-B. 















EABl VOL: 21 NO: 9044 
WOLLAST-R. 
AN INTERLABORATORY RING TEST ON THE OXIDIZING 
PROPERTIES OF CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES 
EUR: 08713 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1318 
GENETICS, INCLUDING CYTOGENETICS 
VON-WETTSTEIN-D, LINDBERG-MOELLER-B, 
HOEYER-HANSEN-G,BORDIER-HOOEJ-P, SIMPSON-D-J, 
HENRY-L-E-A, KOENIG-F,HOENBERG-L, POULSEN-C. 
GENETIC MANIPULATION OF PHOTOSYSTEMS I AND II 
EUR: 09114 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0916 
HEALTH PHYSICS, RADIATION PROTECTION, RADIOACTIVE 
CONTAMINATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT 
APSIMON-H, KITSON-K, FAWCETT-M, GODDARD-A-J-H 
DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTOTYPE MESOSCALE COMPUTER 
MODEL INCORPORATING TREATMENT OF TOPOGRAPHY 
EUR: 09503 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0298 
APSIMON-H-M, GODDARD-A-J-H. 
ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT OF RADIOISOTOPES AND THE 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0811 
CEA 
METHODES D'EVALUATION DES CONSEQUENCES DE 
L'IRRADIATION DES POPULATIONS 
METHODS OF EVALUATING THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE 
IRRADIATION OF POPULATIONS 
EUR: 08068 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1347 
E DU CONSEIL DU 15 
RMES DE BASES D'EURATOM 
SANITAIRE DE LA 
EURS CONTRE LES DANGERS 
IONISANTS. ACTES D'UN 
5 JUIN 1981 -
DIRECTIVE OF 15 JULY 
OM BASIC SAFETY 
ROTECTION OF THE 
AGAINST THE DANGERS OF 
DINGS OF THE 
IN LUXEMBOURG, 4-5 
CEC 
APPLICATION DE LA DIRECTIV 
JUILLET 1980 FIXANT LES NO 
RELATIVES A LA PROTECTION 
POPULATION ET DES TRAVAILL 
RESULTANT DES RAYONNEMENTS 
SEMINAIRE D'INFORMATION, 4 
LUXEMBOURG. 
APPLICATION OF THE COUNCIL 
1980 LAYING DOWN THE EURAT 
STANDARDS FOR THE HEALTH Ρ 
GENERAL PUBLIC AND WORKERS 
IONIZING RADIATION. PROCEE 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0634 
CEC. 
RESULTATER AF MALINGER AF RADIOAKTIVITETEN I 
OMGIVELSERNE I EF-MEDLEMSSTATERNE FOR 1981 = 
MESSWERTE DER UMWELTRADIOAKTIVITAET IN DEN 
LAENDERN DER EG - 1981 = RESULTA DES MESURES DES 
NIVEAUX DE RADIOACTIVITE DANS L'ENVIRONNMENT DES 
ETATS MEMBRES DE LA CEE - 1981 = RISULTATI DELLE 
MISURE DELLA RADIOATTIVITÀ NEGLI STATI MEMBRI 
DELLA CE - 1981 = RESULTATEN VAN DE METINGEN VAN 
DE OMGEVINGSRADIOACTIVITEIT IN DE LANDEN VAN DE 
EG VOOR 1981. 
RESULTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY 
MEASUREMENTS IN THE EC FOR AIR, DEPOSITION, WATER 
AND MILK - 1981 
EUR: 08308 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1057 
I CEC 
OPERATIONAL QUANTITIES FOR THE USE IN EXTERNAL 
PROTECTION RADIATION MEASUREMENTS - AN 
INVESTIGATION OF CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES 
EUR: 08346 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1345 
'cEC 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1056 
' CEC 
RADIATION PROTECTION - ANNUAL STATUS REPORT 1983. 
EUR: 09088 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0705 
CEC 
STRAHLENSCHUTZ DER BEVOELKERTUNG IN BEZUG AUF 
VERBRAUCHSGUETER, DIE RADIOAKTIVE STOFFE 
ENTHALTEN = RADIOPROTECTION DE LA POPULATION A 
L'EGARD DES BIENS DE CONSOMMATION COURANTE 
CONTENANT DES SUBSTANCES RADIOACTIVES. 
RADIATION PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC IN RESPECT OF 
CONSUMER GOODS CONTAINING RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES 
EUR: 09290 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0056 
CEC. 
THE EURATOM PROGRAMME ON RADIATION PROTECTION. 
PROGRESS REPORT 1980 - 1984 
EUR: 09733 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0692 
VANDERBORGHT-B. 
INTERLABORATORY COMPARISON OF SF-6 DETERMINATIONS 
.'SED WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF TRACER RELEASES 
EUR: 09672 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0579 
DESPRES-A, FOULD-A, LE-GRAND-J, BOUVILLE-A, 
HAMARD-J. 
IMPACT RADIOLOGIQUE DIFFERENTIEL DU RECYCLAGE DU 
PU DANS LES REACTEURS A EAU LEGER - TRANSPORT EN 
FONCTIONNEMENT NORMAL 
DIFFERENTIAL RADIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF PU RECYCLING 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1343 
DOMINICI-G. 
MISURE DI RADIOATTIVITÀ AMBIENTALE - ISPRA, 1981 
ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY - ISPRA, 1981 
EUR: 08572 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1346 
GERBER-G, MYTTENAERE-C. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0809 
JOLIVET-A, SINNAEVE-J 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0174 
AS LOW AS 
I 
LE-GRAND-J, ROUX-Y. 
L'IMPACT RADIOLOGIQUE DIFFERENTIEL DU RECYCLAGE 
DU PU DANS LE CYCLE DU COMBUSTIBLE DES REACTEURS 
A EAU LEGERE - CONDITIONS ACCIDENTELLES 
THE DIFFERENTIAL RADIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF THE 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1344 I 
PIESCH-E, BURCKHARDT-B. 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING - EUROPEAN 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0808 
I 
SINCLAIR-W-K, AKEHURST-R-L, 
BRESSON-G,OBERHAUSEN-E, OFTEDAL-P, SILINI-G, 
WAMBERSIE-A. 
EVALUATION DU PROGRAMME DE RECHERCHE 
COMMUNAUTAIRE DANS LE DOMAINE DE LA 
RADIOPROTECTION (1976 - 1980) 
EVALUATION OF THE CEC'S RADIATION PROTECTION 
RESEARCH PROGRAMME, 1976 - 1980 
EUR: 08648 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0361 
SMITH-Η, GERBER-G 
LUNG MODELLING FOR INHALATION OF RADIOACTIVE 
MATERIALS. PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING JOINTLY 
ORGANIZED BY THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0296 
VAN-KAICK-G, MUTH-H, KAUL-A 
THE GERMAN THOROTRAST STUDY - RESULTS OF 
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL, CLINICAL AND BIOPHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS ON RADIATION INDUCED LATE EFFECTS IN 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0055 
MEDICINE 
BENJAMIN-T-E-A. 
BIOMECHANICS OF IMPACTS IN ROAD ACCIDENTS -
PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEMINAR HELD IN BRUSSELS, 
MARCH 21-23, 1983 
EUR: 08938 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0596 
I 
CATHIGNOL-P, FAUST-U, KIMMICH-K. 
MEDICAL WIRELESS TELEMETRY. PROCEEDINGS OF A 
WORKSHOP, LYON - F, OCTOBER 29-30, 1981 
EUR: 08595 
1983 














D'ASISTANCE SANITAIRE RECIPROQUE 
IBLES D'ETRE MISES EN OEUVRE EN CAS DE 
OPHES, D'ACCIDENTS MAJEURS OU DE MALADIES 
ONNELLEMENT GRAVES (ENQUETE EFFECTUEE 
DES ETATS MEMBRES) 
HEALTH ASSISTANCE MEASURES TO BE APPLIED 
EVENT OF DISASTERS OR PARTICULARLY SERIOUS 
TS OR DISEASES. (SURVEY CARRIED OUT IN THE 
STATES OF THE EC) 
271 







EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0581 
RELATED PROBLEMS IN THE EUROPEAN 
TY - PROCEEDINGS OF A SEMINAR HELD IN 
URG 1-3 MARCH 1983 
625 
KEIDEL-W-D, FINKENZELLER-P. 
DISCUSSION ON ARTIFICIAL AUDITORY STIMULATION 
EUR: 08980 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0595 
I 
KIMMICH-H-P, BORNHAUSEN-M 
MEDICAL TELEMETRY. PROCEEDINGS OF A WORKSHOP ON 
ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR RADIOTELEMETRY 
EUR: 09158 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0299 
I 
STREFFER-C, PATRICK-G. 
EFECTS OF PRENATAL IRRADIATION WITH SPECIAL 
EMPHASIS ON LATE EFFECTS 
EUR: 08067 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0599 
I 
MICROBIOLOGY AND CYTOLOGY 
BEMMOUN-P, GIRARD-J, MASSON-A, DELEPELAIRE-P, 
WOLLMAN-F-A. 
MOLECULAR GENETICS OF THE CHLOROPLAST OF 
CHLAMYDOMONAS REINHARDTII L. 
EUR: 09322 
1984 
FAB) VOI : 22 NO : 1026 
LAMBERT-G-L, CARR-N-G 
ISOLATION, CHARACTERIZATION AND CLONING OF 
PLASMIDS FROM HYDROGEN PRODUCING CYANOBACTERIA 
EUR: 09684 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0424 I 
PHYSIOLOGY 
LORENZON-G, MARAFANTE-E, SABBIONI-E 
BIOCHEMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF INORGANIC MERCURY IN THE 
TISSUES OF RATS AND RABBITS 
EUR: 09004 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1027 I 
TOXICOLOGY 
ORTER FRA DET VIDENSKABELIGE UDVALG FOR 
ETOLOGI = BERICHTE DES WISENSCHAFTLICHEN 
CHUSSES FUER KOSMETOLOGIE = RAPPORTS DU 
TE SCIENTIFIQUE DE COSMETOLOGIE = RELAZIONI 
COMITATO SCIENTIFICO DI COSMETOLOGIA = 
LAGEN VAN HET WETENSCHAPPELIJKE COMITE VOOR 
ETOLOGHE 
RTS OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE ON 
ETOLOGY - SECOND SERIES 
08634 
VOL: 21 NO: 1366 
RTS OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE FOR FOOD, 
SERIES. 
08752 






















BERICHTE DES WISSENSCHAFTLICHEN 
LEBENSMITTELAUSSCHUSSES NO. 14 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0921 I 
CEC 
RAPPORTER FRA DEN VIDENSKABELIGE KOMITE FOR 
LEVNEDSMIDLER NO. 14 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0922 
I CEC RAPPORTS DU COMITE SCIENTIFIQUE DE L'ALIMENTATION 
HUMAINE NO. 14 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0923 
I CEC VERSLAGEN VAN HET WETENSCHAPPELIJK COMITE VOOR DE 
MENSELIJKE VOEDING NO. 14 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0924 
CEC 
RELAZIONI DEL COMITATO SCIENTIFICO 
DELL'ALIMENTAZIONE UMANA NO. 14 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0925 
I 
CEC 
BERICHTE DES WISSENSCHAFTLICHEN 
FUTTERMITTELAUSSCHUSSES - RAPPORTS DU COMITE 
SCIENTIFIQUE DE L'ALIMENTATION HUMAINE -
RELAZIONI DEL COMITATO SCIENTIFICO 
DELL'ALIMENTAZIONE ANIMALE 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0264 
CEC 
RAPPORTER FRA DET VIDENSKABELIGE UDVALG FOR 
KOSMETOLOGI = BERICHTE DES WISENSCHAFTLICHEN 
AUSSCHUSSES FUER KOSMETOLOGIE = RAPPORTS DU 
COMITE SCIENTIFIQUE DE COSMETOLOGIE = RELAZIONI 
DEL COMITATO SCIENTIFICO DI COSMETOLOGIA = 
VERSLAGEN VAN HET WETENSCHAPPELIJKE COMITE VOOR 
KOSMETOLOGIIE 


















ORTER FRA DEN VIDENSKABELIGE KOMITE FOR 
EDSMIDLER - 15DE SERIE = BERICHTE DES 
ENSCHAFTLICHEN LEBENSMITTELAUSSCHUSSES 15TE 
E = RAPPORTS DU COMITE SCIENTIFIQUE DE 
IMENTATION HUMAINE - 15EME SERIE = RELAZIONI 
COMITATO SCIENTIFICO DELL'ALIMENTAZIONE UMANA 
MA SERIE = 
RTS OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE FOR FOOD -
SERIES. 
09357 
VOL: 23 NO: 0428 
EDWARDS-C-A. 
DEVELOPMENT OF A STANDARDIZED LABORATORY METHOD 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 
I 
1365 
ROI-R, TOWN-W-G, HUNTER-W-J, ALESSIO-L. 
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH GUIDELINES FOR CHEMICAL RISK 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1364 I SABBIONI-Ε, MARONI-M. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0818 
6 Materials 
MATERIALS SCIENCE IN GENERAL 
VAN-DER-BIEST-O. 
MATERIAL DIVISION FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
EUR: 09248 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0819 
I 
APPLICATION PROPERTIES OF SPECIAL MATERIALS 
GOODENOUGH-J-B, DARE-EDWARDS-M-P, PIFFARD-Y, 
CHOY-J-H,DAVIES-K, KATTY-A, HAMNETT-A 
DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERISATION OF NEW MATERIALS 
TO BE USED AS ELECTRODES IN PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL 



















IOTT-J-B, VAN-DE-VOORDE-M, BETTERIDGE-W. 
CONVERSION PROCESSES AND THEIR MATERIALS 
IREMENTS 
09182 
VOL: 22 NO: 0602 
LL-G, HUMPHRIES-M-J, BULLOCK-E, 
DE-VOORDE-M 
RIALS TECHNOLOGY CONSTRAINTS AND NEEDS IN 
IL FUEL CONVERSION AND UPGRADING PROCESSES 
09707 
VOL: 23 NO: 0301 
TIMONEY-S-G. 
SURVEY OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1068 I 
VAN-DE-VOORDE-H 
SPIN-OFF BENEFITS FROM AERO-ENGINE MATERIALS 
TECHNOLOGY TO TRADITIONAL AND NEW INDUSTRIES 
EUR: 09362 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1030 
I 
VAN-RIEMSDIJK-A-J, LOUWRIER-K. 
LOW ENTHALPY GEOTHERMAL PROCESS - MATERIALS 













EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0820 
LANZA-F, MANAKTALA-H, RONSECCO-C. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1370 
I 
PLANTE-G, HELIE-M, SANATINE-O, CHENIERE-A. 
ETUDES DE CORROSION DES MATERIAUX DE CONTENEURS 
POUR LE STOCKAGE DES DECHETS RADIOACTIFS EN SITES 
GRANITIQUES. 
STUDIES ON THE CORROSION OF MATERIALS USED FOR 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0603 I HIGH PERFORMANCE MATERIALS 
TURNER-A-D, DALTON-J-T. 
A REVIEW OF THE APPLICATION OF TEMPORARY AND 
PERMANENT COATINGS FOR THE REDUCTION OF ACTIVITY 
HOLD-UP AND INCREASED EASE OF DECONTAMINATION 
EUR: 09095 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0927 
BATHE-B, BRESSERS-J, GUTTMANN-V. 
INVENTORY OF ONGOING HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1375 
COMPOSITE MATERIALS 
DAVIDGE-R-W, BULLOCK-E 
SURVEY OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH 
TEMPERATURE MATERIALS R&D. SECTION 3 - CERAMIC 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0585 
I 
GOULETTE-M, MC-LEAN-M, BULLOCK-E. 
SURVEY OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH 
TEMPERATURE MATERIALS R&D, SECTION 2 - COMPOSITES 
EUR: 08072 1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1368 
CORROSION 
BARTHELEMY-Η, BRYSELBOUT-J. 
COMPARAISON DE DIFFERENTES METHODES D'ESSAIS POUR 
ETUDIER LA SENSIBILITE A L'HYDROGENE DES ACIERS 
UTILISES POUR LE STOCKAGE ET LE TRANSPORT 
D'HYDROGENE GAZEUX 
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TEST METHODS FOR 
INVESTIGATING THE HYDROGEN SENSITIVITY OF STEELS 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1372 
I 
BARTHELEMY-Η, PRESSOUYRE-G 
HYDROGEN GAS EMBRITTLEMENT OF STEELS 
EUR: 09730 
1985 















STEELS FOR H 
VESSELS. FIN 
TO 30.11. 19 
EUR: 08642 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 
VAN-HAUTE-A, SCHOUTEDEN-D. 
CORROSION AND DEGRADATION OF 
MATERIALS FOR SOLAR COLLECTORS 
NO: 0696 
ETZ-R, DIESER-K. 
ZUR WASSERSTOFFVERSPROEDUNG VON 
R WASSERSTOFFSTAHLFLASCHEN UND 
ER. ABSCHLUSSBERICHT FUER DEN 
1.11. 1980 BIS 30.11. 1982. 
N OF THE HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT OF 
YDROGEN STEEL CYLINDERS AND PRESSURE 
AL REPORT FOR THE PERIOD 1.11. 1980 
82. 
NO: 1373 
CEN, KFK, CEA, CNRS, AERE 
CORROSION BEHAVIOUR OF CONTAINER MATERIALS FOR 
GEOLOGICAL DISPOSAL OF HIGH LEVEL WASTE 
EUR: 09570 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0586 
BRESSERS-J, DE-CAT-R, FENSKE-E. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0371 
I 
EURATOM-PETTEN 
HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS 
EUR: 08453 
1983 
EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9015 
I 
EURATOM-PETTEN 
HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS 
EUR: 08779 
1983 
EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9035 
I 
EURATOM-PETTEN. 
HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS 
EUR: 09584 
1984 
EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9036 I MERZ-M. 
HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS 
EUR: 10256 
1984 
EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9058 
I 
MERZ-M. 
HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS 
EUR: 10275 
1985 








EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0152 
VAN-DE-VOORDE-M, BETTERIDGE-W. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0153 
I 
MATERIALS TESTING AND DERIVED PROPERTIES 
KROMPHOLZ-K, LLOYD-G-J, PETREQUIN-P. 
JOINT EXERCISE TO COMPARE FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH 
DATA OBTAINED ON TYPE 304 - 316 STAINLESS STEEL 
EUR: 08502 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1380 
I 
PRIEST-A-H. 
FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH AND FRACTURE RESISTANCE OF 
STEELS IN HIGH PRESSURE HYDROGEN ENVIRONMENTS 
EUR: 08191 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1377 
SANDERSON-S-J, PETREQUIN-P, NIEUWLAND-H-C-D, COLO 
BREUER-H-J. HOMO 
COMPARISON OF LOW CYCLE FATIGUE DATA OF 2,25 '/.. REFE 
CR - MO STEELS FLUO 
EUR: 08501 EUR: 
1983 1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1376 EABl 
MBO-A-G, BO-F. 
GENEITY VERIFICATION OF POWDERED CANDIDATE 
RENCE MATERIALS - AN APPROACH BY X-RAY 
RESCENCE FOR TRACE ELEMENTS 
08033 
VOL: 21 NO: 1075 
METALS AND ALLOYS 
CORSO-S. 
SVILUPPO DI GHISA BAINITICA NELLA COSTRUZIONE DI 
INGRANAGGI PER L'INDUSTRIA AUTOMOBILISTICA 
DEVELOPMENT OF BAINITIC NODULAR IRON FOR THE 
CONSTRUCTION OF SPEED GEARS FOR THE CAR INDUSTRY 
EUR: 08639 
1983 







RT ON THE SECOND BCR VISCOSITY AUDIT 
08359 
VOL: 21 NO: 1073 
DEBUS-G-H. 
MEASUREMENTS AND STANDARDS. 
EUR: 10253 
1984 
EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9064 
VERLINDEN-J, GIJBELS-R, SILVESTER-Η, DE-BIEVRE-P 
RHENIUM FILAMENTS - INVESTIGATION OF THEIR PURITY 
BY SPARK SOURCE AND SECONDARY ION MASS 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0309 
I 
PHASE DIGRAMS 
ANSARA-I, CHEVALIER-P-Y, CHART-T-G, HACK-K, 
SPENCER-P-J,MCHUGH-G, RAND-M-H 
PHASE DIAGRAMS FOR FE - CR - NI BASED ALLOYS. 
PART 1 - PHASE DIAGRAMS FOR BINARY AND TERNARY 
ALLOYS OF FE, CR AND NI WITH C AND WITH SI 
EUR: 09657 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0593 
DEBUS-G-H. 
MEASUREMENTS AND STANDARDS. 
EUR: 10272 
1985 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 9042 
EURATOM-GEEL 
MEASUREMENTS AND STANDARDS. 
EUR: 08458 
1983 
EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9018 
I 
EURATOM-GEEL 
MEASUREMENTS AND STANDARDS. 
EUR: 08778 
1983 
EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9038 
BARRY-T-I, CHART-T-G 
A THERMODYNAMIC APPROACH TO THE POSSIBILITIES FOR 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0435 
BULLOCK-E, VAN-DER-BIEST-O, SCHUSTER-K, 
MOULAERT-M,VON-BIRGELEN-G. 
EUROPEAN CONCERTED ACTION - COST 50 - MATERIALS 
FOR GAS TURBINES. EC-2 - THE INFLUENCE OF GRAIN 
BOUNDARY CHEMISTRY AND SEGREGATION PHENOMENA ON 
THE CREEP FRACTURE OF IN 738-LC 
EUR: 09124 
1984 




MEASUREMENTS AND STANDARDS. 
EUR: 09587 
1984 








EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0931 
PLASTICS AND RUBBERS 
MARCHANDISE-H. 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0699 
IMPROVEMENT OF METHODS 
POLITECNICO DI MILANO 
STUDIO DI POLIMERI E/O COPOLIMERI DA UTILIZZARE 
NELLA PREPARAZIONE DI SEPARATORI PER 
L'ELETTROLISI DELL'ACQUA. TECHNOLOGIA DI 
PREPARAZIONE DEI SEPARATORI 
STUDY OF POLYMERS AND - OR COPOLYMERS FOR USE IN 
THE PREPARATION OF SEPARATORS FOR THE 
ELECTROLYSIS OF WATER - TECHNOLOGY OF THE 
PREPARATION OF THE SEPARATORS 
EUR: 08248 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1381 
I 
RAW MATERIALS, INCLUDING RECYCLING OF 
MARCHANDISE-H. 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0701 I 
ROSSI-G, COLINET-E. 
THE PREPARATION AND CERTIFICATION OF A REFERENCE 
MATERIAL FOR THE ANALYSIS OF MN IN MN CARBONATE 
ORES (RHODOCHROSITE). BCR NO. 103 
EUR: 08032 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1080 
TRANSECON 
WASTE PAPER PROSPECTS IN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY. 
EUR: 08393 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0037 
SEAH-M. 
TANTALUM PENTOXIDE ON TANTALUM FOIL 
EUR: 08839 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0273 
REFERENCE AND STANDARD MATERIALS 
BATCHELOR-R. 
MULTIENNIAL PROGRAMME OF THE JRC 1980 - 1983 -
NUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS. ANNUAL STATUS REPORT 1982 
EUR: 08529 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1082 
SERRINI-G, COLINET-E, GRIEPINK-B. 
THE PREPARATION OF A POTASSIUM SULPHATE 
FERTILIZER REFERENCE MATERIAL AND CERTIFICATION 
OF THE MASS FRACTION OF TOTAL POTASSIUM, WATER 
SOLUBLE POTASSIUM, CHLORIDE, SODIUM, CALCIUM, 
SULPHATE AND MAGNESIUM. BCR NO. 114 
EUR: 08535 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1077 
SERRINI-G, COLINET-E, GRIEPINK-B. 
THE PREPARATION OF A POTASSIUM SULPHATE 
FERTILIZER REFERENCE. CERTIFICATION OF THE MASS 
FRACTION OF TOTAL POTASSIUM, WATER SOLUBLE 
POTASSIUM, CHLORIDE, SODIUM, CALCIUM, SULPHATE 
AND MAGNESIUM. BCR NO 113-
EUR: 08536 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1078 
7 Mathematics and computers 










EABl VOL: 2 
CHIERI-F 
CAZIONE DELLE METODOLOGIE DI 
ONE LINEARE E NON-LINEARE A PROBLEMI 
CAZIONE DI DATI TELERILEVATI 
LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR MAPPING METHODS 
PROBLEMS IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF 
ING DATA 
2 NO: 1032 
OF THE METHODS OF STATISTICAL 
PSEUDO-RANDOM SIGNALS TO THE 
ION OF FIELD TRIALS ON THE ATMOSPHERIC 










EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0313 I COMPUTERS AND APPLICATIONS 
CHOPPLET-M, GABILLARD-E, HERMANT-BRACHECHATH-C. 
LE MICRO-ORDINATEUR, TECHNOLOGIE ET SOCIETE -
ITINERAIRES VERS LE FUTUR. SERIE FAST NO. 17 
THE MICROCOMPUTER, TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY - A 
JOURNEY TOWARDS THE FUTURE. SERIES FAST NO. 17 
EUR: 08746 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1390 
I 
DE-GRANDI-G, OUIGUINI-R. 
SIMULATION D'UN SYSTEME DE MESURE NUCLEAIRE 
AUTOUR D'UN MONITEUR REEL MULTITACHES 
SIMULATION OF A NUCLEAR MEASUREMENT SYSTEM USING 
A MULTITASK REAL TIME MONITOR. 
EUR: 08598 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1389 
I 
HOUGHTON-M-T. 
USE OF FIELD MICROCOMPUTERS 
EUR: 08257 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1085 
I 
KOPEC-D, MICHIE-D. 
MISMATCH BETWEEN MACHINE REPRESENTATIONS AND 
HUMAN CONCEPTS - DANGERS AND REMEDIES. FAST 
SERIES NO. 9 
I 
E R: 08426 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1087 
ZANOBETTI-D. 
SIMULATORS OF NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS 
EUR: 08174 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0611 I 
DATA BASES AND DATA BANKS 
CAMBRIDGE ECONOMETRICS LTD 
CONSTRUCTION DF A DATA BASE FOR THE HERMES MODEL 
EUR: 08799 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0158 
CEC 
DIRECTORY OF ENERGY DATA BASES 
EUR: 09097 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0936 
CHRISTIANSEN-M 
EUROPEANWIDE STRUCTURE FOR A VIDEOTEX DATA BASE 
FOR AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION 
EUR: 09199 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1033 
I 
CORNELIUS-P. 
EURONET-DIANE USER LOGFILE - STRUKTURIERTE 
UEBERSICHT DER GEMEINSAMKEITEN UND UNTERSCHIEDE 
DER EURONET-DIANE HOSTS AUF BETRIEBSSYSTEM- UND 
APPLIKATIONSSYSTEMEBENE AUS DER SICHT EINES 
NUTZERS 
EURONET-DIANE LOGFILE - STRUCTURED SURVEY OF THE 
COMMON FEATURES AND DIFFERENCES OF THE 
EURONET-DIANE HOSTS AT THE OPERATIONAL AND 
APPLICATION SYSTEM LEVEL FROM THE POINT OF VIEW 
OF A USER 
EUR: 07878 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1392 I 
EURATOM PETTEN. 
FIRST DEMONSTRATION REPORT ON THE HIGH 
TEMPERATURE MATERIALS DATA BANK OF THE JRC. 
EUR: 08817 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1391 I 
FOGGI-C, PAGLIARI -V . · 
AN INFORMATIC SYSTEM TO STORE ANALYTICAL DATA 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0703 I 
JOELS-R-K, GENONI-F, RIVA-CARLESSO-S, RINAUD-F, 
PERRUCCCI-D. 
EDSES - THE COMMUNITY ENERGY BUS PROGRAMMES DATA 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0159 
I 
DATA ACQUISITION AND TRANSMISSION 
BICKNELL-J, KEATS-A-R 
LOCAL AREA NETWORKS IN ADVANCED NUCLEAR REACTORS 
EUR: 09380 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0185 
INTERFACES TO EDT EQUIPMENT 
MAGONETTE-C 
DESIGN AND OPERATION OF THE DATA ACQUISITION AND 
REDUCTION SYSTEM USED IN THE APPLIED MECHANICS 
DIVISION FOR MECHANICAL TESTS AND THE 
POST-ACCIDENT HEAT REMOVAL EXPERIMENTS 
EUR: 09351 
1984 









EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1039 
RITHME DE DECOMPOSITION EMBOITEE POUR DES 
LINEAIRES MULTI REGIONAUX DYNAMIQUES 
RITHM FOR THE CONTROLLED DECOMPOSITION FOR 







EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0161 
I-F, OLIVI-L. 
ESTIMATION AND ABERRATION DIAGNOSTICS FOR 








EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0186 
UE-P-C, LISANTI-B, TOZZI-A 
RC COMPUTER PROGRAM. PART 1 -
NTATION OF NEW MODELS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF 
ANSFER DURING PWR ACCIDENTAL TRANSIENTS 
422 
I 
DUNBAR-I-H, FERMANDJIAN-J, BUNZ-H, L'HOMME-A, 
HIMENO-Y,KIRBY-C-R, LHIAUBET-C, MITSUTSUKA-N 
COMPARISON OF SODIUM AEROSOL CODES 
EUR: 09172 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1040 
I 
EIFLER-W, SHEPHERD-I-M. 
NUMERICAL STUDIES ON THE HEAT-UP PHASE OF 
SUPER-SARA "SEVERE DAMAGE" BOILDOWN TESTS 
EUR: 08615 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0160 
I 
GIANNONE-G, TURRIANI-C, PISTELLIE-E 
APPLICAZIONE DI UN MODELLO NUMERICO ALLO STUDIO 
DEL CAMPO GEOTERMICO DI MOFETE, ITALIA 
APPLICATION OF A COMPUTER MODEL TO THE STUDY OF 
THE GEOTHERMAL FIELD OF MOFETE, ITALY. 
EUR: 09332 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1042 I GROSSETIE-J-C 
SECOND ORDER TENSOR INVARIANTS IN CONTINUUM 
MECHANICS USING THE LAGRANGIAN FORMULATIONS 
EUR: 09165 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1041 
I 
LAMAIN-L-G 
ON STRESS EVALUATION IN THE LAMCAL CODE 
EUR: 09658 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0598 I 
MUSTACCHI-C, CENA-V, ROCCHI-M, HAGHIGAT-F. 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0939 
POUCET-A. 
COMPUTER AIDED FAULT TREE SYNTHESIS 
EUR: 08707 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1395 
I 
PUDEWILLS-A, KORTHAUS-E. 
MODELLRECHNUNGEN ZUR THERMOMECHANISCHEN 
WECHSELWIRKUNG ZWISCHEN SALZ UND ABFALLPRODUKT 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF CALCULATING PROCEDURES AND THE 
EXECUTION OF MODEL CALCULATIONS FOR THE 
THERMOMECHANICAL ALTERNATE EFFECT OF SALT WITH 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0454 I 
WINGERDEN-C-J-M-V, BERG-A-C-V-D 
ON THE ADEQUACY OF NUMERICAL CODES FOR THE 
SIMULATION OF VAPOUR CLOUD EXPLOSIONS. PART I 
EUR: 09541 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0317 I SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAMMES 
AMENDOLA-Α, ASTOLFI-M, LISANTI-B. 
"MUP, CEC-DES, STRADE" - CODES FOR UNCERTAINTY 
PROPAGATION, EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND STRATIFIED 
RANDOM SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 
EUR: 08244 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1097 
I 
AMENDOLA-Α, REINA-G. 
DYLAM-1 - A SOFTWARE PACKAGE FOR EVENT SEQUENCE 
AND CONSEQUENCE SPECTRUM METHODOLOGY 
EUR: 09224 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0940 
I 
BROYD-T-W, DEAN-R-B, HOBBS-G-D, KNOWLES-N-C, 
PUTNEY-J-M,WRIGLEY-J. 
A DIRECTORY OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0826 
CASADEI-F, LAVAL-Η, DONEA-J, JONES-P-M, COLOMBO-A 
RODSWELL - A COMPUTER CODE FOR THE 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1048 
I 
CORNELIUS-P. 
EURONET-DIANE USER LOGIC. A USER'S STRUCTURED 
VIEW OF THE SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
THE EURONET-DIANE HOSTS AT THE OPERATING SYSTEM 
AND APPLICATION SYSTEM LEVEL. 
EUR: 07878 
1983 
















EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9026 I 
FRIZ-G. 
MULTIVOL - AN EXTENSION OF THE BIVOL BLOW-DOWN 
CODE TO A HIGHER NUMBER OF VOLUMES. 
EUR: 08504 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1398 I 
GIULIANI-S 
THE COMPUTER CODE EURYDYN-1MP (RELEASE 1) FOR 
PLANE FLUID - STRUCTURE SYSTEMS - USER'S MANUAL 
EUR: 09043 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1045 
GIULIANI-S, LAVAL-H 
THE COMPUTER CODE CONDIF-01 (RELEASE 2) FOR 
TRANSIENT CONVECTIVE - CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER 
EUR: 09448 
1984 

















YN - COMPUTER .PROGRAMS FOR THE NONLINEAR 
SIENT ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES SUBJECTED TO 
MIC LOADING. EURDYN (RELEASE 3) -
S'MANUAL 
08357 
VOL: 21 NO: 1098 
EUX-J-P. 
T - AN INTERACTIVE TIME PLOT SYSTEM FOR 
SIENT STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS 
08391 






EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0318 
UX-J-P, CASADEI-F 







EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9048 
I 
INZAGHI-A. 
THE ICES SYSTEM 
EUR: 08243 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0043 
KOLAR-W, BREWKA-W 
RL5SORT - RL5PL0T - A GRAPHICS PACKAGE FOR THE 
JRC ISPRA IBM VERSION OF RELAP-5-MOD1. 
EUR: 06537 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1047 
NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY IN GENERAL AND NUCLEAR 
8 Nuclear technology 
SAFEGUARDS KOLAR-W, BREWKA-W 
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CDC VERSION OF 
RELAP-5-MOD1-019 ON AN IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER 
SYSTEM (AMDAHL 470-V8) 
EUR: 06538 
1984 






EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0378 
OCCA-C. 
RY OF ACHIEVEMENTS IN SAFEGUARDS 
MENTATION AT THE NUKEM PLANT 
08614 
KOLAR-W, BREWKA-W. 
THE IBM VERSION OF RELAP-5 
EUR: 06977 
1983 







EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0618 
STI-M, GIRARDI-F. 
ANNUAL STATUS REPORT 
IALS 
08521 
SAFETY OF NUCLEAR 
PERRING-I. 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND JOB CREATION -
SOFTWARE AND THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY 
EUR: 08550 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0377 
PONTI-C, VAN-HEUSDEN-R. 
MORSE-ΕΙ, SOURCE AND ANALYSIS ROUTINE TO BE USED 
WITH THE MORSE CODE 
EUR: 08420 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0727 
RINALDINI-C. 
1982 ANNUAL STATUS REPORT 
EUR: 08530 
1983 





EABl VOL: 21 NO: 9026 
INFORMATICS 
RONCHI-C, VAN-DE-LAAR-J 
THE ADVANCED FUEL PERFORMANCE MODEL EUGES-ARIES. 
DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
AND INTRODUCTION TO ITS USE 
EUR: 09548 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0438 
SALTELLI-Α, BERTOZZI-G, STANNERS-D-A 
LISA - A CODE FOR SAFETY ASSESSMENT IN NUCLEAR 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1044 
SALTELLI-A 
BLOOM CODE - PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS AND 




FAB1 VOI : 23 NO : nil 9 
EURATOM-ISPRA 
FISSILE MATERIALS CONTROL 
EUR: 08451 
1983 
EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9010 
I 
EURATOM-ISPRA 
FISSILE MATERIALS CONTROL 
EUR: 08784 
1983 
EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9039 
I 
EURATOM-ISPRA. 
SAFETY OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS. 
EUR: 09589 
1984 
EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9028 I 
GIRARDI-F, LEY-J. 
SAFETY OF NUCLEAR 'MATERIALS. 
EUR: 10263 
1984 
EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9050 I 
GIRARDI-F, LEY-J. 
SAFETY OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS. 
EUR: 10277 
1985 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 9028 
FUEL FABRICATION AND REPROCESSING 
BAMBER-D-C, MCDONALD-L-A, ROBERTS-W-G, 
SUTCLIFFE-P-W,WILKINS-J-D 
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF FACTORS IN THE RECOVERY 
OF PLUTONIUM FROM COMBUSTIBLE WASTES TREATED BY 
INCINERATION, PYROLYSIS AND OTHER PROCESSES 
EUR: 09302 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0192 
I 
BRUGGEMAN-A, LEYSEN-R, MEYNENDONCKX-L, 
PARMENTIER-C.BELLIEN-H, SMETS-D, STEVENS-J. 
SEPARATION OF TRITIUM AQUEOUS EFFLUENTS 
EUR: 09107 
1984 






EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0619 
DE-SMET-M, TRINE-J, 
SHEPHERD-I 




EABl VOL: 22 NO: 1043 
SMEERS-Y 




EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0085 
MUELLER-H-M 
DEKONTAMINATION DURCH ULTRAFILTRATION VON SCHWACH 
AKTIVEN ABWAESSERN AUS DER BRENNELEMENTFERTIGUNG 
DECONTAMINATION BY ULTRAFILTRATION OF LOW 
ACTIVITY URANIUM CONTAMINATED WASTE WATERS FROM 
FUEL ELEMENT PRODUCTION 
EUR: 09281 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0439 
I 
VASSALLO-G. 
THE HYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF A PULSED COLUMN 
EUR: 08597 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1405 








EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0622 
I 
CASINI-G. 
FUSION REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
EUR: 10262 
1984 
EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9062 
I 
CASINI-G. 
FUSION REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
EUR: 10271 
1985 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 9040 DALLE-DONNE-M, DORNER-S, TACZANOWSKI-S. 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF TWO HELIUM COOLED FUSION 
RIANKFT«; rcFRAMIC AND I.IQUin BREFDFR) FOR INTOR 
EUR: 07987 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0384 
EURATOM-ISPRA 
FUSION REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
EUR: 08449 
1983 
EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9017 
EURATOM-ISPRA 
FUSION REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
EUR: 08774 
1983 
EABl VOL: 19 NO: 9037 
'EURATOM-ISPRA. 
FUSION REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
EUR: 09579 
1984 
EABl VOL: 20 NO: 9040 
'FURRER-J, LINEK-A. 
ABSCHEIDUNG VON TROPFEN - UND FESTSTOFF -
AEROSOLEN IN EINEM TIEFBETT - GLASFASERPACKET -
ABSCHEIDER 
SEPARATION OF DROPLET AND SOLID PARTICLE AEROSOLS 
IN A DEEP BED PACKED GLASS FIBRE SEPARATOR 
EUR: 09105 
1984 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0828 
'GREEN-B-J, MAPLE-J-H-C, METCALFE-C-A, 
D'HARA-G-W,STRINGER-T-E. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1409 
'JET. 
JET JOINT UNDERTAKING ANNUAL REPORT 1983 
EUR: 09348 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0708 
PIERINI-G, POLCARO-A-M, RICCI-P-F, VIOLA-A. 




EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1421 
I 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
CEC 
THE COMMUNITY'S RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMME ON DECOMMISSIONING OF NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS. THIRD ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT - 1982 
EUR: 08962 
1983 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0387 
I 
CEC 
THE COMMUNITY'S RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMME ON DECOMMISSIONING OF NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS. FOURTH ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT (YEAR 1983) 
EUR: 09677 
1985 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0452 
LOERCHER-G, PIEL-W. 
DEKONTAMINATION VON KOMPONENTEN STILLGELEGTER 
KERNKRAFTWERKE FUER DIE FREIE BESEITIGUNG 
DECONTAMINATION OF COMPONENTS OF DECOMMISSIONED 
NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS FOR OPEN DISPOSAL 
EUR: 08704 
1983 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1427 
I 
REGAN-J-D, CRIPPS-S-J, KELLY-B-R, HAMBLETON-B, 
NICHOLSON-J-R 
DESIGN FEATURES FACILITATING THE DECOMMISSIONING 
OF ADVANCED GAS COOLED REACTORS 
EUR: 09207 
1984 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0093 I RADIATION DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT (METHODS AND 
NUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS 
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RELATION TO GEOMECHANICAL FACTORS 
EUR: 08126 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0235 
STBV 
MECHANISIERUNG DES SPRENGVORTRIEBS 
MECHANIZATION OF SHOTFIRING DRIVAGE 
EUR: 08929 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0100 
ASH-J-W, LEEMING-A-A, MRDE 
AUTOMATION OF COAL WINNING - CABLELESS ELECTRICAL 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0058 
CERCHAR 
NOUVELLE METHODE D'EXPLOITATION DES VEINES EN 
DRESSANTS 
NEW METHOD OF STEEP SEAM WORKING 
EUR: 08883 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0162 
CLAES-F, STBV, 
PLANUNG UND BETRIEBSABLAUF BEI GEOLOGISCHEN 
STOERUNGEN IM ABBAU. 
PLANNING AND OPERATIONAL PRACTICE FOR FACES 
ENCOUNTERING GEOLOGICAL FAULTS. 
EUR: 08374 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: I 0223 
DINTER-A, RIECKHOF-J, SCHNEIDER-Α, WIECHERS-K-P. 
ENTWICKLUNG VON INTEGRIERTEN 
STREB-STRECKENFOERDEREN 
DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRATED FACE GATE CONVEYORS 
EUR: 08939 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0104 
I 
MAURER-Η, BENEDUM-W, MEZ-W, SOLD-W, STBV, 
NEUE ABBAU- UND FOERDERVERFAHREN FUER DIE 
GENEIGTE LAGERUNG. HYDRAULISCHE FOERDERUNG. 
NEW WINNING AND TRANSPORT METHODS FOR INCLINED 
FACES. HYDRAULIC TRANSPORT. 
EUR: 08377 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0224 
I 
MEYER-FUNKE-A-G, REDING-G, MANKWALD-K-P, STBV. 
ENTWICKLUNG VON EDV MODELLEN ZUR BERECHNUNG DER 
RISIKEN IN ABBAUPLAENEN 
DEVELOPMENT OF EDP MODELS FOR RISK ANALYSIS IN 
THE PLANNING OF COAL WINNING OPERATIONS 
EUR: 08379 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0092 
MRDE 
APPLICATION OF NATURAL GAMMA DETECTORS FOR 
HORIZON INDICATION OF POWER LOADING MACHINES 
EUR: 09420 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: H NO: 0055 
'MULLINS-R, MRDE 
AUTOMATION OF COAL WINNING MONITORING AND CONTROL 
OF FACE ALIGNMENT 
EUR: 09470 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0056 
I 
NCB, 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0225 
I 
NCB 
THE APPLICATION OF WIDE WEB MINING SYSTEMS IN 
MEDIUM TO THIN SEAMS 
EUR: 08937 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0103 I SCHUERMANN-F, STBV 
STREBRAND - GRUNDLAGEN. ANPASSUNG AN DIE 
LAGERSTAETTE 
FACE END LAYOUT. ADAPTATION TO DEPOSITS 
EUR: 09638 
1985 
FAR2 VOL·· 11 NO: 0163 
STBV, 
OPTIMIERUNG DER GEWINNUNGSVERFAHREN UND 
ENTWICKLUNG NEUER BETRIEBSMITTEL - TEIL II. 
OPTIMIZATION OF WINNING METHODS AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF NEW APPARATUS - PART II. 
EUR: 08430 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0226 
I 
SUTTON-K, LEEMING-A-A, MRDE 
AUTOMATION OF COAL WINNING - HIGH POWER SHEARERS 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0057 
 
I FIREDAMP AND VENTILATION 
CERCHAR 
ETUDE DES CONDITIONS CLIMATIQUES EN MINES 
PROFONDES 
STUDY OF CLIMATIC CONDITIONS IN DEEP MINES 
EUR: 09336 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0462 I 
CERCHAR 
ETUDE ET APPLICATIONS DE METHODES NOUVELLES 
D'OBSERVATIONS, D'EVALUATION ET DE REGLAGE DES 
EMISSION ET CIRCULATIONS DE GRISOU 
STUDY AND APPLICATIONS OF NEW METHODS OF 
OBSERVING, EVALUATING AND CONTROLLING FIREDAMP 
EMISSION AND MIGRATION 
EUR: 09637 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0259 
I 
MRDE 
FIREDAMP PREDICTION AND CONTROL. 
EUR: 08432 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0229 
I 
MRDE 
THE USE OF CHILLED DUST SUPPRESSION WATER AND 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0230 
 
MRDE 
MINE FAN MONITORING 
EUR: 09636 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0258 
'MUECKE-G, PAUL-K, VON-TRESKOV-A, MEINERS-H, 
STERZING-W,HUBIG-P, KOPPE-U, STBV 
BEHERRSCHUNG SCHWIERIGER AUSGASUNGSPROBLEME 
CONTROL OF SEVERE GAS EMISSION 
EUR: 09391 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0463 
NCB 
CONTROLLED RECIRCULATION OF AIR IN MINE WORKINGS 
EUR: 09014 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0157 
NCB 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0158 
I 
VOSS-J, CHATEL-P, GLODEK-E, REPPEKUS-C, 
SCHLOTTE-W,SCHMITTERS-G, UHLIG-H, STBV 
WETTERKUEHLTECHNIK IM ABBAU UND IN 
STRECKENVORTRIEBEN 
AIR COOLING IN COAL WINNING AND ROAD DRIVAGE 
EUR: 09392 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0059 I STRATA CONTROL (SUPPORTS AND LININGS) 
AGNEW-J-M. 
CALIPER SHIELD SUPPORTS AT FACE ENDS 
EUR: 08964 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0107 
CERCHAR 
PLANIFICATION RATIONELLE DES TRAVAUX MINIERS 
UTILISANT LES CONNAISSANCES EN MATIERE DE 
PRESSIONS DES TERRAINS. 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0105 
I 
GOETZE-W, STBV 
SYSTEM ZUR GEBIRGSBEHERRSCHUNG 
STRATA CONTROL SYSTEM 
EUR: 08825 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0160 I JOSIEN-J-P, REVALOR-R, CERCHAR 
PREVISION ET MAITRISE DES PHENOMENES DYNAMIQUES 
(COUPS DE TERRAIN) 
PREDICTION AND CONTROL OF DYNAMIC PHENOMENA (COAL 
AND ROCK BURSTS) 
EUR: 08795 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0159 I 
KASTENBEIN-W, WAGENER-B, STBV 
BETRIEBSMESSANLAGE ZUR ERFASSUNG DES 
GEBIRGSVERHALTENS UND AUSWERTUNGEN DER 
BEOBACHTUNGEN DES GEBIRGES FUER DIE KONZEPTION 
EINER VEREINFACHTEN BETRIEBSMESSANLAGE ZUR 
FRUEHERKENNUNG DES GEBIRGSVERHALTENS 
OPERATIONAL MEASURING SYSTEM FOR RECORDING AND 
ANALYSING OF STRATA MOVEMENTS. STRATA BEHAVIOUR 
AND EVALUATION OF STRATA STUDIES FOR THE DESIGN 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0312 
I 
MRDE 
THE IMPROVEMENT OF FACE ENDS 
EUR: 08376 
1 QR7. 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0231 
,MRDE 
STUDY OF CLOSURE OF MAIN DRIVAGES 
EUR: 09395 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0464 
NCB 
THE PREDICTION OF STRATA STABILITY FROM 
INSTRUMENTATION AND MODELLING DATA 
EUR: 08360 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0397 
MRDE 
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER BASED COLLIERY 
INFORMATION AND CONTRO 
EUR: 09337 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0467 
NCB . 
STUDY OF THE YIELD ZONES AROUND GATE ROADS 
EUR: 08930 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0106 
MRDE 
MONITORING OF COAL TRANSPORT SYSTEMS 
EUR: 09632 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0261 
NCB 
INSTRUMENTATION OF SELBY SHAFT INSETS 
EUR: 09397 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0465 [ 
REVALIER-R, CERCHAR 
MAITRISE DES PHENOMENES DYNAMIQUES 
CONTROL OF DYNAMIC PHENOMENA 
EUR: 10072 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0313 I OUTBYE OPERATIONS UNDERGROUND 
BOXHO-J, DELOGNE-P, DE-KEYSER-R, DERYCK-L, 
HELLIN-H. 
EXTENSION DE L'UTILISATION DES ONDES RADIO DANS 
LA MINE 
EXTENDED APPLICATION OF RADIO WAVES UNDERGROUND 
EUR: 08768 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0108 
I 
CERCHAR 
AMELIORATION DES MANUTENTIONS ET TRANSPORTS DE 
CHARGES DEPUIS LE JOUR JUSQU'AUX CHANTIERS 
(CHARGES TRES LOURDES NOTAMMENT) 
IMPROVEMENT OF MATERIALS HANDLING AND TRANSPORT 
FROM THE SURFACE TO THE WORKING SITE (WITH 
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO VERY HEAVY LOADS) 
EUR: 08826 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0161 
I 
CERCHAR 
NOUVELLE TELECOMMANDE D'ENGINS D'ABATTAGE, DE 
FORAGE, DE CHARGEMENT OU DE TRANSPORT 
NEW REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR WINNING, DRILLING, 
LOADING OR TRANSPORTING EQUIPMENT 
EUR: 09639 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0263 
I 
HIELEN-G, BIESLER-D, GIERHARDT-W, RUHRKOHLE AG 
GLEISLOS-TECHNIK II 
TRACKLESS TRANSPORT II 
EUR: 09393 
1984 
EABP. VOL: 10 NO: 0468 
LEDER-G, STEUDEL-J, WENDLER-G, STBV 
RECHNERUNTERSTUETZTE BETR IEBSFUEHRUNG 
COMPUTERIZED COLLIERY OPERATIONS 
EUR: 09189 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0189 
I 
MAKRUTZKI-V, MAY-V, NEUHAUS-W, SKALA-W-D, 
WEBER-V, STBV 
ERKUNDUNG GEOLOGISCHER STOERUNGEN MIT HILFE VON 
AUSWERTUNGEN MARKSCHEIDERISCHER RISSUNTERLAGEN 
RECONNAISSANCE OF GEOLOGICAL FAULTS WITH THE AID 
OF ANALYSIS OF SURVEY MAPS 
EUR: 09634 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0262 
UNDERGROUND 
































ROADWAY FLOOR STABILIZATION 
08827 













MIC FAULT LOCATION - OPERATIONAL TRANSITION 
09631 
VOL: 11 NO: 0260 
Z-W, VOGT-K, STBV 
ONENTEN FUER DIGITALE DATENNETZE 
ONENTS FOR DIGITAL DATA NETWORKS 
09184 
VOL: 10 NO: 0188 
STBV 
VERBESSERUNG DER FOERDER- UND TRANSPORTTECHNIK 
IMPROVEMENT OF HAULAGE AND TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY 
EUR: 08336 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0097 






EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0400 
ES OF FACTORS CONTROLLING THE FORMATION AND 







EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0164 
ES OF THE MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
KE AT HIGH TEMPERATURE 
09045 
CEC 
ROUND TABLE GESPRAECH - "CHEMISCHE UND 
PHYSIKALISCHE VEREDLUNG VON KOHLE" = TABLE RONDE 
- "VALORISATION CHIMIQUE ET PHYSiqUE DU CHARBON" 
ROUND TABLE MEETING - "CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL 
VALORIZATION OF COAL" 
EUR: 09118 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0469 
I 
CERCHAR 
RETRAIT LATERAL DE LA CHARGE ET POUSSEE SUR LES 
PIEDROITS DES FOURS A COKE 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0232 I CERCHAR 
RECHERCHES DES CONDITIONS OPTIMALES DE 
FABRICATION DU COKE AU MOYEN DU FOUR A COKE 
CLASSIQUE 
STUDY OF THE OPTIMUM CONDITIONS FOR THE 
MANUFACTURE OF COKE IN CONVENTIONAL COKE OVENS 
EUR: 08384 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0233 
I 
CERCHAR 
TRAITEMENT DES MIXTES DANS LES COKERIES MODERNES 








MISE AU POINT DE CONTROLES SYSTEMATIQUES DU 
REGIME THERMIQUE DES BATTERIES ET DE LA CUISSON 
DU COKE 
DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEMATIC MONITORING OF THE HEAT 
SUPPLIED TO COKE OVEN BATTERIES AND OF THE 
CARBONIZATION OF COAL 
EUR: 08389 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0236 
I 
CERCHAR 
CARACTERISATION DES COKES DE HAUTS FOURNEAUX 
CHARACTERIZATION OF BLAST FURNACE COKES 
EUR: 09012 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0256 
CERCHAR 
COKE MOULE. FABRICATION D'UN COKE SPECIAL A BAS 
SEUILS DE REACTION 
FORMED COKE. MANUFACTURE OF A SPECIAL COKE WITH A 
LOW REACTION THRESHOLD 
EUR: 0904Θ 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0166 
EISENHUT-W, LANGER-E, MEYER-C, STBV 
AUFARBEITUNG VON KUEHLERKONDENSATEN UND 
WASCHWAE5SERN DER KOKEREI 
BENEFICATION OF COOLER CONDENSATES AND FLUSHING 
LIQUORS IN COKING PLANTS 
EUR: 08875 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0163 
EISENHUT-W, REINKE-M, HUHN-F, STBV 
WAERMETECHNIK DES VERKOKUNGSPROZESSES 
THE THERMAL TECHNOLOGY OF COKE OVENS 
EUR: 09049 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0166 
ESTEL-HOOGOVENS 
THE CONTINUOUS ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE GASES OF A 
COKE BATTERY IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE HEAT 
CONSUMPTION PER TON OF COKE 
EUR: 08387 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0235 
I 
HABERMEHL-D, POLLERT-G, SIMON-G, BUETTNER-A, STBV 
WEITERE BEITRAEGE ZUR PROZESSSTEUERUNG VON 
KOKEREIANLAGEN 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0264 
LEYENDECKER-G, CERCHAR 
PRODUCTION DE COKE DE HAUT FOURNEAU DANS LES 
FOURS A CHAMBRE HORIZONTALE A PARTIR DE MELANGES 
ENFOURNES SANS CARACTERISTIQUES DE QUALITE 
HABITUELLE, GRACE A LA COMBINAISON DU 
PRECHAUFFAGE ET DU PILONNAGE 
PRODUCTION OF BLAST FURNACE COKE IN HORIZONTAL 
CHAMBER OVENS FROM CHARGE BLENDS OF LESS THAN 
STANDARD COKING QUALITY BY A COMBINATION OF 
PREHEATING AND STAMPING 
EUR: 09019 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0061 I NCB 
BULK REACTIVITY OF COKE 
EUR: 09013 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO'. 0060 I NCB 
THE SELECTION AND CONTROL OF THE PROPERTIES OF 
THE COAL CHARGE IN FORMULATING BLENDS 
EUR: 09047 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0165 
ORYWAL-F, POLLERT-G, AHRENDT-P, STBV 
BESTIMMUNG DER KOKSFESTIGKEIT NACH REAKTION MIT 
CO-2 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0399 
I 
I 
PALUMBO-L, COLETTA-A, GIROMELLA-G. 
PELLETIZZAZIONE DI PARTE DELLA MISCELA DI CARICA 
PER AUMENTARE IL CONTENUTO DI CARBONI MENO 
COKEFICANTI NELLE MISCELE DA COKE 
PELLETIZING OF PART OF THE CHARGE WITH A VIEW TO 
ENHANCING THE CONTENT OF LOW COKING BLEND 
EUR: 08877 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0109 
I 
PALUMBO-L, GELLI-I, ZANCHI-P, CSM 
VALUTAZIONE DELLE CARATTERISTICHE DEL COKE AD 
ALTA TEMPERATURA IN RELAZIONE ALL'IMPIEGO IN 
ALTOFORNO 
THE BEHAVIOUR OF COKE AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND 
ITS RELEVANCE TO BLAST FURNACE OPERATIONS 
EUR: 09415 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0167 
' STBV 
UMSETZUNG VON UNGEREINIGTEM KOKSOFENGAS IM 
SCHWINGROHR 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0164 
I 
STBV 
DER EINFLUSS DER KAMMERBREITE VON KOKSOEFEN AUF 
DURCHSATZ UND KOKSQUALITAET 
THE INFLUENCE OF COKE OVEN WIDTH ON THROUGHPUT 
AND COKE QUALITY 
EUR: 09046 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0165 
I 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL VALORIZATION OF COAL 
BCRA 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FACTORS AFFECTING THE 
COMPOSITION AND YIELDS OF TAR AND BENZENE 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0237 
I 
BCRA 
STUDIES OF THE CONSTITUTION AND QUALITY OF COAL 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0170 
I 
CERCHAR 
ETUDE DE L'AMELIORATION DES PERFORMANCES DES 
nwARRflNS ACTIFS POUR TRAITER DES EFFLUENTS GAZEUX 
MALODORANTS 
STUDY TO IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE OF ACTIVATED 
CARBON IN TREATING MALODOROUS GASEOUS EFFLUENTS 
EUR: 08388 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0238 
CERCHAR 
VALORISATION PHYSIQUE ET CHIMIQUE DU CHARBON ET 
DE SES SOUS-PRODUITS 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0062 
I 
CYPRES-R, ULB 
PRODUCTION D'HYDROCARBURES PAR PYROLYSE DES 
CHARBONS SOUS PRESSION ET EN PRESENCE DE GAZ 
REACTIFS, AU COURS DE LEUR DEVOLATILISATION 
PRIMAIRE. VALORISATION DE CES HYDROCARBURES ET DE 
COKES RESIDUELS 
PRODUCTION OF HYDROCARBONS BY PYROLYSIS OF COAL 
UNDER PRESSURE AND IN THE PRESENCE OF REACTIVE 
GASES DURING PRIMARY DEVOLATILIZATION. 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0267 
NCB 
CHEMICAL REFINING OF COAL 
EUR: 08382 
1983 




PRODUCTION OF DISTILLATE FUELS AND CHEMICAL 
FEEDSTOCKS FROM COAL 
EUR: 09044 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0167 
 
OELERT-H-H, MEIER-ZU-KOECKER-H, GUNDERMANN-K-D, 
ABEL-0,HERRMANN-D, STBV, TU CLAUSTHAL, TU BERLIN 
CHEMISCHE UND PHYSIKALISCHE VEREDLUNG VON KOHLE 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL VALORIZATION OF COAL 
EUR: 09053 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0168 
I 
RHEINISCHE BRAUNKOHLENWERKE 
EINSATZ VON BRAUNKOHLENKOKS ALS ADSORPTIONSMITTEL 
USE OF BROWN COAL COKE AS AN ADSORBANT 
EUR: 08335 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0103 
I 
RHEINISCHE BRAUNKOHLENWERKE AG 
UNTERSUCHUNGEN ZUR HYDRIERENDEN VERFLUESSIGUNG 
VON BRAUNKOHLE 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0168 
I 
STBV 
VEREDLUNG VON KOHLE DURCH HYDRIERUNG 
COAL CONVERSION BY HYDROGENATION 
EUR: 09054 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0169 UPGRADING PROCESSES 
CERCHAR 
ETUDE DES PROBLEMES LIES A L'EMPLOI D'UNE 
SUSPENSION DE CHARBON DANS LE MAZOUT LOURD 
STUDY OF THE PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN THE USE OF A 
SUSPENSION OF COAL IN HEAVY FUEL OIL 
EUR: 08879 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0110 I 
FUVO 
VALORISATION DES FINES DE CHARBON ET DE MINERAI 
UTILIZATION OF COAL AND ORE FINES 
EUR: 09059 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0171 I NCB 
RECOVERY OF ENERGY BY FLUIDIZED COMBUSTION OF 
WASTE MATERIAL ARISING FROM COAL PROCESSING 
EUR: 08880 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0063 
I 
NCB 
THE PREPARATION OF SLAG FROM COLLIERY SHALE 
EUR: 09058 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0268 I NCB 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0169 
COAL PREPARATION AND UTILIZATION 
ARMSTRONG-M-P, PAGE-D. 
CONTINUOUS SULPHUR MONITORING 
EUR: 08878 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: Olli 
I 
BECHMANN-C, FAUTH-G, LUEDKE-H, SCHIEDER-T, 
RUHRKOHLE AG 
ENTWICKLUNG VON MESSEINRICHTUNGEN FUER DIE 
BETRIEBSUEBERWACHUNG DER FEINSTKORNAUFBEREITUNG 
DEVELOPMENT OF MEASURING APPARATUS FOR MONITORING 
THE PREPARATION OF FINES 
EUR: 09394 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0479 
 
CERCHAR 
ETUDE DES POSSIBILITES D'AMELIORATION DU 
CALIBRAGE SOUS EAU DES CHARBONS FINS 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0065 
I 
STEEL RESEARCH, GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS 
 
CEC 
10 JAHRE EGKS STAHLFORSCHUNG = 10 ANNEES DE 
RECHERCHES ACIER CECA = 10 ANNI DI RICHERCHE 
ACCIAO CECA. 
10 YEARS'ECSC STEEL RESEARCH 
EUR: 07904 
1983 





UNTERSUCHUNGEN AN LS SCHLACKE, INSBESONDERE IM 
HINBLICK AUF DIE VERWERTUNG IM STRASSENBAU 
INVESTIGATION ON LD SLAG WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS TO 
ITS APPLICATION IN ROAD CONSTRUCTION 
EUR: 08311 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0240 
IN ROAD CONSTRUCTION 
LCPC 
THE USE OF GRANULATED SLAG 
EUR: 06553 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0402 
PANIS-A, BONNOT-J, ANDRIEUX-P, BRUNELOT-R, 
USINOR. 
ETUDES PRATIQUES SUR LES SCORIES LD UTILISEES EN 
TECHNIQUE ROUTIERE 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0106 
I 
THOMAS-G-M, BSC 
INVESTIGATIONS ON LD SLAG WITH PARTICULAR 
REFERENCE TO ITS USE FOR ROAD CONSTRUCTION 
EUR: 08622 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0403 
POMERY-M-J, O'BRIEN-P, ESB 
PRODUCTION OF STEAM FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION OR 
OTHER PURPOSES USING FLUIDIZED BED COMBUSTION 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0064 
11 Steel research 
IRON ORES 
SCHIEDER-T, ERDMANN-W, LEININGER-D, STBV. 
VERWENDUNG VON AUFBEREITUNGSABGAENGEN IM HOCH-
UND TIEFBAU 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0239 
DELIAC-E, LEONET-O, ENSMP, SAMIFER. 
OPTIMISATION DU MATERIEL POUR L'ABATTAGE EN 
TAILLE. 
OPTIMIZATION OF FACE CUTTING MACHINES. 
EUR: 09513 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 9001 
MANUFACTURE OF PIG IRON AND DIRECT REDUCTION 
BARNABA-P, CSM 
INFLUENZA DELLE CARATTERISTICHE CHIMICHE E 
FISICHE DELLE CONDIZIONI DI RIDUZIONE SUL 
COMPORTAMENTO AL RAMOLLIMENTO, FUSIONE E 
PERCOLAMENTO DEGLI AGGLOMERATI DI MINERALI DI 
FERRO FINO A 1600 GRADI C 
INFLUENCE OF CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS AND OF REDUCING CONDITIONS ON 
SOFTENING, MELTING AND DROPPING BEHAVIOUR OF IRON 
ORE SINTER UP TO 1600 DEGREES C. 
EUR: 09218 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0194 
I 
BORGIANNI-C, CRESTI-V, CASALI-G, CSM 
CINETICHE DI RIDUZIONE DELL'OSSIDO DI FERRO NELLE 
CONDIZIONI DELLA SACCA DELL'ALTOFORNO. INFLUENZA 
DELLA BASICITA E DEL RAPPORTO AL-20-3/MGO 
REDUCTION KINETICS OF IRON OXIDE UNDER CONDITIONS 
PREVAILING IN THE BLAST FURNACE BOSH. INFLUENCE 
OF BASICITY AND MGO - AL-20-3 RATIO 
EUR: 08887 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0276 I 
BORTZ-S, HOOGOVENS 
MEASUREMENT OF PULVERIZED COAL COMBUSTION UNDER 
CONDITIONS SIMULATING A BLAST FURNACE ENVIRONMENT 
EUR: 08544 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0406 I CAPRIUOLO-R, MARINO-S, GIULI-M, MARCONI-S, NUOVA 
ITALSIDER,CSM. 
INFLUENZA DELLE ZONE DI RAMOLLIMENTO E FUSIONE 
SULLE PRESTAZIONI DELL'ALTOFORNO 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0193 
I 
DANLOY-G, BSC, CRM 
ETUDE DE L'EVOLUTION DE LA QUALITE DU COKE LORS 
DE SON PASSAGE DANS LE HAUT FOURNEAU 
INVESTIGATION OF THE EVOLUTION OF COKE QUALITY IN 
THE BLAST FURNACE. 
EUR: 08703 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0193 
DEUTSCHER-O, LAUDE-M, STELZER-R. 
UNTERSUCHUNGEN AN HEISSSINTER-SIEBMASCHINEN ZUR 
VERBESSERUNG DER STANDZEIT DER SIEBBELAEGE 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0113 
I 
GERBE-J-L, TEMOIN-F, IRSID 
ETUDE DU PROCESSUS DE FRITTAGE D'UNE COUCHE 
D'AGGLOMERES DE MINERAIS LORRAINS EN VUE DE 
L'AMELIORATION DE LA QUALITE 
INVESTIGATION OF THE SINTERING PROCESS OF 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0481 
HOFMANN-P, ARBED, LURGI CHEMIE- UND 
HUETTENTECHNIK. 
ENRICHISSEMENT EN OXYGENE DES GAZ D'ALLUMAGE EN 
AGGLOMERATION DL. 
OXYGEN ENRICHMENT OF THE COMBUSTION GASES FOR 
SINTER BED IGNITION 
EUR: 08694 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0191 
I 
ITALSIDER 
CONTROLLO IN-LINEA DELLA PERMEABILITÀ DELLO 
STRATO DI AGGLOMERAZIONE PER RIDURRE LA 
VARIABILITÀ DELL'AGGLOMERATO ED I CONSUMI 
ENERGETICI 
ON-LINE MEASUREMENT OF THE PERMEABILITY OF THE 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0195 
JESCHAR-R, LANDSBERG-R, POETTKE-W, TU CLAUSTHAL. 
UNTERSUCHUNG DES EINRIESELVERHALTENS VON SINTER 
UND PELLETS IN STUECK- UND FORMKOKSSCHICHTEN 
INVESTIGATION OF THE TRICKLING BEHAVIOUR OF 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0154 
MANNESMANN. 
DIREKTREDUKTIONSGROSSVERSUCH - PORTO 
ALEGRE/BRAZIL - BOUS/SAAR 
LARGE DIRECT REDUCTION PILOT PLANT TRIAL. PORTO 
ALEGRE - BRAZIL - BOUS - SAAR 
EUR: 07888 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0241 
I 
O'HANLON-J, BSC 
OPTIMIZATION OF THE SINTERING PROCESS WITH 
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO ENERGY SAVING 
EUR: 09433 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0170 
I 
PONGHIS-N, DANLOY-G, HERRMANN-P, CRM 
UTILISATION RATIONELLE ET DIVERSIFICATION DES 
ENERGIES CONSOMMABLES AU HAUT FOURNEAU 
RATIONAL USE AND DIVERSIFICATION OF TYPES OF 
ENERGY THAT CAN BE USED IN THE BLAST FURNACE 
EUR: 08873 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0194 
I 
PUECKOFF-U, KNOCHE-C, KISTER-Η, HOESCH 
HERSTELLEN EINES QUALITATIV HOCHWERTIGEN SINTERS 
IN EINER SINTERANLAGE OHNE MISCHBETTEN 
PRODUCTION OF A HIGH QUALITY SINTER IN A 
SINTERING PLANT WITHOUT MIXING BEDS 
EUR: 09294 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: H NO: 0195 
PUECKOFF-U, KNOCHE-C, VDEH, HOESCH HUETTENWERKE 
AG 
ENTWICKLUNG VERBESSERTER PLATTENKUEHLER (STAVES) 
FUER. HOCHHOEFEN. 1) ANALYSE DER SCHAEDEN AM 
KUEHLSYSTEM UND AN DEN GRAUGUSS - STAVES DES 
HOCHOFENS 3-PH. 
DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED STAVES FOR BLAST 
FURNACES. 1) ANALYSIS OF DAMAGE TO THE COOLING 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0196 I 
RICARDI-C, ERRIGO-V, NUOVA ITALSIDER 
OTTIMIZZAZIONE TERMICA DEL PROCESSO DI 
AGGLOMERAZIONE 
THERMAL OPTIMIZATION OF THE SINTERING PROCESS 
EUR: 09328 
1985 



























M, JEULIN-D, NICOLLE-R, IRSID 
DES METAUX ALCALINS SUR LES PROPRIETES 
DU COKE A HAUTE TEMPERATURE DANS LES 
DU HAUT FOURNEAU 
OF ALKALINE ON THE CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
HIGH TEMPERATURES UNDER BLAST FURNACE 
VOL: 10 NO: 0277 
SUCKER-D, GLAS-P, BOENECKE-H-P. 
UNTERSUCHUNG DER URSACHEN VON DRUCKPULSATIONEN IN 
BRENNKAMMERN, INSBESONDERE IN WINDERHITZERN 
INVESTIGATION OF THE CAUSES OF PRESSURE 
PULSATIONS IN COMBUSTION CHAMBERS, PARTICULARLY 
IN BLAST PREHEATERS 
EUR: 08276 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0112 
THIELMANN-R, THYSSEN 
UNTERSUCHUNG DER GLEICHGEWICHTE ZWISCHEN 
FLUESSIGEM OXID, REDUKTIONSMITTELN UND 
STAHLSCHMELZE FUER STAEHLE DURCH SCHMELZREDUKTION 
INVESTIGATION OF THE EQUILIBRIA BETWEEN THE 
MOLTEN OXIDE, REDUCING AGENTS AND MOLTEN STEEL IN 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0405 I 
THIELMANN-R, THYSSEN EDELSTAHLWERKE 
INVESTIGATION OF THE EQUILIBRIA BETWEEN THE 
MOLTEN OXIDE, REDUCING AGENTS AND MOLTEN STEEL IN 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0314 
I 
WILLMERS-R-R, MONSON-J-R, WILKINSON-H-C, BSC, 
BCRA 
THE DEGRADATION OF COKE IN THE BLAST FURNACE 
EUR: 08703 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0192 
STEELWORKS 
BENOIT-D, IRSID 
ETUDE PAR MICROANALYSE PAR SONDE ELECTRONIQUE DE 
LA MICROSEGREGATION DES ACIERS EN FONCTION DU 
MODE DE COULEE 
STUDY OF THE MICROSEGREGATION'S RATIO AND SCALE 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0200 
I 
BORGIANNI-G, ALFONSI-Α, GRANATI-P, MODENA-C, CSM 
THERMODYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF COMPLEX DEOXIDIZERS 
EUR: 09292 1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0199 
CESTI-G, CERIMET 
AGGIUNTE DI ELEMENTI DI LEGA MEDIANTE L'USO DI 
MINERALI AL CONVERTITORE AOD. 
ADDITION OF ALLOYING ELEMENTS BY MEANS OF ORE IN 
THE AOD CONVERTER 
EUR: 08994 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0198 
I 
CRM 
AMELIORATION DES BRIQUES REFRACTAIRES CUITES 
IMPROVEMENT OF BURNT REFRACTORY BRICKS 
EUR: 08868 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0174 
I 
CRM 
REFROIDISSEMENT INTÌNSE DE BILLETTES COULEES EN 
CONTINU 
INTENSIVE COOLING OF CONTINUOUSLY CAST BILLETS 
EUR: 08890 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0176 
I 
ENGLEDOW-D, EASTBURN-P, BRIGGS-A-M-W, BSC 
ASSESSMENT OF THE APPLICATION OF A BRUSA KILN 
SCRAP PREHEATER TO A LARGE UHP ARC FURNACE 
EUR: 09496 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0271 
I 
ETIENNE-Α, CRM. 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0156 
I 
ETIENNE-Α, CRM 
INFLUENCE DU REFROIDISSEMENT SECONDAIRE SUR LE 
GONFLEMENT ET LA QUALITE INTERNE DES BRAMES 
INFLUENCE OF SECONDARY COOLING ON SLAB WELLING 
AND INTERNAL QUALITY 
EUR: 08888 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0175 
I 
ETIENNE-Α, CRM 
TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF CONTINUOUS 
CASTING IN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 
EUR: 10032 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: H NO: 0315 
GAUJE-P, WANIN-M, IRSID 
ETUDE DU ROLE DU CORROYAGE SUR LA SANTE INTERNE 
DES TOLES FORTES ISSUES DE COULEE CONTINUE 
EFFECT OF HOT WORKING ON THE INTERNAL SOUNDNESS 
OF PLATES PRODUCED FROM CAST SLABS 
EUR: 09369 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0201 I 
GAYE-H, COULOMBET-D, IRSID 
DONNEES THERMOCHIMIQUES ET CINETIQUES RELATIVE A 
CERTAINS MATERIAUX SIDERURGIQUES 










EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0270 
R-J, BSC 
IOUR OF MOULD FLUXES DURING CONTINUOUS 
NG 
09495 
HARLE-C-D, LEADBETTER-M-J, BSC 
ESTABLISHMENT OF DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR LARGE SLAB 
TYPE INGOT MOULDS 
EUR: 09087 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0280 I 
HIPPLER-H-P, HEUSCHKEL-J, VDEH 
KONTINUNIERLICHE· ERMITTLUNG DER SCHALENDICKE BEIM 
STRANGGUSS VOM STAHL ZUR VERBESSERUNG DER 
PROZESSFUEHRUNG 
CONTINUOUS DETERMINATION OF SHELL THICKNESS 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0066 I 
IRSID 
CINTRAGE ET DECINTRAGE SUR COEUR LIQUIDE 
BENDING AND STRAIGHTENING ON LIQUID CORE 
EUR: 09084 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0278 I 
LAMANT-J-Y, LARRECQ-M, HENSGEN-J-L, BIRAT-J-P, 
SMARZYNSKI-Z,ROSSARD-C, WEBER-J-D, 
DHUYVETTER-J-C, IRSID 
ETUDE DU GONFLEMENT DES BRAMES DE COULEE CONTINUE 
STUDY OF CONTINUOUSLY CAST SLAB BULGING 
EUR: 08963 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0485 
I 
LARRECQ-M, PETEGNIEF-J, WANIN-M, ANTOINE-P, 
FOUSSAL-J, IRSID 
ETUDE THERMIQUE DE LA LINGOTIERE DE COULEE 
CONTINUE DE BLOOMS D'USINOR NEUVES-MAISONS 
HEAT TRANSFER IN THE MOULD OF THE BLOOM CASTER AT 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0484 
MANGIN-M, NICOLAS-M, FOUSSAL-J, MARIOTON-J-F, 
LARRECQ-M,WANIN-M, IRSID 
ETUDE COMPARATIVE D'UNE LINGOTIERE COURTE EN 
COULEE CONTINUE DE BRAMES 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0483 
Η-S, LUDLOW-V, SUMMERS-C, BSC 








EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0407 
MARR-H-S, LUDLOV-V, BSC 
CONTROL OF SOLIDIFICATION OF LONG FREEZING RANGE 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0269 I 
PERKINS-Α, BSC 
CONTINUOUS CASTING. CASTING AND SOLIDIFICATION 
EUR: 09086 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0279 
I 
PIRET-J, MAIRY-B, CRM. 
DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMAL PROPERTIES OF 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0155 
I 
REPETTO-E, CSM. 
RIFUSIONE ESR DI ELETTRODI A POLVERI PER LA 
FABBRICAZIONE DI CILINDRI RIVESTITI E LINGOTTI 
COMPATTI 
ESR OF POWDER ELECTRODES FOR THE FABRICATION OF 
COMPACT INGOTS, MODULS OR CLAD ROLLS 
EUR: 07805 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0157 
I 
SCHOENBERGER-W, VDEH 
UNTERSUCHUNG DES HOCHSTROMSYSTEMS UND DER 
NETZRUECKWIRKUNGEN VON LICHTBOGENOEFEN -
FLICKERMESSVERFAHREN 
INVESTIGATION OF THE HIGH VOLTAGE SYSTEM AND LINE 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0408 I 
SCHOENBERGER-W, VDEH 
UNTERSUCHUNG DES HOCHSTROMSYSTEMS UND DER 
NETZRUECKWIRKUNGEN VON LICHTBOGENOEFEN. 
FLICKERMESSVERFAHREN 
INVESTIGATION OF THE HIGH VOLTAGE SYSTEM AND LINE 




FAR7 VOI : 1Π NO : Π1 4 6 
SCHWEINSBERG-H, VDEH, THYSSEN 
FESTLEGUNG DER SCHNELLSTMOEGLI CHEN AUFHEIZUNG VON 
FEUERFEST ZUGESTELLTEN AGGREGATEN IN DER EISEN-
UND STAHLINDUSTRIE 
DETERMINATION OF THE FASTEST RATE OF HEATING FOR 
REFRACTORY LINED UNITS 
EUR: 08568 
1984 




TU CLAUSTHAL, IRSID, NPL 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0202 
I 
VDEH 
GIESSEN UND ERSTARREN VON STAHL III. GRUNDLAGEN 
DES STRANGGIESSEN5 VON STAHL 
TEEMING AND SOLIDIFICATION OF STEEL III. 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0173 I 
WATTS-E, MORGAN-P-C, BSC 
SEGREGATION IN WIDE-END-UP INGOTS, PART - III. 
EUR: 07723 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0267 I 
ROLLING MILLS 
ARBED 
CYLINDRES DE LAMINOIRS EN CARBURE DE TUNGSTENE 
TUNGSTEN CARBIDE ROLLING MILL ROLLS 
EUR: 09373 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO : 0204 
BERGER-B, MUECKE-G, NEUSCHUETZ-E, FLEISCHER-H, 
VDEH 
REGELUNG DER PLANHEIT UND DER 
ZUGSPANNUNGSVERTEILUNG AN EINEM 20 - ROLLEN 
KALTWALZGERUEST 
CONTROL OF FLATNESS AND DISTRIBUTION OF STRIP 
TENSION IN A 20 ROLL STEEL ROLLING MILL 
EUR: 09083 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0487 
I 
BORGHESI-M, CSM. 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0159 I 
BORGIANNI-C, CRESTI-V, TUCK-C-W, CSM. 
STUDIO DELLA DECARBURAZIONE E SCAGLIATURA NEI 
FORNI DI RISCALDO PER LAMINAZIONE A CALDO 
STUDY OF DECARBURIZATION AND SCALING IN REHEATING 
FURNACE FOR HOT ROLLING 
EUR: 07816 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0160 
I 
BUSLIN-E, ARBED 
RENDEMENT THERMIQUE DES FOURS DE RECHAUFFAGE 
THERMAL EFFICIENCY OF REHEATING FURNACES 
EUR: 09372 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0203 
 
SPACCAROTELLA-A, FERRETTI-Α, CARINI-F, 
CAMA-S,LIBERATI-L, PODRINI-M, CSM. 
MIGLIORAMENTO DELLA PRODUTTIVITÀ E QUALITA DEI 
SEMIPRODOTTI DI COLATA CONTINUA 
USE OF POWDERED METAL IN THE MOULD TO IMPROVE THE 
PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY OF SEMI-FINISHED CC 
(CONTINOUSLY CAST) PRODUCTS 
EUR: 08285 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0268 
I 
TEKSID 
OTTIMIZZAZIONE DELL'AFFINAZIONE DEGLI ACCIAI INOX 
NEL CONVERTITORE AOD 
REFINING OF STAINLESS IN THE AOD CONVERTER WITH 
CONTINUOUS CONTROL OF THE GAS TO COOLING FLUID 
RATIO USING MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
EUR: 08672 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0198 I 
THILL-BARTHEL-M-F, REINEN-V, ARBED, IRSID, CRM, 
HOOGOVENS. 
AUTOMATION OF OXYGEN STEELWORKS 
EUR: 06437 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0109 
CAMERESI-G, PETRETO-C, CSM 
CONDUZIONE DEI FORNI DI RISCALDO PER LA 
MINIMIZZAZIONE DEI CONSUMI ENERGETICI E DELLA 
FORMAZIONE DI SCAGLIA MEDIANTE SPETTROSCOPIA 
LASER. 
ENERGY SAVINGS AND SCALING REDUCTION IN REHEATING 
FURNACES BY REMOTE AND CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0486 
DREXLER-W, VDEH 
VERBESSERUNG DES BANDLAUFES IN 
WARMBREITBANDSTRASSEN 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0283 
'ECONOMOPOULOS-M, CRM 
LA LUBRIFICATION DES CYLINDRES EN LAMINAGE A 
CHAUD 
ROLL LUBRIFICATION IN HOT ROLLING 
EUR: 08368 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0270 
EWERS-R, VDEH 
LEISTUNGSUNTERSUCHUNG AN BANDBEHANDLUNGSANLAGEN 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0201 
SIDGWICK-S-E, MC-CANN-J. 
THE EFFECT OF LUBRIFICATION, COOLING AND 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0115 
GHERSI-M, BORSI-R, GANDOLFI-G, GIORGETTI-A, 
QUINTILIANI-G,CSM 
GESTIONE OTTIMALE DI UNA BATTERIA DI FORNI A 
POZZO 
OPTIMUM MANAGEMENT OF SOAKING PIT BATTERIES - A 
PILOT SYSTEM FOR SOME OF THE CELL 
EUR: 08283 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0269 
HOOGOVENS 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0410 
IRSID 
ETUDE D'UN DISPOSITIF D'EQUILIBRAGE A PRESSION 
VARIABLE PERMETTANT UNE CONTREFLEXION DES 
CYLINDRES DE TRAVAIL EN TOLERIE FORTE 
INVESTIGATION OF A VARIABLE PRESSURE ROLL 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0116 
IRSID 
REGULATION DES TRACTIONS SUR TRAINS CONTINUS A 
PRODUITS LONGS 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0282 
I 
IRSID 
ETUDE DE L'AMELIORATION DU LAMINAGE A FROID DES 
ACIERS CALMES ALUMINIUM OU SILICIUM 
INVESTIGATION OF THE IMPROVEMENT IN THE COLD 
ROLLING OF ALUMINIUM OR SILICON KILLED STEELS 
EUR: 09426 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0205 
THIES-H, PUETZ-P-D, VDEH 
UNTERSUCHUNGEN ZUR BEEINFLUSSUNG DER BANDEBENHEIT 
AN EINER STRECKBIEGERICHTANLAGE 
INVESTIGATIONS ON THE CONTROL OF STRIP FLATNESS 
IN A STRETCHER - ROLLER LEVELLING PLANT 
EUR: 09083 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0284 I 
VAN-DEN-HOVE-C, WILMOTTE-S, BAUMAL-J-P, DEGEE-F. 
NOUVELLE METHODE DE CONTROLE DE LA TEMPERATURE DE 
BOBINAGE AU TRAIN A LARGES BANDES 
NEW METHOD FOR COILING TEMPERATURE CONTROL IN 
WIDE STRIP MILLS 
EUR: 08623 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0117 
I 
VENTURELLI-T, SONGINI-G, CSM 
VALUTAZIONE METALLURGICA DI MATERIALI PER 
CILINDRI A CALDO 
METALLURGICAL EVALUATION OF MATERIALS FOR 
HOT-ROLLING MILL ROLLS 
EUR: 08886 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0281 I WILLOWS-R-A-L, BSC 
THE EVALUATION OF AN INTEGRATED CONDITION 
MONITORING MAINTENANCE SCHEME 
EUR: 09285 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0272 
I 
WUENSCH-D, GARCIA-DEL-CASTILLO-L. 
ERSTELLUNG EINES EDV PROGRAMMES ZUR BERECHNUNG 
DES DYNAMISCHEN VERHALTENS DER ASYNCHRONMASCHINE 
SET-UP OF AN EDP PROGRAMME FOR THE CALCULATION OF 
THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINE 
EUR: 08277 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0114 
MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS 
IRSID 
REFROIDISSEMENT CONTROLE DES FILS D'ACIER DUR 
CONTROLLED COOLING OF HARD STEEL WIRE RODS 
EUR: 09429 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0206 
I 
KOPP-R, TZSCHEUTSCHLER-H, THA 
HALBWARMZIEHEN VON KALT SCHWER BZW. NICHT 
ZIEHBAREN WERKSTOFFEN. 
SEMI-HOT DRAWING OF MATERIALS DIFFICULT OR 
IMPOSSIBLE TO COLD-DRAW. 
EUR: 08284 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0409 
I 
MORRIS-P-W, HILTON-P, BSC 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0274 
MOSNIER-P, SMWARZYNSKI-Z, IRSID 
AMELIORATION DE LA MISE AU MILLE LORS DU LAMINAGE 
DES TOLES EPAISSES PAR CONTROLE DES EXTREMITES DU 
PRODUIT 
IMPROVEMENT OF YIELD RATIO DURING HOT ROLLING OF 
THICK PLATES BY MONITORING THE PLATE ENDS 
EUR: 09427 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0273 
PLUEM-H-D, TONCOURT-M, VDEH 
OPTIMIERUNG DER LEISTUNGSFAEHIGKEIT VON 
WARMBREITBANDSTRASSEN 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0202 
ALLEN-D, ALTPETER-I, GOEBBELS-K, SAYERS-C, 
SCHNEIDER-E.SILK-M, THEINER-W, FHG, IZFP 
ZERSTOERUNGSFREIE BESTIMMUNG VON EIGENSPANNUNGEN 
IN STAHL 
NON-DESTRUCTIVE DETERMINATION OF RESIDUAL 
STRESSES IN STEEL 
EUR: 09293 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: H NO: 0172 
I 
BONIFER-H, PIRLET-R, CRM. 
DETECTION OF DEFECTS ON HOT SECTIONS AND SEMIS 
EUR: 06708 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0161 
I 
BOULET-P, LACROIX-M, IRSID 
DETECTION PAR COURANTS DE FOUCAULT DES DEFAUTS DE 
SURFACE SUR FILS ET BILLETTES 
DETECTION BY EDDY CURRENT5 OF SURFACE DEFECTS ON 
WIRES AND BILLETS 
EUR: 08490 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0204 
I 
CAVALIER-G, WANIN-M, IRSID. 
AMELIORATION DES METHODES DE TRI DES ACIERS SUR 
PARC ET SUR BANC 
IMPROVEMENT OF METHODS OF SORTING STEEL ON RACKS 
AND IN STOCKYARDS 
EUR: 07962 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0166 
CRUDINGTON-K-G, BSC 









ACOUSTIC EMISSION - PAST EXPERIENCE WITHIN ECSC 
CONTRACTS AND FUTURE TRENDS 
EUR: 07887 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0164 
CSM 
RIVELAZIONE E MEMORIZZAZIONE AUTOMATICA DELLA 
DIFETTUOSITA SUPERFICIALE DELLE BRAMME A FREDDO 
ED ELABORAZIONE DATI PER IL COMMANDO DI UNO "SPOT 
SCARFING" AUTOMATICO 
AUTOMATIC RECORDING AND MEMORIZING OF SURFACE 
DEFECTS IN COLD SLABS. DERIVATION OF DATA FOR THE 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF A SPOT SCARFING MACHINE 
EUR: 08567 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0207 
DE-GELIS-P, HENRIET-D, PRAT-A-M, BARJON-B, 
CUCHEVAL-M-A,IRSID. 
MISE AU POINT D'UNE METHODE DE SEPARATION, 
D'IDENTIFICATION ET D'ANALYSE DES INCLUSIONS DANS 
LES ACIERS 
METHOD OF SEPARATING, IDENTIFYING AND ANALYSING 
INCLUSIONS IN STEELS. INCLUSIONS CONTENT IN THE 
IRON PRODUCTS IS A VERY IMPORTANT PROBLEM 
EUR: 08885 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0286 
DEL-MONTE-TAMBA-M-G, LUPERI-N, CSM. 
APPLICAZIONE DELLA SPETTROMETRIA DI ASSORBIMENTO 
ATOMICO SENZA FIAMMA NELL'ANALISI SIDERURGICA 
APPLICATION OF FLAMELESS ATOMIC ABSORPTION 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0163 i 
EDWARDS-R, ROUND OAK STEELWORKS. 
CLASSIFICATION OF ROUND BAR SURFACE QUALITY 
DIRECT FROM A MILL COOLING BANK 
EUR: 09366 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0491  
GOUTTE-R, INSTITUT NATIONAL DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
ETUDE DE LA FAISABILITE D'UNE BASE DE DONNEES 
DANS LE DOMAINE DES EXAMENS NON-DESTRUCTIFS 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0276 I 
HANCART-J. 
ANALYSE DE LA SURFACE DE L'ACIER PAR 
SPECTROMETRIE A TORCHE PLASMA 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0119 
HEYDER-M, SCHARLEMANN-H, SCHOLTEN-P, PFLUG-W, 
VDEH 
ENTWICKLUNG-. AUTOMATISCHER VERFAHREN ZUR 
STATIONAEREN BETRIEBLICHEN PRUEFUNG WALZNEUER 
SCHIENEN AUF OBERFLAECHENFEHLER UND 
MASSHALTIGKEIT 
DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATIC TECHNIQUES FOR THE 
STATIONARY IN-SHOP INSPECTION OF NEWLY ROLLED 
RAILS FOR SURFACE FLAWS AND DIMENSIONAL ACCURACY 
EUR: 09061 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0489 
'HOLD-A-C, WILLIAMS-K-F, BSC 
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN CONTINUOUS ONLINE 
MEASUREMENT OF GAUGE PROFILE OF HOT STRIP 
EUR: 09432 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0173 
HULLIN-C, BARBIAN-O-A, FHG 
DIE BEWERTUNG VON GROBBLECHEN NACH ULTRASCHALL 
PRUEFERGEBNISSEN UND LIEFERVORSCHRIFTEN MITTELS 
ELEKTRONISCHER DATENVERARBEITUNG 
THE EVALUATION OF HEAVY PLATES ACCORDING TO THE 
RESULTS OF ULTRASONIC TESTING AND DELIVERY 
STANDARDS BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING 
EUR: 09062 
1984 





CONTROLE DES SURFACES DE BRAMES A CHAUD 
INSPECTION OF HOT SLAB SURFACES 
EUR: 08510 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0205 
JOLIVET-J-M, IRSID 
EVALUATION DE LA PROPRETE INCLUSIONNAIRE PAR 
ULTRASONS 
ULTRASONIC INCLUSION CLEANLINESS ASSESSMENT 
EUR: 09076 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0287 
 
LEBAILLY-J, PIRLET-R, CRM. 
MESURE CONTINUE DE L'EPAISSEUR DES REVETEMENTS 
SUR LES TOLES 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0167 
I 
MAKA-J, COCKERILL 
EVALUATION DE LA PROPRETE INCLUSIONNAIRE PAR 
ULTRASONS 
ULTRASONIC INCLUSION ASSESSMENT 
EUR: 09063 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0067 I 
MIRABILE-M, BUDANO-S, CSM 
LOCALIZZAZIONE E QUANTIZZAZIONE DEI DIFETTI IN 
STRUTTURE SALDATE MEDIANTE EMISSIONE ACUSTICA 
LOCALIZATION AND GRADING OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION 
DEFECTS IN WELDED STRUCTURES 
EUR: 08264 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0244 I 
MORINI-A, NUOVA ITALSIDER 
SVILUPPO DI UN SISTEMA INDUSTRIALE INTEGRATO PER 
LA VALUTAZIONE DELL'INFLUENZA DELLE VARIABILI DI 
PROCESSO SULLA DIFFETUOSITA INTERNA DEI LAMINATI 
A CALDO E DELLE BRAMME IN ACCIAIO HSLA 
DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATED INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM 
FOR EVALUATING THE INFLUENCE OF PROCESS VARIABLES 
ON INTERNAL DEFECTS IN HOT-ROLLED PRODUCTS AND 
CONTINOUSLY CAST HSLA DA CCO. STEEL SLABS 
EUR: 09060 
1984 




PAGE-J, TRANSPORT AND ROAD RESEARCH LABORATORY 
MEASUREMENT AND INTERPRETATION OF DYNAMIC WHEEL 
LOADS ON STEEL BRIDGES (PHASE 2) 
EUR: 09016 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0207 I 
PIRLET-R. 
SONDAGE ELECTROMAGNETO-ACOUSTIQUE APPLIQUE AUX 
DEMI-PRODUITS SIDERURGIQUES CHAUDS 
ELECTROMAGNETIC - ACOUSTIC SCANNING TECHNIQUES 
APPLIED TO HOT STEEL SEMIS 
EUR: 08488 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0118 I 
PLOEGAERT-H, ESTEL-HOOGOVENS 
INDUSTRIËLE TOEPASSING VAN HET IRSID PROCEDE VOOR 
ULTRASONE SONDAGE. 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF THE IRSID METHOD FOR 
ULTRASONIC TESTING OF SLAB DURING SHEARING 
EUR: 08685 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0488 
THIERIG-D, THYSSEN, MPI 
UNTERSUCHUNG VON NIEDRIGLEGIERTEN CHROM- UND 
VANADIUM STAEHLEN AUF DIE BILDUNG UND AUFLOESUNG 
VON NITRIDEN MITTELS HEISSEXTRAKTION VON 
STAHLSPAENEN MIT WASSERSTOFF 
CHARACTERIZATION OF LOW ALLOY CHROMIUM AND 
CHROMIUM - VANADIUM STEELS WITH RESPECT TO THE 
FORMATION AND DISSOLUTION OF NITRIDES BY HOT 
EXTRACTION OF STEEL CHIPS WITH HYDROGEN 
EUR: 08263 
1983 
EAB2 VqL: 09 NO: 0243 
I 
THOMA-C, MUETING-H-G. 
ENTWICKLUNG UND INDUSTRIELLE ERPROBUNG EINES 
VERFAHRENS ZUR ANALYSE VON WALZERZEUGNISSEN OHNE 
PROBENAHME (MOB ILSPEKTROMETER) 
DEVELOPMENT AND INDUSTRIAL TESTS OF A PROCEDURE 
FOR THE ANALYSIS OF ROLLED PRODUCTS WITHOUT 
SAMPLING (MOBILE SPECTROMETER) 
EUR: 08512 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0120 
I 
VDEH, BAM 
UNTERSUCHUNG VON KALTTRISSBILDUNG UND 
RISSFORTSCHRITT IN DER WAERMEEINFLUSSZONE VON 
SCHWEISSUNGEN MITTELS SCHALLEMISSIONSANALYSE 
INVESTIGATION OF COLD CRACK INITIATION AND GROWTH 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0203 I 
WASCHKIES-E, LOTTERMOSER-J, VISA-I, SKALARCZYK-C, 
IZFP 
BEWERTUNG VON SCHWEISSNAHTFEHLERN MIT HILFE DER 
SCHALLEMISSIONSPRUEFUNG 




EAB2 VOL: H NO: 0275 
I 
WATTS-C, SMITH-Α, TRUELOVE-J-S, BSC 
ADVANCEMENT OF SURFACE INSPECTION INSTRUMENTATION 
FOR COLD ROLLED STEEL STRIP 
EUR: 08686 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0208 
I 
WILLEMS-Η, NEUMANN-R, HIRSEKORN-S, 
GOEBBELS-K.FRAUNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT. 
GEFUEGEANALYSE AN STAEHLEN MITTELS 
ULTRASCHALLSTREUUNG 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0285 
I 
WITMAN-Α, HANCART-J, HUGHES-Η, OHLS-K, IRSID, 
CRM, BSC,ESTEL. 
APPLICATION DE LA SPECTROMETRIE A TORCHE A PLASMA 
INDUCTIF A L'INDUSTRIE SIDERURGIQUE 
THE USE OF INDUCTIVE PLASMA SPECTROMETRY IN THE 
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY 
EUR: 07957 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0110 WITTMANN-A, WILLAY-G, IRSID 
DETERMINATION PAR SPECTROMETRIE D'EMISSION 
OPTIQUE DE LA TENEUR EN ALUMINIUM DISSOUS ET 
PRECIPITE D'UN ACIER 
DETERMINATION OF DISSOLVED AND PRECIPITATED 




EAB2 VOL: H NO: 0209 
I 
PROPERTIES OF STEEL IN USE 
ANTONIUCCI-P-L, CSM 
ACCIAI MICROLEGATI AD ELEVATA RESISTENZA RICOTTI 
IN CONTINUO 
CONTINUOUS ANNEALING OF HIGH STRENGTH 
MICROALLOYED SHEET STEELS 
EUR: 08695 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0211 
I 
ARUP-H, MAAHN-E, JACOBSEN-F, PRESS-P, 
KORROSIONSCENTRALEN 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS IN CORROSION FATIGUE 
EUR: 09551 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0224 
I 
ι 
AZZERI-N, BRUNO-R, CSM. 
DEFINITION OF A CONTINUOUS NEUTRAL ELECTROLYTIC 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0170 I 
'AZZERI-N, BERARDI-P, GIARDETTI-G, INGO-G-M, 
SATOLLI-C, CSM 
PROCESSO DI DECAPPAGGIO ELETTROLITICO NEUTRO DI 
ACCIAI COMUNI E BASSO-LEGATI. SECONDA FASE -
MESSA A PUNTO DEL PROCESSO SU LINEA PILOTA PER 
L'OTTIMIZZAZIONE DELLE CARATTERISTICHE DI QUALITÀ 
SUPERFICIALE DEI PRODOTTI IN RELAZIONE AI VARI 
IMPIEGHI 
DEVELOPMENT OF NEUTRAL ELECTROLYTIC PICKLING 
( N E P ) P R O C E S S O N P I L O T E L I N E F O R O P T I M I Z A T I O N O F 
SURFACE QUALITY IN STEELS 
EUR: 09295 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0214 
BEBIEZ-S. 
RECHERCHE D'UNE PLUS GRANDE ECONOMIE EN SOUDAGE 
D'ACIERS A HAUTE RESISTANCE 
RESEARCH INTO IMPORTANT SAVINGS IN THE WELDING OF 
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
EUR: 08558 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0125 I 
BECKLEY-P, 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0279 
BEINERT-J, KLEMM-W, KALTHOFF-J-F, FRAUNHOFER 
GESELLSCHAFT 
MECHANIK UND STOFFVERHALTEN BEI DER ARRETIERUNG 
VON RISSEN 
MECHANICS AND MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR IN CRACK ARREST 
EUR: 08866 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0290 
BERNARD-Α, ARBED, SRM 
PROMOTION DES ACIERS A HAUTE LIMITE D'ELASTICITE. 
ETUDE DU COMPORTEMENT EN FATIGUE D'ACIERS A 
MORPHOLOGIE D'INCLUSION CONTROLEE ET DE JOINTS 
TYPE FABRIQUES A PARTIR DE CES ACIERS (PARTIE 
ARBED) 
PROMOTION OF HIGH STRENGTH STEELS. INVESTIGATION 
OF THE FATIGUE BEHAVIOUR OF CONTROLLED INCLUSION 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0494 
I 
BOCK-H-E, KRUPP 
EINSATZ VON HOCHFREQUENZSCHWEISSMACHINEN ZUR 
ERZEUGUNG UNLEGIERTER UND LEGIERTER 
EDELSTAHLROHRE 
USE OF HIGH FREQUENCY WELDING MACHINE TO PRODUCE 
ALLOY AND NON-ALLOY SPECIAL STEEL TUBES 
EUR: 08889 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0214 
I 
BRAGARD-A, MONFORT-G, MARIQUE-C, CRAHAY-J, CRM 
LA SURFACE DES TOLES D'ACIER DANS LES PROBLEMES 
D'EMBOUTISSAGE 
STEEL SHEETS SURFACE IN DEEP DRAWING PROBLEMS 
EUR: 08692 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0184 
I 
BRAGARD-M, MARQUET-F, DEFOURNY-J, CRM 
LE RISQUE DE FISSURATION A FROID SOUS CORDON ET 
LE SOUDAGE DES DERIVATIONS SUR LES CONDUITES A 
GAZ 
RISK OF COLD UNDERBEAD CRACKING AND THE WELDING 
OF BRANCHES ON GAS PIPELINES 
EUR: 09569 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0183 
I 
AUSTEN-I-M. 
QUANTITATIVE UNDERSTANDING OF CORROSION FATIGUE 
CRACK GROWTH BEHAVIOUR 
EUR: 08560 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0126 
BRULS-A, PIRO -M, LIEGE UNIVERSITY. 
POUTRES HYBRIDES MIXTES ACIER - BETON 
HYBRID STEEL - CONCRETE BEAMS. 
EUR: 08279 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0424 
BRULS-A, LIEGE UNIVERSITY 
MESURES ET INTERPRETATION DES CHARGES DYNAMIQUES 
DANS LES PONTS (2EME PHASE) 
MEASUREMENT AND INTERPRETATION OF DYNAMIC LOADS 
ON BRIDGES (2ND PHASE) 
EUR: 08864 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0496 
CHATELAIN-B, LEROY-V, CRM 
PROPRETE DE SURFACE DE LA BANDE RECUITE ET 
SKIN-PASSEE 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0288 
BRUNO-R, CSM 
INFLUENZA DEGLI ELEMENTI DI LEGA SUL 
COMPORTAMENTO ALLA CORROSIONE IN AMBIENTE MARINO 
DEGLI ACCIAI BASSO-LEGATI 
INFLUENCE OF ALLOY ELEMENTS ON CORROSION 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0182 
BSC, 



































STEEL PILING PERFORMANCE IN MARINE 
NTS. 
2 
09 NO: 0180 
LI-G, POLI-Α, D'ANNA-R, CSM 
DELLA MICROSTRUTTURA DELLO STATO DI 
ONE AI BORDI DI GRANO EX-AUSTENICI SULLA 
NI CR MO V PER ROTORI DI ACCIAI AL 
PRESSIONE 
OF THE MICROSTRUCTURE AND THE STATE OF 
ON AT AUSTENITIC GRAIN BOUNDARIES ON THE 
TOUGHNESS OF NI - CR - MO - V STEELS FOR 
URE ROTORS 
6 
11 NO: 0317 
GIANNINI-F, IR BREDA 
DEGLI ELEMENTI DI LEGA SUL 
ENTO ALLA CORROSIONE DEGLI ACCIAI BASSO 
AMBIENTE MARINO 
ENCE OF ALLOYING ELEMENTS ON THE 
BEHAVIOUR OF LOW ALLOY STEELS IN 
ENVIRONMENTS 
0 
09 NO: 0251 
CARRACILLI-J, LCPC 
MESURE ET INTERPRETATION DES CHARGES DYNAMIQUES 
DANS LES PONTS - ETUDE DE LA FATIGUE 
MEASUREMENT AND INTERPRETATION OF DYNAMIC LOADS 
ON BRIDGES - FATIGUE STUDY 
EUR: 09550 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: H NO: 0318 
CBLIA. 
ETUDE TECHNIQUE - ECONOMIQUE SUR LES CONDITIONS 
DE DEVELOPPEMENT DE LA CONSTRUCTION EN ACIER DANS 
LES BATIMENTS TYPIFIES A USAGE NON RESIDENTIEL 
TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC STUDY ON THE DEVELOPMENT 
CONDITIONS OF THE STEEL TECHNOLOGY IN 
NON-RESIDENTIAL "TYPIFIED" BUILDINGS 
EUR: 06911 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0169 
I 
CHAPEAIJ-W, PLIJMIFR-A, LIEGE UNIVERSITY 
PROMOTION DES ACIERS A HAUTE LIMITE ELASTIQUE 
PROMOTION OF HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
EUR: 08855 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0289 
CHARBONNIER-J-C, MARGOT-MARETTE-H, JOSSIC-T, 
PAGNIEZ-J-L,IRSID 
INFLUENCE DE QUELQUES ELEMENTS D'ALLIAGE ET DE LA 
MICROSTRUCTURE SUR LA RESISTANCE A LA CORROSION 
EN LIEU MARIN 
EFFECTS OF SOME ALLOYING ELEMENTS AND THE 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0278 
I 
I 
CHATELAIN-B, LEROY-V, CRM 
REACTION DU METAL AU COURS DU RECUIT-BASE. 
INFLUENCE SUR LA PROPRETE DE SURFACE DE LA TOLE 
GAS - METAL REACTION DURING BASIC ANNEALING. 
INFLUENCE ON SHE SURFACE CLEANLINESS 
EUR: 09435 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0220 
 
CREMONINI-C, DASSORI-C, CISIA 
STUDIO SULL'ACCOPPIAMENTO FRA STRUTTURE DI 
ACCIAIO E COMPLETAMENTI ORIZZONTALI E VERTICALI 
IN LATEROCEMENTO 
STUDY OF CONNECTIONS BETWEEN STEEL STRUCTURES AND 
HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL MASONRY ELEMENTS 
EUR: 08671 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0181 
I 
CRM 
INFLUENCE DU DEGRE DE SATURATION EN ATOMES 
INTERSTITIELS SUR L'EFFICACITE D'UN TRAITEMENT 
THERMIQUE DE SURVEILLISSEMENT APRES RECUIT 
CONTINU DES TOLES EN ACIER DOUX 
INFLUENCE OF INTERSTITIAL ATOM SATURATION LEVEL 
ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF OVERAGEING TREATMENT 
AFTER CONTINUOUS ANNEALING OF MILD STEELS 
EUR: 08699 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0213 I 
CSM 
LEGAME STRUTTURA - RESISTENZA - TENACITÀ DELLE 
ZONE FUSE IN FUNZIONE DELLA COMPOSIZIONE CHIMICA 
E DEL PROCESSO DI SALDATURA 
STRUCTURE - STRENGTH - TOUGHNESS RELATIONS IN THE 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0181 
I 
CUSOLITO-R, MANDORINI-V, IR BREDA 
INTERAZIONE CREEP - FATIGA PER L'ACCIAIO 1/4 CR 1 
MO CON IL METODO "STRAIN RATE PARTITIONING" 
CREEP - FATIGUE INTERACTION FOR THE 2-1 - 4 CR 1 
MO STEEL BY STRAIN RANGE PARTITIONING METHOD 
EUR: 08863 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0495 
DAHL-W,. ROSEZIN-H-J, HAGEDORN-K-E, KAISER-H-J. 
BEURTEILUNG DES BRUCHVERHALTENS VON STAEHLEN 
EVALUATION OF THE FRACTURE BEHAVIOUR OF STEELS 
EUR: 08267 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0122 I 
DAHL-W, ROSEZIN-H-J, HAGEDORN-K-E, KAISER-H-J, 
VDEH 
EVALUATION OF THE FRACTURE BEHAVIOUR OF STEELS 
EUR: 08267 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0316 I 
DAVIES-T-D, GKN 








STUDIO E VERIFICA SPERIMENTALE SULLA POSSIBILITA 
DI PRODURRE FINESTRE IN ACCIAIO MEDIANTE 
OPERAZIONI DI STAMPAGGIO 
STUDY AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0418 
I 
DEBIEZ-S, GERARD-P,. IS 
PRATIQUE ET SIGNIFICATION DE L'ESSAI DE 
FISSURATION A FROID SUR IMPLANT 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0249 
I 
DEVILLERS-L, KAPLAN-D, MOUSSY-F, IRSID 
SOUDABILITE DES ACIERS TREMPES ET REVENUS PAR 
TREMPE DIRECTE 




EAB2 VOL: H NO'. 0215 
I 
DULIEU-D, TUPHOLME-K-W, SCHOCH-F-W, TRUNK-M, BSC 
STEEL AND FABRICATION REQUIREMENTS IN COAL 
UTILISATION TECHNOLOGIES - A REVIEW STUDY 
EUR: 08561 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0426 
I 
ENGINEER-S, FREIBURG-Α, VOEGE-H, VDEH 
BEEINFLUSSUNG DER SULFIDFORM UND DEREN AUSWIRKUNG 
AUF DIE MECHANISCHEN EIGENSCHAFTEN UND DIE 
ZERSPANBARKEIT VON EDELBAUSTAEHLEN 
INFLUENCE OF SULPHIDE SHAPE AND ITS EFFECT ON THE 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND MACHINABILITY OF 
SPECIAL CONSTRUCTIONAL STEELS 
EUR: 09266 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0501 
ERHART-H, GRABKE-H-J, HARTWECK-W, KUEPPER-J, 
MOELLER-R, MPI 
INFLUENCING INTERCRYSTALLINE BRITTLENESS, 
INTERCRYSTALLINE CORROSION AND CRYSTALLINE 
STRUCTURE FORMATION OF STEEL BY SEGREGATION OF 
FOREIGN ATOMS OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES 
EUR: 07818 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0210 
I 
ETIENNE-C-F, TNO 
EVALUATION OF ECSC STUDIES ON RESIDUAL LIFE 
EUR: 09878 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0319 I 
FERRARI-G-M, E5TEL-H00G0VENS 
INVESTIGATION INTO THE POSSIBILITY OF SIMULATING 
THE EXPOSITION OF STEEL IN THE SEA BY MEANS OF 
LABORATORY TRIALS IN FLOWING SEAWATER 
EUR: 08269 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0423 
I 
FORTUNATI-S, SASSETTI-L, TAMBA-Α, CSM 
ACCIAI INOSSIDABILI FERRITICI A BASSO TENORE DI 
INTERSTIZIALI; PROPRIETÀ DI IMPIEGO IN RELAZIONE 
AL TENORE DI INTERSTIZIALI - SECONDA FASE 
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS WITH A LOW CONTENT OF 
INTERSTITIALS RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROPERTIES IN 
USE AND CONTENT OF INTERSTITIALS - 2ND PHASE 
EUR: 08621 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0179 
I 
FRAUNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT, LIEGE UNIVERSITY, 
LCPC,DELFTUNIVERSITY, PISA UNIVERSITY,TRANSPORT 
AND ROAD RESEARCHINSTITUTE. 
MESURES ET INTERPRETATIONS DES CHARGES DYNAMIQUES 
DANS LES PONTS (RAPPORT COMMUN DE SYNTHESE) = 
MESSUNGEN UND AUSWERTUNGEN VON LASTKOLLEKTIVEN 
AUF STAHLBRUECKEN (ZUSAMMENFASSENDER 
GEMEINSCHAFTSBERICHT) 
MEASUREMENT AND INTERPRETATION OF DYNAMIC LOAD ON 
BRIDGES (COMMON FINAL SURVEY) 
EUR: 07754 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0175 
I 
FUMAGALLI-F, PUGNO-A, DALMINE SPA 
DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS FOR WELDED 
JOINTS OF STEEL CONSTRUCTIONS, MADE WITH 
STRUCTURAL HOLLOW SECTIONS AND WITH STRUCTURAL 
HOLLOW AND H-SECTIONS 
EUR: 09430 
1985 







PERDITE NELLA LAMIERA MAGNETICA - VOLUMI 1 E 2. 
LOSSES IN ELECTRICAL SHEETS - PART 1 AND 2. 
EUR: 08367 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0124 
GARCIA-J, LE-BON-A, IRSID 
TRANSFORMATION ET PRECIPITATION APRES LAMINAGE DE 
TOLES FINES SUR TRAIN CONTINU A BANDE A CHAUD 
TRANSFORMATION AND PRECIPITATION IN STEELS AFTER 
HOT STRIP MILL ROLLING 
EUR: 09425 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: H NO: 0217 
GAUCHET-A, RABBE-P, CREUSOT LOIRE 
COMPORTEMENT EN FATIGUE D'ACIERS A HAUTE LIMITE 
D'ELASTICITE 
FATIGUE BEHAVIOUR OF HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
EUR: 08061 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0420 
I 
GEORGES-M-J, BSC 
MEASUREMENT OF TOUGHNESS IN THE HEAT AFFECTED 
ZONE OF WELDED STRUCTURAL STEELS 
EUR: 09297 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: H NO: 0179 
I 
GIDDINGS-T-W, BSC 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE DESIGN 
OF WELDED JOINTS BETWEEN STEEL STRUCTURAL HOLLOW 
SECTIONS OR BETWEEN STEEL STRUCTURAL HOLLOW 
SECTIONS AND H-SECTIONS 
EUR: 09462 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0281 
I 
GRIMAULT-J-P, PLUMIER-Α, RONDAL-J, COMETUBE 
FLAMBEMENT DES PROFILS CREUX A PAROIS MINCES. CAS 
DES PROFILS RECTANGULAIRES CHARGES 
EXCENTRIQUEMENT 
BUCKLING OF THIN-WALLED HOLLOW SECTIONS. CASE OF 
ECCENTRICALLY LOADED RECTANGULAR SECTIONS 
EUR: 09198 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0500 I 
GUDEHUS-H,. VDEH 
OPTIMIERUNG DER SCHWINGBEANSPRUCHUNGEN VON 
ANTRIEBSSYSTEMEN 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0247 I 
HABERFIELD-A-B, BOYLES-M-W, MORRIS-E-I, BSC 
INFLUENCE OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES ON THE BUCKLING 
BEHAVIOUR OF SHEET STEEL DURING PRESS FORMING 
EUR: 08997 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0292 
I 
HAMMOND-W-R-G, GKN 
THE INFLUENCE OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND OTHER 
FACTORS ON THE COLD FORGEABILITY OF STEELS 
EUR: 09455 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0279 
I 
IAZZI-F, LA-MALFA-U, PIZZI-P, SCHWAHN-D, FIAT 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0417 I 
JONCHERAY-T, IRSID. 
DEFORMATION PLASTIQUE DANS LE DOMAINE MIXTE GAMMA 
PLUS ALPHA POUR DIVERS ACIERS DE MASSE 
PLASTIC DEFORMATION IN THE MIXED GAMMA PLUS ALPHA 
RANGE FOR VARIOUS ORDINARY STEELS 
EUR: 08062 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0113 
JONES-S-B, RUSSEL-J-D, WELDING 
A SURVEY OF THE PRESENT STATE OF AUTOMATION AND 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FUSION WELDING IN JAPAN AND 
THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 
EUR: 08679 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0183 
I 
KEIENBURG-K-H, GRABKE-H-J, KUSSMAUL-K, VDEH 
UNTERSUCHUNGEN ZUR VERBESSERUNG DER 
GEBRAUCHSEIGENSCHAFTEN WARMFESTER STAEHLE FUER 
DEN TURBINENBAU 
INVESTIGATIONS AIMING AT AN IMPROVEMENT OF THE 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0210 
I 
KLOOS-K-H, BARTH-H, WEBER-Η, RICHTER-F, 
SCHMIDT-W,ETIENNE-C-F, VAN-ROSSUM-0, VDEH, TNO 
VERGLEICHENDE UNTERSUCHUNGEN AN WARMFESTEN 
STAEHLEN IM LIEFERZUSTAND UND NACH LANGZEITIGER 
BETRIEBSBEANSPRUCHUNG BEI GLEICHBLEIBENDER SOWIE 
BEI PERIODISCH VERAENDERTER BEANSPRUCHUNG 
COMPARATIVE INVESTIGATIONS ON CREEP RESISTING 
STEELS AS DELIVERED, AND AFTER PROLONGED SERVICE 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0493 
I 
, SSN, DELFT UNIVERSITY 
RETATION OF DYNAMIC LOADS 
BRAUNSCHWEIG 
LSCHAFT FUER 
ISEN & STAHL. 
LSTUETZEN IM VERBUND MIT 
STAHLSTUETZEN OHNE BETON 
L COLUMNS IN COMBINATION 
LID STEEL COLUMNS WITHOUT 
A, ARUP & PARTNERS, 
L'ACIER. EXPERTISE DES 
STEEL ELEMENTS EXPOSED TO 
RESULTS OF RESEARCH. 
KOLSTEIN-M-H, DE-BACK-J 
MEASUREMENTS AND INTERP 
ON STEEL BRIDGES 
EUR: 08865 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: H NO: 0212 
KORDINA-K, KLINGSCH-W, 
UNIVERSITY,STUDIENGESEL 
ANWENDUNGSTECHNIK VON E 
BRANDVERHALTEN VON STAH 
BETON UND VON MASSIVEN 
FIRE RESISTANCE OF STEE 




EAB2 VOL: n NO: 0282 
LAW-M, BEHETS-J-F, CBLI 
COMPORTEMENT AU FEU DE 
RESULTATS DE RECHERCHE 
BEHAVIOR OF STRUCTURAL 
FIRE. APPRAISAL OF THE 
EUR: 07774 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0176 
LIEURADE-H-P, MAILLARD-SALIN-C, IRSID. 
COMPORTEMENT EN FATIGUE D'ACIERS A HAUTE LIMITE 
D'ELASTICITE 
FATIGUE BEHAVIOUR OF HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
EUR: 08060 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0112 
lOUBDELET-D, PLUEN-P, KOESCH-L, SANZ-G. 
APTITUDE DES ACIERS AU FORMAGE A FROID 
COLD FORMABILITY OF STEELS 
EUR: 08577 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0127 
MARIAQUE-C, D'HAEYER-R, GOUZOU-J, MIGNON-J, 
BRAGARD-A, CRM. 
DEEP DRAWING OF THIN SHEET 
EUR: 06653 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: Olli 
MASCANZONI-A, ANELLI-E, ROSSI-Α, CSM 
ACCIAI BIFASICI DA STAMPAGGIO GREZZI DI 
LAMINAZIONE A CALDO 
FORMABLE AS-ROLLED DUAL-PHASE STEELS 
EUR: 08282 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0250 
MAY-M-J, WALKER-E-F, BSC 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH SUPPORTED IN THE FIELD OF 
FRACTURE UNDER THE ECSC STEEL RESEARCH PROGRAMME 
OVER THE PERIOD 1965 - 1983 
EUR: 09015 
1984 
EAB2 VOL 11 NO: 0072 
MELE-M, PUNALI-R, CISIA 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0416 
I 
MEMMI-M, GIARDETTI-G, INGO-M-C, CSM 
INFLUENZA DELLA CHIMICA SUPERFICIALE DELLE LEGHE 
FE - MN E FE - MN - S NEL MECCANISMO DELLA 
NUCLEAZIONE DELLA FOSFATAZIONE 
THE ROLE OF SURFACE COMPOSITION AND CHEMISTRY OF 
FE - MN AND FE - MN - S ALLOYS ON THE MECHANISM 
OF NUCLEATION OF PHOSPHATES 
EUR: 08927 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0291 
I 
MESSIEN-P, LEROY-V, CRM 
SEGREGATION EN PHASE ALPHA DANS LES ACIERS AU 
CARBONE 
ALPHA PHASE SEGREGATION IN CARBON STEELS 
EUR: 09284 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0277 
I 
MESSIEN-P, MATHY-H, LEVOY-V, CRM 
ACIERS MULTIPHASES A HAUTE RESISTANCE POUR DIVERS 
TYPES DE PRODUITS PLATS 
HIGH STRENGTH MULTIPHASE STEELS FOR VARIOUS TYPES 
OF FLAT PRODUCTS 
EUR: 09562 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0225 
I 
MIRABILE-M, CSM ' * 
COMPORTAMENTO ALLA ROTTURA FRAGILE DEGLI ACCIAI 
PER GASODOTTI 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0212 
MONTFORT-G, MARIQUE-C, DEFOURNY-J, BRAGARD-A, CRM 
L'EMBOUTISSAGE DES ACIERS EN TOLES MINCES A TRES 
HAUTE RESISTANCE. LES TOLES INSONORISES SOUDABLES 
THE FORMABILITY AND THE DRAWABILITY OF HIGH 
STRENGTH COLD-ROLLED STEEL SHEETS. SOUND DEADENED 
SHEETS ABLE TO BE SPOT WELDED 
EUR: 09454 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0221 
I 
MOREE-J-C, TNO 















CRM, CREUSOT-LOIRE, BSC. 
LEGIERTE BAUSTAEHLE - GEMEINSAMER 
LUSSBERICHT = ACIERS A DISPERSOIDES -
RT DE SYNTHESE COMMUN 
RSOID STRENGTHENED STEELS - COMMON FINAL 
Τ 
07890 







EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0422 







THE DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN RULES FOR THE USE OF 
STRUCTURAL STEEL IN BUILDING 
EUR: 09367 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0278 
I 
NUOVA ITALSIDER 
EDIFICI IN STRUTTURA DI ACCIAIO NELLE ZONE 
SISMICHE 
STEEL STRUCTURE BUILDINGS IN SEISMIC AREAS 
EUR: 09301 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0073 
I 
ORR-J, MORRIS-P-F, DULIEU-D, BSC 
CONSERVATION OF STRATEGIC ALLOYING ELEMENTS. THE 
SELECTION AND HEAT TREATMENT OF ALLOY ENGINEERING 
STEELS WITH OPTIMIZED COMPOSITION 
EUR: 09457 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0280 
PAULUS-P, CRM 
NOUVEAU CYCLE DE RECUIT CONTINU POUR FER BLANC 
NEW CONTINUOUS ANNEALING CYCLE FOR TINPLATE 
EUR: 09265 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0180 
PETIT-L, MOUTY-J, ARIBERT-J-M, 
COMETUBE,LABORAOIRE STRUCTURES. 
PERFECTIONNEMENT DES METHODES DE CONCEPTION ET DE 
CALCUL DES ASSEMBLAGES SOUDES DE PROFILS CREUX 
SUR PROFILS DE TYPE H EN ACIER 
IMPROVEMENT OF METHODS FOR THE DESIGN AND 
CALCULATION OF WELDED JOINTS BETWEEN STEEL 
STRUCTURAL HOLLOW SECTIONS AND H-SECTIONS 
EUR: 09461 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0223 
PEUKER-G, REIMANN-D, VDEH 
OPTIMIERUNG DER SCHWINGBEANSPRUCHUNGEN VON 
ANTRIEBSSYSTEMEN 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0248 
'PFEIFFER-M-R, FHG, INSTITUT FUER 
BETRIEBSFESTIGKEIT. 
DIE STATISTICHE BESCHREIBUNG DER 
BETRIEBSBELASTUNGEN VON STAHLBRUECKEN 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0178 
POLI-Α, CSM. 
MIGLIORAMENTO DELLE PROPRIETÀ DI IMPIEGO DEGLI 
ACCIAI RESISTENTI A CALDO PER TURBINE 
IMPROVEMENT OF WORKING PROPERTIES OF HEAT 
RESISTANT STEELS FOR TURBINES 
EUR: 08262 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0277 · 
RINALDI-F, ROSSI-M-A. 
INDAGINI INTEGRATIVE PER LA DETERMINAZIONE DELLA 
VITA RESIDUA DI COMPONENTI ESERCITI IN ACCIAI PER 
IMPIEGHI A CALDO 
INTEGRATIVE INVESTIGATIONS FOR THE RESIDUAL LIFE 
EVALUATION OF SERVICE COMPONENTS IN HIGH 
TEMPERATURE RESISTANT STEELS 
EUR: 08578 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0128 
RIVETT-R-M, WELDING 
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDING OF STEEL SHEET 
EUR: 08462 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0425 
SANPAOLESI-L, CARAMELLI-S, DEL-CORSO-R, 
FAVILLI-A,PISA UNIVERSITY 
MISURE ED INTERPRETAZIONI DEI CARICHE DINAMICI 
SUI PONTI (2NDA FASE) 
MEASUREMENTS AND INTERPRETATION OF DYNAMIC LOADS 
ON BRIDGES (2ND PHASE) 
EUR: 08928 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0497 
I 
SANZ-G. 
APPLICATION DES CONCEPTS MECANIQUES DE LA RUPTURE 
A L'ETUDE D'ACIERS DE CONSTRUCTION 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0123 
SANZ-G, MARANDET-B, IRSID 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0211 I 
SANZ-G, MARANDET-B, DE-ROO-P, IRSID. 
ELEMENTS D'ESTIMATION DU RISQUE DE RUPTURE D'UN 
JOINT SOUDE 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0280 
I 
SCHOLTES-P, ARBED 
UTILISATION DES PIEUX EN ACIER 
USE OF STEEL SHEET PILING 
EUR: 08867 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0215 
'sSN 
DURABILITY OF STEEL STRUCTURES. PROTECTION OF 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0427 
TAYLOR-D-J, PICKETT-M-L, BSC 
EFFECT OF SULPHUR AND SULPHIDE SHAPE ON 
PROPERTIES AND MACHINABILITY OF ALLOY STEELS 
EUR: 08626 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0180 I 
TER-AVEST-F-J, LONT-M-A, WILDSCHUT-H, TNO 
SMALL SCALE TEST AND WIDE-PLATE TEST EVALUATION 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0219 
I 
TILBURGS-C-J, 
EUROPEAN DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PALLET RACK, 
DRIVE-IN AND DRIVE-THROUGH RACK DESIGN 
EUR: 07612 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0276 I 
TOWERS-O-L, WILLIAMS-S, HARRISON-J-D, WELDING 
ECSC COLLABORATIVE ELASTIC - PLASTIC FRACTURE 
TOUGHNESS TESTING AND ASSESSMENT METHODS 
EUR: 09552 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0182 
I 
TURNER-A-F, BETTERIDGE-C-S, AVERY-J, BSC 
DEVELOPMENT OF STEELS FOR THE FASTENER AND COLD 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0293 
USINOR-UNIREC 
COMPORTEMENT EN FATIGUE DES SOUDURES HETEROGENES 




EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0222 I 
VACCHIANO-S, FRANZONI-U, STURLESE-S, CSM 
INFLUENZA DEL CONTENUTO E DELLA DISTRIBUZIONE 
DELLE IMPUREZZE SULLA DUTTILITÀ DI SCORRIMENTO DI 
ACCIAI BASSO-LEGATI 
INFLUENCE OF THE CONTENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0177 
I 
VAN-ELST-H-C, WILDSCHUT-H, LONT-Α, TONEMAN-F-H, 
TNO 
MECHANICAL PARAMETERS AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
CONDITIONNING ARREST OF UNSTABLE FRACTURE. 
EUR: 09299 
1985 
EAB2 VOL: 11 NO: 0216 
I 
VDEH 
FOERDERUNG DES EINSATZES VON STAHL, INSBESONDERE 
VON HOEHERFESTEN KALTGEWALZTEN UND WARMGEWALZTEN 
BLECHEN IN AUTOMOBILBAU 
PROMOTION OF THE USE OF HIGH STRENGTH COLD-ROLLED 




EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0498 
I 
VDEH, CRM, IRSID, CSM, TNO 
FLUAGE DES JOINTS SOUDES 
CREEP OF WELDED JOINTS 
EUR: 09146 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0294 
 
VLAD-M, AHRNDT-G, STAHLWERKE PEINE-SALZGITTER 
KALTUMFORMBARKEIT VON DIREKT AUS DER WALZHITZE 
HERGESTELLTEN "ZWEIPHASEN" - BZW. 
"DUPLEXSTAEHLEN" MIT UND OHNE 
OBERFLAECHENVER EDELUNG 
COLD FORMABILITY OF DUAL-PHASE OR "DUPLEX" STEEL 
PRODUCED FROM ROLLING HEAT WITH OR WITHOUT 
SPECIAL SURFACE TREATMENT 
EUR: 09018 
1984 














TECHNIQUES FOR JOINING STEELS 08555 
VOL: 09 NO: 0281 
IAMS-N-T, JONES-T-B, BSC 
STANCE SPOT WELDING OF LOW CARBON AND HIGH 
NGTH STEELS 
08693 
VOL: 10 NO: 0185 
HUEBNER-G, CEC. 
KORRELATION ZWISCHEN GEHOERSCHADENSRISIKO UND 
GERAEUSCHEXPOSITION - AKTUELLER ERKENNTNISSTAND = 
CORRELATION ENTRE LE RISQUE DE TRAUMATISME 
AUDITIF ET L'EXPOSITION AU BRUIT - ETAT ACTUEL 
DES CONNAISSANCES 
CORRELATION BETWEEN HEARING IMPAIRMENT RISK AND 
EXPOSURE TO NOISE. PRESENT LEVEL OF RESEARCH 
EUR: 07874 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0153 
I 
SAFETY AND HEALTH IN MINES 
 
CEC, LEMOINE-P. 
HEALTH IN MINES. REPORT ON AN INFORMATION MEETING 
HFI n TN L I I XFMR ni l R G , MAY 3 0 - 3 1 , 1 9 8 3 
EUR: 08852 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0154 
SAFETY AND HEALTH AT WORK 
WUENSCH-D, HARMEYER-G, JOHN-F, DUISBURG 
UNIVERSITY. 
OPTIMIERUNG DER SCHWINGBEANSPRUCHUNGEN VON 
ANTRIEBSSYSTEMEN 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0246 I 
STEEL UTILIZATION 
GEORGE-J, SADGROVE-B-M. 
UTILISATION OF STEEL BEARING PILES 
EUR: 08620 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0129 
I 
UNGERER-W, RETTIG-H, WEISS-T, HAIBACH-E, 
MATSCHKE-C,GRIESE-F-W, MUELLER-U, EIFLER-D, 
MAYR-P, MACHERAUCH-E,REIK-W, VDEH. 
VERBESSERUNG DER BERECHNUNGS- UND 
KONSTRUKTIONSUNTERLAGEN FUER 
ERMUEDUNGSGEFAEHRDETE BAUTEILE DES 
SCHWERMASCHINENBAUS 
IMPROVEMENT OF CALCULATION AND DESIGN DATA FOR 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0185 
 
I 
CEC, STEEL INDUSTRY SAFETY AND HEALTH COMMISSION 
= TUYERES A VENT CHAUD DE HAUTS FOURNEAUX. 
RISQUES ET MESURES HEISSWINDBLASFORMEN FUER 
HOCHOEFEN. GEFAHREN UND PREVENTIVE LIES AU 
REMPLACEMENT DES TUYERES DE HAUTS 
SICHERHEITSMASSNAHMEN BEIM AUSWECHSELN VON 
HOCHOFENBLASFORMEN FOURNEAUX = TUBIERES A VENTO 
CALDO DI ALTIFORNI. RISCHI E MISURE PREVENTIVE 
NELLA SOSTITUZIONE DELLE TUBIERE DI ALTIFORNI 
HOT BLAST TUYERES OF BLAST FURNACES 
EUR: 08557 
1983 
EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0284 
STEEL INDUSTRY SAFETY AND HEALTH COMMISSION, CEC. 
MODELLERHEBUNG UEBER DIE BEDEUTUNG DER 
UNFALLSTATISTIK IN DER EISEN- UND STAHLINDUSTRIE 
= ENQUETE PILOTE SUR LA SIGNIFICATION DES 
STATISTIQUES DES ACCIDENTS DE TRAVAIL DANS LA. 
SIDERURGIE = INDAGINE PILOTA SUL SIGNIFICATO 
DELLE STATISTICHE DEGLI INFORTUNI SUL LAVORO 
NELLA SIDERURGIA = PROEFENQUETE BETREFFENDE DE 
STEKENIS VAN DE STATISTIEKEN VAN 
BEDRIJFSONGEVALLEN IN DE IJZER- EN 
STAALINDUSTRIE. 
PILOT SURVEY ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF INDUSTRIAL 




EAB2 VOL: 09 NO: 0283 
12 Industrial health and safety 
INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY IN GENERAL 
CEC, 
19. BERICHT DES STAENDIGEN AUSSCHUSSES FUER DIE 
BETRIEBSSICHERHEIT UND DEN GESUNDHEITSSCHUTZ IM 
STEINKOHLENBERGBAU UND IN DEN ANDEREN 
MINERALGEWINNENDEN INDUSTRIEZWEIGEN. JAHR 1981 = 
19EME RAPPORT DE L'ORGANE PERMANENT POUR LA 
SECURITE ET LA SALUBRITE DANS LES MINES DE 
HOUILLE ET LES AUTRES INDUSTRIES EXTRACTIVES. 
ANNEE 1981 
19TH REPORT OF THE SAFETY AND HEALTH COMMISSION 
FOR THE COAL MINING AND OTHER EXTRACTIVE 
INDUSTRIES. YEAR 1981 
EUR: 09151 
1984 
EAB2 VOL: 10 NO: 0216 

EUR Reports published by private publishers (as books or articles) 
Euratom and EEC research 
0 General and miscellaneous 
MISCELLANEOUS 
PIATIER-A. 
BARRIERS TO INNOVATION 
260, UKL 16.50, 1964. ISBN 0-861877-386-6, 




EABl VOL 22 NO: 0872 
AGRICULTURE 
-J-A-D. BAXTER-S-H, BAXTER-M-R, MACCORMACK-
FARM ANIMAL HOUSING AND WELFARE 
BOOK: P. 343, HFL 145, 1983. ISBN 0-89838-597-0, PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL, 
(EUR 8674 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0002 
BERGLUND-S, DAVIS-R, L'HEREMITE-P. 
UTILIZATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE ON LAND - RATES OF 
APPLICATION AND LONG TERM EFFECTS OF METALS 
BOOK: P. 229, HFL 105, 1984. ISBN 90-277-1701-X, 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, 
(EUR 8822 E, 1984) 




PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
NOVEMBER 
CAVALLORO-R. 
FRUIT FLIES OF ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE. 
CEC - IOBC INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM, ATHENS 
16-19, 1982. 
BOOK: P. 642, HFL 105, 1983. ISBN 9 0-6191-503-1, PUBL 
BY PERGAMON BALKEMA PUBLISHERS , ROTTERDAM/NL (EUR 
8364 E-F). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0855 
SMIDT-D. 
INDICATORS RELEVANT TO FARM ANIMAL WELFARE 
BOOK: P. 251, DFL 10, 1983. ISBN 0-89838-595-6, PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL, 
(EUR 8514 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0309 I 
THOMPSON-R, CASEY-R. 
PERSPECTIVES FOR PEAS AND LUPINS AS PROTEIN CROPS. 
PROCEEDINGS OF AN INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON PROTEIN 
PRODUCTION FROM LEGUMES IN EUROPE, SORRENTO - I, 
OCTOBER 19-22, 1981. 
BOOK: P. 380, HFL 125, 1983. ISBN 90-247-2792-B. WORLD 
CROPS: PRODUCTION, UTILISATION, AND DESCRIPTION, VOL. 
8, PUBL. BY PERGAMON KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, 
DORDRECHT/NL. (EUR 8295 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0854 I 
WITTMANN-G, RZIHA-H-J, GASKELL-R-M. 
LATENT HERPES VIRUS INFECTIONS IN VETERINARY MEDICINE 
BOOK: P. 522, HFL 195, 1984. ISBN 0-89838-622-5. PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL, 
(EUR 8467 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0204 I 
WOOD-J-D. 
FAT QUALITY IN LEAN PIGS 
BOOK: P. 164, UKL 5, 1984. WRITE TO MEAT RESEARCH 
INST., LANGFORD, BRSITOL BS18 7DY (UK), (EUR 8901 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0669 
CAVALLORO-R. 
VARROA JACOBSONI OUD. AFFECTING HONEY BEES - PRESENT 
STATUS AND NEEDS. PROCEEDINGS OF THE EC EXPERTS 
WORKING GROUP, WAGENINGEN - NL, FEBRUARY 7-9, 1983 
BOOK: P. 107, HFL 50, 1983. ISBN 9 0-6191-524-4. PUBL. 
BY: A. A. BALKEMA PUBLISHERS, ROTTERDAM, NL, (EUR 8761 
E, 1983) 
EABl VOL: I 22 NO: 0202 EIKELENBOOM-G. 
STUNNING OF ANIMALS FOR SLAUGHTER 
BOOK: P. 227, HFL 95, 1983. ISBN 0-89838-598-9, PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. 
(EUR 8469 Ε) , 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0004 
FERRANTI-M-P, FIECHTER-A. 
PRODUCTION AND FEEDING OF SINGLE CELL PROTEIN. 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE COST WORKSHOP 83 - 84, 2UERICH -
CH, APRIL 13-14, 1983. MAIN HEADINGS - 1. PRETREATMENT 
AND DEGRADATION OF LIGNOCELLULOSES. 2. PRODUCTION OF 
SCP FROM CELLULOSIC MATERIALS. 3. SCP FROM WHEY. 4. 
NUTRITION AND TOXICITY 
BOOK: P. 201, UKL 20, 1983. ISBN 0-85334243-1, PUBL. 
BY: APPLIED SCIENCE PUBLISHERS LTD, BARKING, ESSEX, 
UK, (EUR 8641 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1188 
DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION SCIENCE 
BIRKENSHAW-J. 
ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DELIVERY V - COMPUTER COMPOSITION 
FOR STM PUBLISHING 
BOOK: P. 121, UKL 29, 1984. ISBN 0-904933-43-1. WRITE 
TO: LEARNED INFORMATION (EUROPE) LTD, OXFORD, UK, (EUR 
8856 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0875 
I 
COLBACH-R. 
MULTILINGUAL DESCRIPTOR SYSTEM FOR THE EUROPEAN 
INVENTORIES ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
BOOK: P. 452, UKL 10, 1983. ISBN 0-86341-007-3, PUBL. 
BY: PETER PEREGRINUS LTD, HITCHIN, HERTS. SG5 1RJ, UK. 
(EUR 8638 D/E/F/I/N). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0005 
I 
DEGOUL-P, GIBB-J-M. 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST EUROPEAN SYMPOSIUM ON 
REGIONAL INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION TRANSFER, STRASBOURG -
F, MAY 26-28, 1982. 
BOOK: P. 228, UKL 16, 1983. ISBN 0-86187-324-6, PUBL. 
BY: FRANCES PINTER PUBLISHERS, LONDON, (EUR 8252 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1193 GOUET-P. 
GASTRO-INTESTINAL DISEASES IN THE YOUNG PIG AND CALF 
SEMINAR OF COORDINATION OF RESEARCH ON ANIMAL 
PATHOLOGY, THEIX, BEAUMONT/F, DEC. 1-3, 1982. PUBL. AS 
SPECIAL ISSUE OF ANNALES DE RECHERCHES VETERINAIRES, 
VOL. 14 (1983), NO. 4, PP 341-561, FF 110, AVAILABLE 
BY: INRA-CNRA, ROUTE DE ST CYR, 78000 VERSAILLES, F, 
(EUR 8472 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0536 
I 
HAANS-J-C-F-M, STEUR-G-G-L, HEIDE-G 
PROGRESS IN LAND EVALUATION 
BOOK, 309 P., 1984, ISBN 90 6191 545 7 WRITE TO A.A. 
BALKEMA PUBLISHERS, P.O. BOX 1675, 3000 BR ROTTERDAM 
(THE NETHERLANDS), PRICE: HFL. 75, (EUR 9003 EN). 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0145 
I 
ROCHE-J-F, 0'CALLAGHAN-D. 
MANIPULATION OF GROWTH IN FARM ANIMALS 
BOOK: P. 306, HFL 125, 1984. ISBN 0-89838-617-8. PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL, 
(EUR 8919 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0203 
 
I 
FICHTNER-N, BECKER-K, BASHIR-M. 
NUCLEAR STANDARDS CATALOGUE AND CLASSIFICATION 
BOOK: P. 324, DM 98, 1984. ISBN 3-410-11689-3, PUBL. 
BY: BEUTH VERLAG GMBH, POSTFACH 1145, 1000 BERLIN, 
(D), (EUR 7135 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0310 
I 
HODAC-I. 
DIRECTORY OF DIRECT AND INDIRECT PUBLIC MEASURES FOR 
PROMOTING INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND 
INNOVATION IN THE MEMBER STATES OF THE EC. 3RD EDITION-
BOOK: P. 385, FLUX 1730, 1983. ISBN 3-88766-007-2, 
PUBL. BY: INFOBRIEF, L-7226 WALFERDANGE, LUXEMBOURG, 
(EUR 8793 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1194 
OTWAY-H-J, PELTU-M. 
NEW OFFICE TECHNOLOGY 
ASPECTS 
BOOK: P. 243, UKL 15, 
HUMAN AND ORGANISATIONAL 
1983. ISBN 0-86187-282-7, PUBL. 
BY: FRANCES PINTER PUBLISHERS LTD, LONDON, (EUR 8289 
E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1191 
VAN-SLYPE-G, GUINET-J-F, SEITZ-F, BENEJAM-E. 
BETTER TRANSLATION FOR BETTER COMMUNICATION 
BOOK: P. 194, UKL 11, 1983. ISBN 0-08-030534-2, PUBL. 
BY: PERGAMON PRESS LTD, OXFORD 0X3 OBW, UK, (EUR 7720 
E 1983). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0006 
ECONOMICS 
GIBB-J-M, ROTONDO-P-P, NEUMANN-S. 
THE NEEDS OF NEW TECHNOLOGY BASED ENTERPRISES. 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIUM HELD IN LUXEMBOURG, 
NOVEMBER 17-19, 1982 
BOOK: P. 314, LFR 1700, 1983. ISBN 3-88766-006-4, 
PUBL. BY: INFOBRIEF, 45 RUE DU CHEMIN DE FER, L-7226 
WALFERDANGE, GDL., (EUR 8437 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0759 
GIBB-J-M 
IMPROVING VENTURE CAPITAL OPPORTUNITIES IN EUROPE 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIUM HELD IN LUXEMBOURG, 
OCTOBER 3-5, 1984 
250 P., 1985, ISBN 1-8509 1-058-8, PUBL. BY: KOGAN 
PAGE, 120 PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON Nl (UK), PRICE: 
24.00, (EUR 9756 DE-EN-FR). 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0379 
LAW, REGULATIONS 
BISCHOF-W, PELZER-N. 
DAS STRAHLENSCHUTZRECHT IN DEN MITGLIEDSTAATEN DER EG. 
II. BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND 
LEGISLATION GOVERNING RADIATION PROTECTION IN MEMBER 
STATES OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY. II. FEDERAL REPUBLIC 
OF GERMANY 
BOOK: P. 219, DM 59, 1983. ISBN 3-789 0-0845-1, PUBL. 
BY: NOMOS VERLAGSGESLL. POSTFACH 610, 7570 
BADEN-BADEN, D, (EUR 6373 D, VOL. 2). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1195 
KARCHER-W, FORDHAM-R-J, DUBOIS-J-J, 
GLAUDE-P-G-J-M.LIGTHART-J-A-M 
SPECTRAL ATLAS OF POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC COMPOUNDS 
BBOK: 818 P., 1985, ISBN 90-277-1652-8 WRITE TO KLUWER 
ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, Ρ 
DORDRECHT (THE NETHERLANDS), 
8759 EN). 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0263 
0. BOX 322, 3300 AH 
PRICE: HFL. 280, (EUR 
SERRINI-G. 
DETERMINATION OF NITROGEN IN LEAD AND LITHIUM - LEAD 
EUTETIC LI-17PB-83 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY SECTION, VOL. 5, NO. 3, PP 399-412, 1983, 
(EUR 8708 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0218 I 
VAN-DER-BIEST-O. 
ANALYSIS OF HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS. PROCEEDINGS OF 
A COURSE OF LECTURES, HELD AT JRC-PETTEN 
BOOK: P. 261, UKL 26, 1983. ISBN 0-85334-172-9, PUBL. 
BY: APPLIED SCIENCE PUBLISHERS LTD., BARK ING(ESSEX) , 
UK. (EUR 7544 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0760 
I 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
LANZA-F, MANAKTALA-H, PARNISARI-E. 
LEACHING OF BOROSILICATE GLASS IN CONFINED SYSTEMS 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY SECTION, VOL. 5, NO. 3, PP 363-398, 1983, 
(EUR 8706 E) . 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0223 I 
LANZA-F, DEMICHELLI-U, PARNISARI-E. 
DEVELOPMENT OF A TEST METHOD FOR LEACHING GLASSES 
IMMERSED IN POROUS MEDIA 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY SECTION, VOL. 5, NO. 4, PP 719-740, 1984. 
(EUR 8921 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0550 
SCIENCE POLICY 2 Earth sciences 
BOGGIO-G, SPACHIS-PAPAZOIS-E 
EVALUATION DE LA RECHERCHE ET DU DEVELOPPEMENT. 
METHODOLOGIES COMMUNAUTE, AUX ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE ET 
AU JAPON. COMPTE RENDU DU SEMINAIRE TENU A BRUXELLES, 
(B) LES 17 ET 18 OCTOBRE 1983. 
METHODOLOGIES FOR R&D EVALUATION IN THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITY MEMBER STATES, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
AND JAPAN. PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEMINAR HELD IN 
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM, OCTOBER 17-18, 1983 
147 P., 1984, ISBN 9 0-277-1759-1 WRITE TO KLUWER 
ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, P.O. BOX 322, 3300 AH 
DORDRECHT (THE NETHERLANDS), PRICE: HFL. 70, (EUR 9021 
EN). FRENCH VERSION PUBL. AS EUR 9021 FR, 157 P., BFR 
500, EUROFFICE, LUXEMBOURG POB 1003. 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0261 I 
CEC 
INCENTIVES FOR INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND 
INNOVATION 
BOOK, 400 P., 1985, ISBN: 1-85091-059-6, PUBL. BY: 
KOGAN PAGE, 120 PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON Nl (UK), 
PRICE: UKL 29.00, (EUR 8793 EN). 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0380 
1 Chemistry 
GEOCHEMISTRY 
EWART-F-T, LEWIS-J-B, MORRIS-J-B. 
MIGRATION OF RADIONUCLIDES THROUGH THE GEOSPHERE - AN 
INTEGRAL MIGRATION EXPERIMENT 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS - NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY SECTION, VOL. 5 (1983), NO. 2, PP. 
253-266 (EUR 8659 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0104 
METEOROLOGY 
GHA2I-A. 
PALAEOCLIMATIC RESEARCH AND MODELS 
205 P., 1983, ISBN 9 0-277-1676-5 WRITE TO KLUWER 
ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, P.O. BOX 322, 3300 AH 
DORDRECHT (HOLLAND) PRICE: HFL. 90, (EUR 8823 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: Olli 
I 
PALZ-W. 
SOLAR RADIATION DATA. PROCEEDINGS OF THE EC 
CONTRACTORS'MEETING, BRUSSELS, OCTOBER 18-19, 1982 
BOOK: P. 305, HFL 105, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1566-1, SOLAR 
ENERGY R&D IN THE EC, SERIES F, VOL. 2, PUBL. BY: 
KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. (EUR 
8333 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0685 
 
RESOURCES 
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY (INCL. METHODS AND APPARATUS) 
ANGELETTI-G, BJOERSETH-A. 
ANALYSIS OF ORGANIC MICROPOLLUTANTS IN WATER 
BOOK: P. 339, HFL 155, 1984. ISBN 9 0-277-1726-5, PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL, 
(EUR 8518 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0420 
CEC 
SELECTED PAPERS ARISING FROM THE EEC PRIMARY RAW 
MATERIALS PROGRAMME - 1978 - 1981 
EUR 8617 E-F, 1984. REPRINTED FROM MINERALIUM 
DEPOSITA, SPRINGER VERLAG, 134 P., BFR 400. 




ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR HEAVY METALS IN BIOLOGICAL 
FLUIDS. LECTURES OF A COURSE HELD AT JRC-ISPRA - I, 
JUNE 22-26, 1981 
BOOK: P. 288, HFL 195, 1983. ISBN 0-444-42212-9, 
SERIES: "ISPRA COURSES ON CHEMICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCE", PUBL. BY: ELSEVIER SCIENCE PUBLISHERS BV, 
AMSTERDAM, NL, (EUR 7882 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1204 
AGENCE FRANÇAISE POUR LA MAITRISE DE L'ENERGIE, AIE, 
CEC,UK DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, US DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY. 
ARCHITECTURE SOLAIRE. 
SOLAR ARCHITECTURE. 
BOOK: P. 598, FF 260, 1983. ISBN 2-852 06-199-6, PUBL. 
BY: TECHNIQUE ET DOCUMENTANTION-LAVOISIER, 11 RUE 
LAVOISIER, 75384 PARIS CEDEX 08, (EUR 8563 E-F 1983). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0018 
CONSTRUCTION: EQUIPMENT, METHODS AND MATERIALS INCREASING EFFICIENCY OF ENERGY USES 
RALPH LEBENS ASSOCIATES 
PASSIVE SOLAR ARCHITECTURE IN EUROPE 2 
BOOK: P. 156, UKL 4.95, 1983. ISBN 0-85139-957-6, 
PUBL. BY: ARCHITECTURAL PRESS LTD, LONDON SW1H 9BY, 
(EUR 8564 E). 
EABl VOL : 22 NO: 0115 I 
ELECTRONICS  
VON-GIZYCKI-R, SCHUBERT-I. 
MICROELECTRONICS - A CHALLENGE FOR EUROPE'S INDUSTRIAL 
SURVIVAL 
DM 49, 1983. ISBN 3-486-51751-1. 
R. OLDENBOURG VERLAG GMBH, MUENCHEN, D, 
BOOK: P. 232 
AVAILABLE BY 
(EUR 8646 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0429 
INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES I 
CEC 
FLUIDIZED BED SYSTEMS. PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
CONTRACTORS'MEETING, BRUSSELS, OCTOBER 12-13, 1982 
BOOK: P. 279, HFL 90, 1983. ISBN 90-277-1616-1, PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. 
(EUR 8562 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1029 
I 
EHRINGER-H, HOYAUX-G, PILAVACHI-P-A. 
ENERGY CONSERVATION IN INDUSTRY - COMBUSTION HEAT 
RECOVERY AND RANKINE CYCLE MACHINES. PROCEEDINGS OF 
THE CONTRACTORS'MEETINGS, BRUSSELS, JUNE 10-18, AND 
OCTOBER 29, 1982. I. COMBUSTION, II. HEAT EXCHANGERS 
AND RECOVERY, III. ENERGY CASCADING AND ORGANIC 
RANKINE CYCLE. 
BOOK: P. 239, HFL 75, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1581-5, PUBL. 
BY KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS, DORDRECHT, NL. (EUR 
8434 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0875 
I 
CASEY-T-J, L'HERMITE-P, NEWMAN-P-J. 
METHODS OF CHARACTERIZATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE 
BOOK: P. 152, HFL 70, 1984. ISBN 9 0-277-1782-6, WRITE 
TO: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. 
(EUR 9171 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0898 I 
GASSER-J-K-R. 
COMPOSTING OF AGRICULTURAL AND OTHER WASTES. 
PROCEEDINGS OF A SEMINAR HELD AT BRASENOSE COLLEGE, 
OXFORD (UK) 
320 P., 1985, ISBN 0-85334-357-8 WRITE TO ELSEVIER 
APPLIED SCIENCE PUBLISHERS LTD., CROWN HOUSE, LINTON 
ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX IG11 8JU (UK), PRICE: UKL 38,-, 
(EUR 9419 EN). 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0552 
I 
GIBBS-D-F, GREENHALGH-M-E. 
BIOTECHNOLOGY, CHEMICAL FEEDSTOCKS AND ENERGY 
UTILIZATION 
BOOK: P. 116, UKL 16.50, 1983. ISBN 0-86187-346-7. 
PUBL. BY: FRANCES PINTER PUBLISHERS LTD, LONDON, (EUR 
8650 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0338 
PARKER-C, ROBERTS-T. 
ENERGY FROM WASTE - AN EVALUATION OF CONVERSION 
TECHNOLOGIES 
217 P., 1985, ISBN 0-85334-352-7 WRITE TO ELSEVIER 
APPLIED SCIENCE PUBLISHERS LTD., CROWN HOUSE, LINTON 
ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX IGU 8JU (UK), PRICE: UKL 28,-, 
(EUR 9223 EN). 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0551 










ON RADIOGRAPHY. PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST WORLD 
RENCE, SAN DIEGO,. CALIFORNIA, USA, DECEMBER 7-10, 
P. 1073, HFL 290, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1528-9, 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, 
EUR 8296 E) 
VOL: 21 NO: 0444 
EHRINGER-H, HOYAUX-G, ΡILAVACHI-P-A. 
ENERGY CONSERVATION IN TRANSPORT - NEW ENGINES AND 
FLYWHEELS. PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONTRACTORS'MEETINGS, 
BRUSSELS, OCTOBER 21 AND 28, 1982. 
BOOK: P. 163, HFL 65, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1579-3, PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL, 
(EUR 8435 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1028 
EHRINGER-H, HOYAUX-G, Ρ ILAVACHI-P-A. 
ENERGY CONSERVATION IN INDUSTRY - APPLICATIONS AND 
TECHNIQUES. PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONTRACTORS'MEETINGS, 
BRUSSELS, MAY 10, JUNE 17, AND OCTOBER 1, 7, AND 22, 
1982. - METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY. CEMENT INDUSTRY. 
TEXTILE INDUSTRY. FOOD INDUSTRY. CHEMICAL INDUSTRY. 
CATALYSIS. MICROWAVES. ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
BOOK: p. 425, HFL 120, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1580-7, PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. 
(EUR 8436 E-F) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1031 
I 
EHRINGER-H, HOYAUX-G, ZEGERS-P. 
ENERGY CONSERVATION IN BUILDINGS - HEATING, 
VENTILATION AND INSULATION. PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
CONTRACTORS'MEETINGS, BRUSSELS, DECEMBER 14-15, 1981, 
MAY 6-7, SEPTEMBER 25-28 AND OCTOBER 21, 1982 
BOOK: P. 494, HFL 145, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1578-5, PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. 
(EUR 8463 E-F) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1030 I 
EHRINGER-H, ZITO-U. 
RESULTS OF EC ENERGY SAVING IN BUILDINGS R&D AND 
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMMES, 1979 - 1983 
BOOK: P. 819, HFL 265, 1984. ISBN 9 0-277-1770-2. PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. 
(EUR 9150 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0798 I PORTER-R, ROBERTS-T. 
ENERGY SAVINGS BY WASTE RECYCLING 
243 P., 1985, ISBN 0-85334-353-5 WRITE TO ELSEVIER 
APPLIED SCIENCE PUBLISHERS LTD., CROWN HOUSE, LINTON 
ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX IG11 8JU (UK, PRICE: UKL 30,-, 
(EUR 9222 EN). 








RO-R, GODOY-R, TURRENT-D. 
ORING SOLAR HEATING SYSTEMS - A PRACTICAL 
OOK 
P. 250, UKL 25, 1983. ISBN 0-08-029992-X, PUBL. 
RGAMON PERGAMON PRESS LTD, OXFORD, UK. (EUR 8005 
VOL: 21 NO: 0866 
OTHER PRIMARY ENERGY SOURCES (SOLAR, WIND, GEOTHERMAL) 
BEGHI-G. 
PERFORMANCE OF SOLAR ENERGY CONVERTERS - THERMAL 
COLLECTORS AND PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS. LECTURES OF A 
COURSE HELD AT JRC ISPRA, NOVEMBER 11-18, 1981 
BOOK: P. 537, HFL 160, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1545-9, PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT/NL. 
(EUR 8400 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0629 
3 Engineering and technology 
ENERGY STATISTICS, DEMAND ANALYSIS AND UTILIZATION 
STRATEGIES 
NEU-H, BAIN-D. 
NATIONAL ENERGY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT IN DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES. LECTURES DELIVERED AT A MANAGEMENT TRAINING 
SEMINAR AT THE JRC-ISPRA - I, MAY 3-14, 1982 
BOOK: P. 442, HFL 140, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1589-0, 
"ISPRA COURSES ON ENERGY SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY"; 
PUBL. BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT 
, NL, (EUR 8498 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1263 I 
COOMBS-J, HALL-D-0, CHARTIER-P. 
PLANTS AS SOLAR COLLECTORS. OPTIMIZING PRODUCTIVITY 
FOR ENERGY. AN ASSESSMENT STUDY 
BOOK: P. 210, HFL 75, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1625-0, PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. 
(EUR 8575 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1032 I DEMUYNCK-M, NYNS-E-J, PALZ-W. 
BIOGAS PLANTS IN EUROPE 
BOOK: P. 339, HFL 130, 1984. ISBN 90-277-1780-X. PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL, 
(EUR 9096 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0582 I 
GRETZ-J, STRAUB-A, PALZ-W. 
THERMOMECHANICAL SOLAR POWER PLANTS 
BOOK: P. 106, HFL 65, 1984. ISBN 90-277-1728-1. PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL, 
(EUR 9127 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0694 
I 
I 




BOOK: P. 294, HFL 105, 1983 
ENERGY R&D IN THE EC, SERIE 
KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS 
8474 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0876 
 
PAL2-W, SCHNELL-W. 
WIND ENERGY - PROCEEDINGS 0 
CONTRACTORS'MEETING, BRUSSE 
BOOK: P. 220, HFL 75, 1983 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISH 
(EUR 8475 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1038 I 
PALZ-W, PIRRWITZ-D. 
ENERGY FROM BIOMASS 
404 P., 1984, ISBN 90-277-1 
ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, 
DORDRECHT (HOLLAND) PRICE H 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0128 
I 
PALZ-W. 
PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER GENERATI 
BOOK: P. 297, HFL 110, 1984 
BY: KLÜVER ACADEMIC PUBLISH 
(EUR 8830 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0583 
I 
PALZ-W, FITTIPALDI-F. 
PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR ENERGY C 
BOOK, 1188 P., ISBN 90-277-
EC PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR ENERG 
(ATHENS - GREECE), OCTOBER 
PUBL. 1984 BY D. REIDEL PUB 
(EUR 9007 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0440 
D. 
CHEMICAL AND 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE EC 
LS, DECEMBER 6-8, 1982 
ISBN 90-277-1614-5. SOLAR 
S D, VOL. 2, PUBL. BY 
GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. (EUR 
F THE EC 
LS, NOVEMBER 23-24, 1982 
ISBN 90-277-1603-X, PUBL. 
ERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. 
700-1 WRITE TO KLUWER 
P.O. BOX 322, 3300 AH 
FL. 145.50, (EUR 8829 E). 
ISBN 90-277-1725-7. PUBL. 
ERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. 
ONFERENCE 
1724-9, PRICE: 330 HFL, 51 
Y CONFERENCE, KAVOURI 
17-21, 1983, PROCEEDINGS 
L. COMP., DORDRECHT (NL), 
5 Life sciences 
BIOLOGY 
CAVALLORO-R. 
APHID ANTAGONISTS. PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING HELD IN 
PORTICI, NAPOLI - I, NOVEMBER 23-24, 1982. 1. APHID 
CONTROL BY ENTOMOPATHOGENIC FUNGI. 2. APHID PARASITES. 
3. APHID PREDATORS. 4. OTHER TOPICS ON APHID 
ANTAGONISM 
BOOK: p. 143, HFL 55, 1983. ISBN 9 0-6191-505-8, PUBL. 
BY: A. A. BALKEMA PUBLISHERS, ROTTERDAM, NL, (EUR 8601 
E) . 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1313 
ECOLOGY, INCLUDING RADIOECOLOGY 
COUGHTREY-P-J, JACKSON-D, THORNE-M-C. 
RADIONUCLIDE DISTRIBUTION AND TRANSPORT IN TERRESTRIAL 
AND AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS - A CRITICAL REVIEW OF DATA 
BOOK: P. 496, VOL. 1, P. 500, VOL. 2, P. 372, VOL. 3, 
HFL 129 FOR EACH SINGLE VOLUME, 1983 ISBN 
90-6191-278-4 (VOL.1), 9 0-6191-279-2 (VOL.2), 
90-6191-280-6 (VOL.3), PUBL. BY. A. A. BALKEMA 
PUBLISHERS, AMSTERDAM, NL, (EUR 8115 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1315 
I 
NOLAN-C, EDEL-J, MARAFANTE-E. 
THE BIOCHEMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF CADMIUM IN FRESHWATER 
ANIMALS 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
NATURAL RESOURCES SECTION VOL. 2, NO. 1, PP 79-128, 
1983, (EUR 8546 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1317 
PALZ-W, VIANELLO-V, BONALBE 
SOLAR COLLECTORS IN ARCHITE 
PHOTOVOLTAIC AND THERMAL CO 
BUILDING STRUCTURES. PROCEE 
CONFERENCE HELD AT VENICE, 
BOOK: P. 305, HFL 115, 1984 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISH 
(EUR 9152 EN) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0801 
RTI-E. 
CTURE. INTEGRATION OF 
LLECTORS IN NEW AND OLD 
DINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
MARCH 3-5, 1983. 
ISBN 90-277-1784-2. PUBL. 
ERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. 
STARR-M-R, PALZ-W. 
PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER FOR EUROPE - AN ASSESSMENT STUDY 
BOOK: P. 198, HFL 75, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1556-4. SOLAR 
ENERGY R&D IN THE EC. PUBL. BY: KLÜVER ACADEMIC 
PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT/NL. (EUR 8366 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0630 
I 
STEEMERS-T-C, DEN-OUDEN-C. 
SOLAR ENERGY APPLICATIONS TO DWELLINGS - PROCEEDINGS 
OF THE EC CONTRACTORS MEETING, BRUSSELS, JUNE 1-3, 
1983. 
BOOK: P. 521, HFL 170, 1983. ISBN 90-277-1696-X. PUBL. 
1984 BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, 
NL, (EUR 8818 EN). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0356 
I 
TURRENT-D, BAKER-N, STEEMERS-T-C, PALZ-W. 
SOLAR THERMAL ENERGY IN EUROPE - AN ASSESSMENT STUDY 
BOOK: P. 273, HFL 90, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1592-0, "SOLAR 
R&D IN THE EC", SERIES A: "SOLAR ENERGY APPLICATIONS 
TO DWELLINGS", VOL. 3, PUBL. BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC 
PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL, (EUR 8473 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1287 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AND PROTECTION 
BEILKE-S, ELSHOUT-A-J. 
ACID DEPOSITION. PROCEEDINGS OF THE CEC WORKSHOP, 
BERLIN, SEPTEMBER 9', 1982 
BOOK: p. 235, HFL 75, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1588-2, PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. 
(EUR 8307 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1044 I 
CERUTTI-C, SANDRONI-S, CAMAGNI-P, KOECHLER-C, 
HASENJAEGER-H,HAZES-N, BASSETTI-D, GAGLIONE-P, 
BACCI-P, CARBONI-G. 
CHARACTERISATION OF PLUME DISPERSION IN BREEZE REGIME 
BY REMOTE SENSING AND TRACER TECHNIQUES 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
NATURAL RESOURCES SECTION, VOL. 2, NO. 1, PP 49-78, 
1983, (EUR 8545 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1331 
DAVIS-R-D, HUCKER-G, L'HERMITE-P. 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF ORGANIC AND INORGANIC 
CONTAMINANTS IN SEWAGE SLUDGE. PROCEEDINGS OF A 
WORKSHOP HELD AT STEVENAGE - UK, MAY 25-26, 1982 
BOOK: P. 257, HFL 85, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1586-6, PUBL. 
BY: KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. 
(EUR 8022 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0711 I 
DE-GROOT-M, CERUTTI-C, SANDRONI-S. 
A MOBILE UNIT FOR MAPPING OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION 
APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL 
RESOURCES SECTION, VOL. 2, NO. 1, PP 23-48, 1983, (EUR 
8260 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1339 
4 Energy production, conversion and conservation 
VAN-OVERSTRAETEN-R, PALZ-W. 
PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER GENERATION. PROCEEDINGS OF THE EC 
CONTRACTORS'MEETING, BRUSSELS, NOVEMBER 16-17, 1982 
BOOK: p. 298, HFL 105, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1585-8. SOLAR 
ENERGY R&D IN THE EC, SERIES C, VOL. 3, PUBL. BY 
KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL. (EUR 
8399 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0882 
I 
SECONDARY ENERGY VECTORS (GAS, ELECTRICITY ETC) 
IMARISIO-G, STRUB-A-S. 
HYDROGEN AS AN ENERGY CARRIER 
BOOK: P. 520, HFL 160, 1983. ISBN 9 0-277-1659-5, PUBL. 
BY: D. REIDEL PUBLISHING CO., DORDRECHT, NL, (EUR 8651 
E) . 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0028 
I 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES LTD 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF FUTURE COAL PRODUCTION AND USE 
IN THE EC 
BOOK: P. 158, UKL 16, 1983. ISBN 0-86010-446-X, PUBL. 
BY: TROTMAN LTD, LONDON, (EUR 8261 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1326  
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES LTD 
ACID RAIN - A REVIEW OF THE PHENOMENON IN THE EC AND 
EUROPE 
BOOK: P. 159, UKL 12.50, 1983. ISBN 0-86010-501-6, 
PUBL. BY: TROTMAN LTD, LONDON, (EUR 8684 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1332 
I 
PAGNY-C, CAPPELLANI-F, RESTELLI-G. 
SPECTROGAZ - FICHIERS DE DONNEES SPECTRALES ET 
ELABORATION DES SPECTRES DE TRANSMISSION INFRAROUGE 
ATMOSPHERIQUE A PARTIR DE RUBANS MAGNETIQUES AFGL 
SPECTROGAZ - FILE OF SPECTRAL INFORMATION AND THE 
PREPARATION OF ATMOSPHERIC INFRARED TRANSMISSION 
SPECTRA FROM AFGL MAGNETIC TAPES 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, ENVIRONMENT AND 
NATURAL RESOURCES SECTION, VOL. 2, NO. 1, PP 1-22, 
1983, (EUR 8259 F). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1335 
SALZWEDEL-J, PREUSKER-W. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND ADMINISTRATION IN THE FEDERAL 
REPUBLIC OF GERMANY. 
BOOK: P. 285, DM 55, 1983. ISBN 3-88784-029-1, PUBL. 
BY: BUNDESANZEIGER-VERLAG, KOELN, D, (EUR 7735 D). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1336 
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VAN-ENK-R-H. 
TRENDS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CADMIUM CONCENTRATIONS IN THE 
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EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, ENVIRONMENT AND 
NATURAL RESOURCES SECTION, VOL. 2, NO. 1, PP 129-219, 
1983, (EUR 8576 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1340 
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BERLIN-Α, YODAIKEN-R-E, HENMAN-B-A. 
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PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL, (EUR 8083 E). BOOK: 
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KLUWER ACADEMIC 
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DORDRECHT (THE NETHERLANDS), PRICE: HFL. 275, (EUR 
9574 EN). 
EABl VOL: 23 NO: 0575 
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(EUR 9067 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0812 
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NEVIN-N-C, WEATHERALL-J-A-C. 
GUIDE ILLUSTRE DES MALFORMATIONS DU SYSTEME NERVEUX 
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COATINGS 
LANG-E. 
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(EUR 8350 E). 
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CORROSION 
MARSH-G-P, BLAND-I-W, DESPORT-J-A, NAISH-C, 
WESTCOTT-C,TAYLOR-K-J. 
CORROSION ASSESSMENT OF METAL OVERPACKS FOR 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS - NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
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223-252 (EUR 8658 E). 
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METALS AND ALLOYS 
BOOTHBY-R-M, WILLIAMS-T-M. 
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PHASE DIGRAMS 
NICHOLAS-M-G, TREVENA-P. 
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EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
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(EUR 8184 E, 1983) 
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7 Mathematics and computers IRRADIATION FACILITIES, INCLUDING COMPONENTS AND 
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KALIN-T. 
EUTECO - EUROPEAN TELEINFORMATICS CONFERENCE ORGANIZED 
BY THE EUROPEAN ACTION IN TELEINFORMATICS -
COST-11-BIS 
BOOK: P. 690, HFL 180, 1983. ISBN 0-444-867767, PUBL. 
BY: ELSEVIER SCIENCE PUBLISHERS, AMSTERDAM, NL, (EUR 
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
PATON-A-A, BENWELL-P, IRWIN-T-F, HUNTER-I 
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NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS 
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HAGE-W, ANSELMI-L, CARUSO-K. 
NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION CORRECTIONS APPLYING THE SHIFT 
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EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY SECTION, VOL. 5, NO. 4, PP 769-796, 1984. 
(EUR 9100 E) 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0627 
MC-DERMID-J, RIPKEN-K. 
LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT IN THE ADA ENVIRONMENT 
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SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAMMES 
MUXWORTHY-D-T. 
PROGRAMMING FOR SOFTWARE SHARING 
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(EUR 8516 E) 
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RADIOACTIVE WASTE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL 
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FUEL FABRICATION AND REPROCESSING 
CECILLE-L, SIMON-R. 
THE ACID DIGESTION PROCESS FOR RADIOACTIVE WASTE. 
PROCEEDINGS OF A SEMINAR HELD AT THE CENTRAL BUREAU 
FOR NUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS, GEEL - Β, SEPTEMBER 28, 1982 
BOOK: P. 108, HFL 95, 1983. ISBN 3-7186-0174-5, 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT, VOL. 11, PUBL. BY: 
HARWOOD ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS, UTRECHT, NL, (EUR 8609 E) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1406 
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SELVADURAY-G-S. 
THE LIQUID TIN PROCESS - AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
OF A POTENTIAL PYROMETALLURGICAL PROCESS FOR 
REPROCESSING IRRADIATED CARBIDE FUEL FROM FAST BREEDER 
REACTORS 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY SECTION, VOL. 4, NO. 6, PP 1451-1514, 1983, 
(EUR 8610 E). 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 1407 I 
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OACTIVE WASTE INTO GEOLOGICAL 
DIES ON CRYSTALLINE ROCK 
RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 




CHETS RADIOACTIFS ALPHA PAR 
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IOACTIVE ALPHA WASTES BY CRYOCRUSHING 
RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
4, NO. 6, PP 1423-1449, 1983, (EUR 
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BURY-M-H, EVANS-G-V, 
NSON-D-P, IVANOVICH-M, KINSEY-D-V, 
J-B, RAE-J. 
N AND MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 
RESEARCH REPORTS - NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
ECTION, VOL. 5 (1983), NO. 2, PP. 
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BURY-M-R-C. 
A FEASIBILITY STUDY OF THE OFFSHORE DISPOSAL OF 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE BY DRILLED EMPLACEMENT 
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CEC 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON RADIOACTIVE WASTE 
MANAGEMENT AND STORAGE - ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT 1982 
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BY: HARWOOD ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS, NEW YORK, USA. (EUR 
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RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL WITHIN A PLASTIC CLAY 
FORMATION - PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION ON GLACIAL 
ACTION AS A CAUSE OF CONTAINMENT FAILURE AND 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPERSION 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
TECHNO VOL. 5, NO. 3, PP 413-450, 1983, (EUR 8709 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0290 
DOEVEN-I, SOULLIE-P, VONS-L-H. 
CONVERGENCE MEASUREMENTS IN THE DRY DRILLED 300 M 
BOREHOLE IN THE ASSE-II SALT MINE 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS - NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY SECTION, VOL. 5 (1983), NO. 2, PP. 
267-324 (EUR 8670 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0170 
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DUURSMA-E-K, VAN-GELDERMALSEN-L-A, WEGEREEF-J-W. 
MIGRATION PROCESS IN MARINE SEDIMENTS CAUSED BY HEAT 
SOURCES - SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS RELATED TO DEEP SEA 
DISPOSAL OF HIGH LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
TECHNO VOL. 5, NO. 3, PP 451-512, 1983, (EUR 8710 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: .0289 
JONES-A-V. 
MULTIPHASE PROCESSES IN LMFBR SAFETY ANALYSIS 
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BY: HARWOOD ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS, UTRECHT, NL, (EUR 
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EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0738 
TEST IRRADIATIONS AND POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATIONS 
HEBEL-W, COTTONE-G. 
METHODS OF KRYPTON-85 MANAGEMENT. PROCEEDINGS OF A 
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HARWOOD ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS, UTRECHT, NL, (EUR 8464 E) 
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VAN-OUTRYVE-D'YDEWALLE. 
DODEWAARD POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATIONS 
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(EUR 8182 E) 
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THE LEACHING OF A PU LOADED BOROSILICATE GLASS 
EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY SECTION, VOL. 4, NO. 5, PP 1151-1170, 1983. 
(EUR 8012 E, 1983) 
EABl VOL: 21 NO: 0573 
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LAN2A-F, MANAKTALA-H, VISANI-T. 
LEACHING STUDIES OF BITUMEN WASTE FORMS INCORPORATING 
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EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
TECHNO VOL. 5, NO. 3, PP 325-362, 1983, (EUR 8565 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0291 
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MHITMELL-D-S, NELSON-R-S, HILLIAMSON-R, 
SMITH-M-J-S,BAUER-G-J. 
IMMOBILIZATION OF KRYPTON BY INCORPORATION INTO A 
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EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
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(EUR 8711 E). 
EABl VOL: 22 NO: 0288 
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ZAMORANI-E, MAZZOCCHI-N. 
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EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
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(EUR 9099 E) 
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REACTOR ENGINEERING AND OPERATION, FUEL CYCLE, 
MANAGEMENT, BURN-UP 
BARBALAT-R, DOMANUS-J-C, MARKGRAF-J-F-W, 
M I C H E L - F . T A Y L O R - D - J . 
NEUTRONOGRAMMES.DE REFERENCE POUR LE COMBUSTIBLE 
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REFERENCE NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHS OF NUCLEAR REACTOR FUEL 
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KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS GROUP, DORDRECHT, NL, (EUR 
8916 E). 
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REACTOR SAFETY 
AHORNER-L. 
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EUROPEAN APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS, NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND 
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BADRE-A, GRAND-D. 
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AXTON-E-J. 
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